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FOREWORD

The aim of the research project, Development trends in the book trade
2010, was to clarify the outlook for the book trade until 2010. The target
of the research was the digitalisation of books, in other words, the impact
of the digital production, distribution and business processes on the opera-
tional prerequisites of the book trade. In the project research report, Book
2010 – development trends of the book trade, the trends and factors
for change connected with the business activities of the book trade play-
ers and the digital production and distribution processes are examined.
The research covers the whole value chain of book production, which we
call a book chain: content producers, publishers, printers, wholesale and
retail trade, as well as consumers. We have knowingly omitted very de-
tailed descriptions of the processes from the report. The main emphasis of
the research is on examining the structural changes of the business and in
individual roles of the field, not on company-oriented strategies or cost-
benefit analyses.

The task of the research group was to estimate the effects of the com-
ing changes on supply and demand, as well as construct alternative future
scenarios for the book trade with book chain players.

The research group comprised:

• Professor Jukka Heikkilä, University of Jyväskylä

• Lauri Saarinen, LTT-Tutkimus Oy, project head, special researcher

• Jali Heilmann, Technical Research Centre of Finland, researcher,

• Kaarina Hyvönen, National Consumer Research Centre, researcher,

• Juri Joensuu, University of Jyväskylä, research assistant

• Helene Juhola, Technical Research Centre of Finland, research head

• Raine Koskimaa, University of Jyväskylä, researcher

• Juha Laine, LTT-Tutkimus Oy, researcher

• Tatu Lindberg, Technical Research Centre of Finland, researcher
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Juri Joensuu, Raine Koskimaa, Yrjö Repo and Jali Heilmann have written
the first part of the report, that is, the parts dealing with the book, literature
and reading. The description of the business branch (the book chain play-
ers) is by Yrjö Repo, Helene Juhola, Lauri Saarinen and Tatu Lindberg.
Juha Laine coordinated the section on copyright based on the texts by
Jukka Heikkilä, Juha Laine and Marja-Leena Mansala. Timo Siivonen was
responsible for the scenarios figures from the first and final chapters and
for bringing together the scenario work.1  Timo Siivonen, Helene Juhola
and our tireless worker Yrjö Repo wrote the scenarios. Lauri Saarinen,
Jukka Heikkilä and Raine Koskimaa edited the final chapters based on the
ideas of the research group. The entire final report has been edited from
the researchers’ notes by Lauri Saarinen, Juri Joensuu, who was hired as
a project research assistant and became a researcher, and Raine Koski-
maa.

Part of the report has been published as a web attachment on http://
www.jyu.fi/nykykulttuuri/Kirja2010. Lauri Saarinen edited a summary of
the report for translation into English in February 2003.

The research group would like to thank all those who have made this
report possible, especially in the final phase to the Research Centre for
Contemporary Culture, University of Jyväskylä for publishing our report.

The research was financed by the National Technology Agency of Fin-
land, the Graphic Industry Research Foundation and Jyväskylä Regional
Development Company Jykes Ltd.

Satu Toivonen represented the funders on the project management board
and, in the final stages, Jari Kovanen from the National Technology Agen-
cy of Finland, Antti Reenpää, managing director, represented the Graphic
Industry Research Foundation and Ari Lehikoinen, business manager, rep-
resented Jyväskylä Regional Development Company Jykes Ltd. Profes-
sor Jukka Heikkilä, Department of Computer Science and Information
Systems, University of Jyväskylä, Helene Juhola, head of research, Tech-
nical Research Centre of Finland, Lauri Saarinen, special researcher, LTT-
Tutkimus OY and Olli Eräkivi, director, Kirjamedia Oy represented the
research group on the management board.

• Marja-Leena Mansala, IPR University Center, secretary general

• Yrjö Repo, marketing planner

• Timo Siivonen, Technical Research Centre of Finland, special re-
searcher
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Even though from our point of view, the printed book will remain, in
many cases, the main form of publication for literature for a long time,
further research is needed to clarify what a book will be like in 2010, what
are the various purposes it will serve, what is its position in relation to
other means of recording stories and other knowledge, as well as what
changes will there be in its preparation and distribution. We see the biggest
changes in the coming years in distribution and consumption. The position
of the other players will not inevitably change as strongly, as digitalisation
has already happened in many stages of production in the book chain.
Player-oriented analyses are especially interesting subjects for further re-
search, as we are unable to produce strategies for each particular player,
because we try to remain neutral in this report in handling each type of
player as part of the modern book chain and we try to form an entity, not
produce strategies for a particular player type.

Our report positions itself among the other studies to clarify the present
situation, enabling the outlining of possible futures. Those belonging to the
book chain must react to the changes this will bring, either by actively
influencing or adapting to them. We hope our report will lead to ideas that
would be of use to the book chain players in a world that is getting more
internationalised and is increasingly exploiting new technologies.

On behalf of the research group

Helsinki and Jyväskylä 3 Sept. 2001

The Editors
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INTRODUCTION

The modern form of the book is generally seen as beginning with the Bible
printed in 1458, which was produced using a much faster typesetting tech-
nique invented by Johannes Gutenberg. The book and printing have changed
over time. With the spread of literacy, the book has changed from a pre-
rogative of the few to a source of knowledge and experiences belonging in
the hands of everyone. Technically, a book is a means of storing and spread-
ing (its) content, which has held its own quite well against many competing
alternatives. Technical innovations, especially since the beginning of the
1970s, have significantly changed the production process of books, but,
however, the final product has always been the printed book. The infor-
mation technology breakthrough that began in the first half of the 1990s is
no longer limited just to production engineering, but gives whole new ex-
tensions to the form of a book, as well as to its distribution.

Book 2010 has been intended primarily, in one way or another, for
people active in the book trade, but it is equally suitable for anyone inter-
ested in the ‘life’ of a book. It endeavours to cover the whole book trade
chain from beginning to end.

The report is in two parts. In Part 1 (Changing business environment)
the use, content and definition of a book and literature are presented, as
well as an introduction of reading technologies to the players, production
chains and structures of the book trade. It is a description of the business
environment as analysed by the research group at the beginning of the
2000s. This part also deals with outside factors, like political decisions and
copyright in relation to the players, but which are strongly connected to the
operational prerequisites of the field. Part 1 might then be of most interest
to the players in the book trade and readers familiar with the processes. In
Part 2 (Future factors), which is particularly intended for the players in the
book chain, the research group, together with representatives of the book
trade, presents scenarios, or possible models for the future, and the con-
clusions of the research.
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A central factor, and the main theme of the research, is the influence of
technological change on the book and the players of the book chain. What
kind of future does reading have? What is the position of the book in the
arena of increasing content services? What real opportunities does an e-
book have? Will the chain of commercial players become a network? Will
there be room for new players? Who are the middlemen and are they
necessary? In what position are the different players, for what does it pay
to prepare and for what must they prepare themselves? What does the
book buyer of the future want? What will copyrights be like in the future?
An attempt has been made to examine these questions from as many
angles as possible.

The work avoids taking a stance for or against digitalisation. Digitalisa-
tion is not a force of nature, but a method, which people use and which is
shaped by them. Products and business methods change, but, both now
and in the future, the task of the book chain players is the mediation of
knowledge and stories for learning and experiencing.
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I

CHANGING BUSINESS
ENVIRONMENT
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THE BOOK AS A CONCEPT, FORM OF
EXPRESSION AND DICTION

Definitions of a Book

Freely adapting the well-known saying of St Augustine, a Church Father,
one can say: “ We all know what a book is, so there is no need to explain
it, but if someone asks me, I can’t say what a book is.” A book is a com-
pletely everyday object in our culture and people talk daily about books.
Still the precise definition of a book is difficult – or maybe even impossible.

For various practical reasons, some kind of definition of a book is, how-
ever, needed, and many definitions, influential in various ways, are in use.
One of the most-used is the UNESCO definition, which is used as a basis
for international statistical data. In short, the UNESCO definition of a
book (as distinct from serial publications) is: at minimum a 48-page mono-
graph.

In Finland, Statistics Finland and the Customs Department use the def-
inition: “Class 49.01 Books, booklets, leaflets and similar printed matter,
including loose sheets”. It includes “ almost all printed matter intended for
reading, also illustrated, with the exception of advertising material and oth-
er printed matter which are tariffed with others of this group, and other
headings containing more detailed product specifications.” The other prod-
ucts of the group are, thus, more precisely defined elsewhere and the
remainder, less detailed undefined products, are probably ‘books’. Instead
of an abstract definition, the Customs Department offers an incomplete
catalogue of products considered to be books.

The Class 49.01 definition contains a small but important detail. The
definition mentions separately that “ dust jackets, book closures, book-
marks and other secondary items delivered with a book are considered
parts of a book”. In this definition at least, it is made abundantly clear that
a book is a material device, to which different parts belong; this point has
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not been sufficiently emphasised in discussions on literature. From the
point of view of book production, this matter is obvious but, particularly in
connection with the discussion on the development of digitalisation, it would
be well to remember the tangible extension of the book, in addition to its
spiritual and ‘intimate’ extension.

Book as Technology

The book and writing are technologies and as such they have always had
ties to other technical developments. The development of lighting and trans-
portation of goods, in particular, have significantly affected the historical
development of the book: as electric lights became common, the opportu-
nities to read increased and created a whole new audience for literature,
the spread of railways also enabled the relatively quick dissemination and
cost-effectiveness of the book from the mid 1800s onwards, when the
book trade in its modern form came about (publishing and publication,
book agency, bookshops etc. separated into their own branches). 2

It is always important to take into consideration that the book as a
product has developed as part of the development of both technology and
the economy and even culture.

 Books as an object are characterised by such properties as perma-
nence (once printed the text stays the same, and closely associated with
this is that the printed text is connected with confidence); durability (with-
stands rough handling); intimacy (generally only one reader at a time per
book); mobility (easily moveable, not dependant on other outside resourc-
es except lighting); easy to use (and being long in use is familiar to all);
suitability for linear presentation (for example, the plot in narrative litera-
ture; the classical argumentation of scientific and educational works). These
properties make the book a very good medium for certain kinds of litera-
ture (for example, the novel is especially ‘book-like’), but correspondingly
bad for other kinds of texts (for example, continually up-dating demanding
reference works).
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New Book-like Products

Because the book has such a clear position in our culture, it is understand-
able that the concept ‘book’ is also used for the new literary media (equip-
ment and user interfaces) such as in connection with electronic e-book
reading devices, for example. The use of the word ‘book’ in these connec-
tions probably lessens the prejudices and fears directed towards them.
However, they diverge from the properties that are essentially those of a
book and thus to speak of a book is misleading and possibly even suffocat-
ing for innovations.

Talking Books

Talking books are books that have been read aloud and stored on cas-
settes and, nowadays, even CDs. They are distinguished from radio plays
in that there are no actors (just one reader), dramatisation or effects. The
target audience for talking books is, first and foremost, the visually-im-
paired or people who otherwise have difficulty reading, but there is also an
increasing number of people who want to enjoy literature whilst doing
something else (for example, driving a car, doing housework etc.).

Mass Storage � CD-ROM and DVD

First magnetic tapes and different sized diskettes (8, 5.25 and 3.5 inch)
were used to transfer stored material to the computer. The day of dis-
kettes is, however, already gone, having been replaced by CD-ROM re-
cordings, which differ from diskettes, in particular, in that they have a
noticeably greater storage capacity (1.44MB on a 3.5 inch diskette against
800MB on a CD-ROM). In the beginning of the 2000s, DVD discs began
to replace CD-ROMs as they offer more memory space, so on one disc a
full-length film can be stored in digital form. DVDs, in turn, will be re-
placed by a more efficient form of storage (and certainly the development
of the CD-ROM will be followed by general DVD stations and rewritable
DVD disks). So there is reason to emphasise that when talking about CR-
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ROMs we actually mean any of these forms of mass storage. It is a
question then of the dissemination of digital text or a multimedia product as
a commercial diskette, CD disc or some similar form of storage. At the
time of writing, it is mostly multimedia works that have been published in
this form, the first of which are primarily various reference and education-
al books. There are also some CD-ROMs designed for children which, in
content, are midway between children’s books and games.

Multimedia works (reference works and children’s CD-ROMs) have
mainly been the products of traditional publishers and their distribution is
the same as for a book. Often a diskette or CD-ROM has been delivered
with the book. The future position of CD-ROMs is, however, questionable
as an increasing number of digital products are being distributed via the
Internet.

Electronic E-book Reading Devices � E-book

Digitalisation, networking and wirelessness make it possible to produce
new types of electronic publications. Electronic e-book reading devices
(e-books) are especially intended for reading text on simple, easy-to-use
computers. The success of personal digital assistants has blazed the trail
for the equipment. The fall in the cost of electronics, such as memory
units, as well as the improved displays and batteries, has made portable
equipment possible. The overwhelmingly most important element is, how-
ever, the Internet, which has made the cheap, fast and easy dissemination
of digital texts possible. At the time of writing, mainly novels are available
for e-book reading devices from electronic bookshops, but dozens of news-
papers in the United States now publish versions to be read on the e-book
reading devices. These devices are quite commonly called ‘e-books’, but
for the sake of clarity, one should speak of e-book reading devices, it being
a question of a certain type of computer that as a product is essentially
different from a book.

Because the amount of information is growing at an increasing speed,
and ever more information is also merely in digital form, it is essential that
the readability on the screen be improved on specially designed equipment
for it. In research into reading on the screen, it has, for example, been
observed that the test subjects appreciate vertical page formats, non-roll-
ing page changes, good navigational features and a layout like a traditional
book. Reading from a PC screen does not generally meet these demands.
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For the user, the e-book reading device is cheaper, easier to use and
lighter than a laptop, and makes it possible to carry a small library. The
books can be got quickly and cheaply from the Internet and they do not
take up shelf space at home or wear out with use. Also their price at the
turn of the millennium was a little cheaper than the corresponding printed
book. Different data processing actions like the quick looking up of a word
in a dictionary or reference functions increase their ease of use. Moreo-
ver, e-books can with the aid of an e-book reading device be read in the dark.

The most important properties of the future e-book reading devices are
their suitability for many different uses. With the device it is possible to
read books, as well as newspapers and magazines, catalogues and also
one’s own documents. The devices can also be used, for example, as a
diary, clock, notepad, calculator, like current Personal Data Assistants or
even as e-mail and a communicator. It is presumable that in the future the
technologies of portable devices will be partly combined. One proposed
suggestion is that the screen would be removed from laptops and could be
used as an e-book reading device. What is more likely, however, is that
there will be e-book reading devices noticeably cheaper and easier to use
than laptops and communicators also in the future.

Electronic Paper � and Ink

Under development are display technologies, which can in a few years
time enable new types of thin, flexible displays for televisions and laptops,
as well as e-book reading devices. It is particularly tempting that the dis-
plays can be manufactured from reasonably cheap materials. Some of
them have also been called electronic paper, because with the technology
it is possible to achieve the easiness of paper use, such as lightness, read-
ability regardless of the angle, paleness, good contrast, as well as even the
feel and appearance of paper. The credibility of the projects is increased
as a group of giant companies in the communications field are involved.

Components needed for portable e-book reading devices like large
enough memory, energy saving electronics and efficient batteries, have
already been available since the beginning of the 1990s. However, the
general availability of the devices has been restricted by the lack of suita-
ble portable screens. In the last few years, high quality LCD colour screens
for laptops have been developed which however, use too much energy,
and which will need larger and heavier batteries in order to be usable in
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the e-book reading devices. In the portable publishing platforms, a very
essential property is the weight of the device, because it cannot be much
heavier than a traditional book or paper is supposed to weigh. A reflecting
memory screen uses power only when the image on the screen is changed,
so it is ideal for the portable e-book reading devices. The electronic papers
represent the new wave of memory screens.

Electronic ink contains transparent microcapsules, inside which there is
a dark liquid containing water-based polymer. The dark liquid contains
small white pigment particles. By transporting the particles with the help
of an electromagnetic field to the surface of the capsule, the colour of the
screen changes from black to white. The phenomenon is called electro-
phoresis. The technique makes it possible to apply the balls as ink directly
onto many surfaces, such as paper or plastic, using, for example, the tradi-
tional printing methods.

It is easy to use a store’s central computer to update the changing
information, for example, on an electronic advertising board that uses elec-
tronic ink. In the future, all the billboards of a particular chain of stores
could be changed simultaneously nationwide, even many times a day.

Digital TV

Digital TV increases the number of TV channels and the content need.
Furthermore, digital TV makes some degree of interaction at least possi-
ble, and so digital TV is also one of the potential distribution channels for
digital literature.

When the digital TV transmissions started on 27 August 2001, there
were still very few households in Finland able to receive the programmes.
The uncertain situation of both acquiring the equipment and producing
transmissions may cause even long-term problems and obstacles for the
implementation of the new technology.

The development of the reception of the digital transmissions may fol-
low the same path as information technology. The early owners use the
new technology even though they know it is expensive and that many of
the device generations of the beginning phase will age quickly.

The central element is the programme guide from the perspective of
interactivity and other possible uses offered by digital TV. Making digital
TV more common may speed up when the set-top box or television re-
ceiver, that make it possible to use the programme guide, will be available
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at a reasonable price. Then one will get a set-top box for the newish
analogue TV or the old TV will be changed for a digital one.

Besides the technology, the household decisions about moving into dig-
ital TV time may also be affected by the programme supply proper and
the offered value added services that the analogue transmissions cannot
offer. One must see how big the interactive or otherwise active use of
digital TV will be in relation to the traditional programme viewing. Digital
TV enables the viewer, for example, to get instant background information
connected to the news or other relevant matters, from the Internet, as well
as the use of commercial or other Net services not connected to the pro-
grammes. The use of the Internet will, in any case, be diffused between
more and more devices, of which digital TV is only one. When viewing
contents like books, the lightness of the device and easy portability are
such important properties that while digital TV can be an important chan-
nel for downloading content off the Internet, it probably will not, however,
be one for reading.

Reader Programs and E-books

In addition to separate e-book reading devices, reader programs are also
available that offer an easy-to-use environment for reading digital texts on
the computer screen. Text files or electronic books formatted for both the
e-book reading devices or reader programs are available. Often it is a
question of the electronic version of the printed book, but new books can
also be published simply as e-books.

According to our definition, electronic books are those texts published
in digital form, which will not essentially change even if published as a
printed book.

This definition separates the electronic books, not just from e-book read-
ing devices, but also from multimedia works, Net texts (digital works that
use the Internet methods in a way that a printed book cannot copy) and
from other cybertexts (programmed texts). Defined in this limited way,
the ‘book’ part in ‘electronic book’ is justified and understandable.

Books distributed to the publisher in electronic form offer many advan-
tages. About half of the cost of a printed book goes on marketing, distribu-
tion and printing. Of course, a digital book also has to be marketed. More-
over, a significant number of the books delivered to bookshops are re-
turned to the publisher because of lack of demand. The user related librar-
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ies maintained by the publisher enable the profiled direct and test market-
ing. The efficient protection measures of separate e-book reading devices
make it very difficult to make and distribute pirated copies.

Books are never out of print either and large numbers of books in digital
form can be stored cheaply. Moreover, the updating and distribution of
quickly outdated material like catalogues and manuals is easier when the
files are in electronic form.

Net Texts

The Net texts are hypertexts on the Internet, which differ from e-books in
that it is not even possible in theory to publish them in printed form. This is
because they use the Internet environment as part of the structure of the
work. The Net texts can have, for example, links to different parts of the
Internet (for example, to different regularly updated pages) or one can use
Flash animation, Java scripts, etc in them.

Written Net texts have so far been published almost wholly as a hobby.
At the turn of the millennium, even several Net papers and magazines
have established their position so that they can already be considered equal
to printed literary magazines as publishing forums.3  As publishing forums,
they offer editorial practices equal to printed publications, in other words,
the published Net works are accepted and polished by professional edi-
tors. The Net magazines, almost without exception, have been working on
the basis of so-called banner ads – the publication has advertisements on
its pages, which finances the activity. The publications are free for read-
ers, and they are generally not required to register.

Also some non-fiction literature is published on the Internet. However,
often it is a question of different manuals and instruction books, and they
differ mainly from the printed version in the hyperlinking. Reading these
texts often requires paying a fee or at least for the user to register. In
scientific publishing, especially periodicals, some fields of science have
given up printing and moved to Internet publishing. In addition, scientific
publishers offer the magazine subscribers more and more scientific data-
bases, from where they can get the complete text version of the articles.

Among the Net texts, one can also include the quickly increasing doc-
umentation on the Internet inside companies and between companies; dif-
ferent catalogues and process descriptions, as Net texts, can make it pos-
sible, for example, for them to be used by more than one person, in other
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words, several players can modify and update documents in real time.
Interactivity also enables new service innovations for commercial Net texts.

Mobile Texts

Of the mobile texts, SMS, that is, text messages, have received most at-
tention, but because of their shortness (160 characters with old devices,
600 with new ones) the text messages do not, as such, come under the
heading of literature. On the other hand, messages with 600 marks or
short text documents read using a WAP phone could function as a basis
for different interactivity and real-time stories. Especially when it becomes
more common, the MPS (Mobile Positioning System) will make it possible
to localise the texts/stories according to where it is read – the same ad-
venture story can, for example, be located by changing street names to
those in the city where it happens to be read.

So far, mobile texts are limited by the smallness and poor reading qual-
ity of the screens of the devices, as well as the very limited program
functions of the devices. The latter limitation can be circumvented, for
example, in the WAP environment by driving the program on the WAP
server, and by transferring only the processed final texts, for example,
modified by the readers’ feedback, to the mobile phone.

Mobile texts can also include texts readable by a PDA (Personal Dig-
ital Assistant), because when connected to the mobile phone, they offer,
due to their small size, the same flexibility as the mobile phones and be-
sides they have a slightly larger screen and more versatile program envi-
ronment.

It can be said that mobile texts are stripped-down versions of Net texts,
but even more of the Net text properties will also be used in the mobile
environment. Networking and mobility are two dimensions of the same
phenomenon: mobility requires the information network where decentral-
ised information is available in real time regardless of the geographical
location.

Hybrid Texts and Interactive Services

Texts can also be published as a combination of book and Net text. It is the
different hybrid products that offer the best opportunities for producing
the so-called edutainment and infotainment, in other words, the entertain-
ing educational material or the “informing entertainment”.
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Entertaining and experiential elements can be combined with textbooks
through the interactive Net pages. The textbook will have Net pages re-
quiring the continuous updating of the material, supplementary texts, dif-
ferent assignments (which may exploit, for example, three-dimensional
graphics and animation) or even a full-blown distance-learning service
(Net-based study environment). The matter being taught can also be pre-
sented with the help of entertainment, for example, as a computer game.
The production of textbooks traditionally printed has already been going in
this direction with regard to content, as even in textbooks, for example, the
story structure has been started to be used.

Media contents are increasingly being circulated between different media
– a book is made into a film, film music is being sold on CDs etc. This also
increasingly concerns the new media and mobile devices, so a comic can
be made first into a film and then, for example, into a game playable with
text messages on mobile phones. Correspondingly, one can attach a “com-
munity” formation to a film that operates using mobile phones. In the fu-
ture, one can expect that even books will be written and published increas-
ingly often by bearing in mind such polymorphic use.

Transferring contents from one medium to another is just the first step
in the media convergence. The real combination of production is now start-
ing; the basis for this development was created, of course, by the large
vertical mergers in the media in recent years. This has helped to solve, for
instance, conflicts connected to copyrights.
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BOOK AND LITERATURE

The medium, device or transmission channel set their own limitations on
the contents to be transmitted. The central question, from the perspective
of digitalisation of a book, is the relationship of the contents to the device.
The relationship is complicated and direct conclusions cannot be drawn
from the technological changes to the changes of contents. The question
should be put forward from both the practical and conceptual perspective.

In this chapter, the tangible side of the book will be examined and also
how it has affected our images and concepts of the book’s content. The
relationship between a book and literature is more complicated and awk-
ward than is generally thought – not to mention that they could be consid-
ered one and the same. The content is always in a relationship to that
“platform”, the object, where it is presented. In this chapter, one tries to
shed light on the essence of the book through this relationship and to delib-
erate on why it has surfaced just in connection with book digitalisation.

We can talk about the book and literature, both as a formal and a con-
tentual concept. The first mentioned consists of the printed matter pub-
lished in the form of a book, regardless of the content. For the publishers,
bookshops and distribution chains, the book is above all a book object,
printed matter. The authors, readers and the humanist tradition often see
the book only as aesthetic contents, literature. A book/literature thought of
as content does not necessarily limit itself to the book object. In the future,
the concept of a book may be even less unambiguous.

Towards the end of this book, the materiality of the book will be dealt
with from the conceptual perspective and concepts connected to it – what
does the book object mean to the readers, book users and consumers.
Also some aspects of the book are presented which have come about
through digitalisation. The chapter on the permanent nature of the text
deals with some practical and theoretical problems connected to recording
and reliability. The central ideas in it will be the relationships of the reading
platform (whether it be a traditional book or electronic device) and read-
ing, the printed and digital text, and of the content and materiality.
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The Book as a Definer of Literature

The concept of “literature” contains two fundamental problems or points
with multiple interpretations. Firstly, literature can be defined through the
book:: literature includes all material published as a book. Thus, one can
talk about the “container concept”, the book is a container for literature
and, at the same time, a defining over-riding concept. According to Walter
J. Ong, this kind of literature concept was born when printing technologies
became more common.4  On the other hand, literature can be defined aes-
thetically.

Aesthetic Concept of Literature

When defining literature aesthetically, literature is fiction, which can ap-
pear in different forms not just as books. According to the classical group-
ing, the genres of literature are narrative literature (novel, short story),
lyrical poetry and drama. One can also include, to some extent, non-fiction
that has some “fiction” values. Ancient folk poetry has been considered
“unwritten literature”.

The aesthetic definitions of literature have always had value qualifica-
tions – all fiction is not automatically literature. Even though the threshold
between highbrow and lowbrow literature has continually got lower, ro-
mance novels or westerns have not been counted as ‘real’ literature.

From the book production’s perspective, the first definition, “container
concept”, is relevant, because the production process is almost the same
for fiction and other literature; however, the discussion about literature
and the future of the book trade is most often looked at from the perspec-
tive of fiction. The dusty smell connected with the book as an object, or
the history of generations of readers reminded by the dog-eared pages
and other extensions of experiences, is surely an important part of reading
a favourite novel (for the sixth time) but, for example, for a Net surfer
oriented in information technology, they might have very little meaning.
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Complex Relationship between Book and Literature

It is important to see behind the confusingly one-dimensional word, ‘liter-
ature” – very different types of texts, which have nothing else in common
except the book form (which can itself be very varied – compare a cheap
paperback with a four-colour printed coffee-table book), can be published
as a book. In addition there is literature outside books (radio play, talking
books, etc). At least two things follow from this.

Firstly, different types of literature (contents) are in different relation-
ships to the book (object) and, on the other hand, a book and literature are
two different things, which are no doubt dependent on each other, but
whose very close relationship, such as we know it, is merely one phase of
the historical development. In the field of book production, one knows well
the materialistic extension of the book and understands it as self-evident
how different contents in book form can be presented. Whilst on the liter-
ature research side, extensions of literature are known which historically
and culturally exceed the book as an object.

Combining these two perspectives is necessary in the present situation,
where a printed book as an object of literature is no longer self-evident. In
the era of “content production”, the pithy definition by Ted Nelson, the
creator of the hypertext concept: “ I mean by literature all the information
that we record and disseminate”, is especially interesting from the book
trade’s perspective.

Literature and Medium

The difference between the digital and printed book became a juridical
precedent when a US court took a clear stand on the question of defining
a printed and electronic book. On 11 July 2001, the US publishing compa-
ny, Random House, lost the court case it had brought against the Internet
publisher, Rosetta Books. The publishing contracts of the Random House
writers forbid them to publish their works elsewhere in book form. Ac-
cording to the judge’s ruling, an electronic book is not a book, however. He
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based his decision on a dictionary published by Random House itself, which
defines a book as a work printed “ on paper sheets bound between covers.”5

Unlike a book (in Judge Stein’s opinion), literature is not, however, tied
to a printed format. Literature has gone through important changes in for-
mats, first from oral literature to papyrus scrolls, parchment rolls, codexes
and currently the digital form. Literature is dependent, at least partly, on its
material form, but this does not mean that the development of literature
would unambiguously follow changes happening in the media. The media
sets its own limits, but inside these borders literature continually changes
and develops.

Moving from printed text to digital text does not automatically cause
any changes in literature. On the other hand, one must note that within
literature one can notice a line of development – as the next step of the
development of literature (appearing particularly in experimental avant-
garde literature) – which leads towards the possibilities brought on by
digitalisation.

Digitalisation has also caused an opposite reaction, in other words, liter-
ature that particularly emphasises the materiality of the printed book (em-
phasising the layout, massive “hefty tomes”, etc.). While writing this, sev-
eral operation modes live side by side. The traditional printed literature is
still strong, according to many indicators, stronger than ever. There is par-
allel publishing, where the same text is published both in print and digital
form. In this case, literature is published in digital form only for econo-
technical reasons. In addition, there is “genuinely” digital literature, which
cannot be printed at all, and, furthermore, there are some hand-made art-
ists’ books. In a changing situation, some of the most important defining
questions of book and literature are the relationship between the book and
the new reading platforms, and once more understanding literature as a
separate phenomenon from the book object.

Materiality of the Book

The discussions on literature and reading have partly moved from the con-
tentual level to the material level of reading: the book as an object, reading
as a physiological act, as well as the technologies connected to literature.
The question about the betterness of the digital or printed text has raised a
side issue that is most often forgotten when dealing with literature and
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reading: in reading, the physiological combines with the material. Of course,
reading can not be generalised in this way nor can its importance be for-
gotten when it is a question of the connections of the new operation modes,
innovations, devices, as well as reading and reception. Digitalisation pro-
duces, in the first place, technological changes and changes, and not until
after (in the long run) reading habits and practices.

If one compares reading the computer screen to reading a book or e-
book, it is clear that the screen’s properties are worse. The reading posi-
tion is very limited when reading the screen in a sitting position, and often
unpleasant and ergonomically bad. When reading text from the book or
reading platform, the reading position can be chosen freely and, moreover,
the angle of the text and distance from the eyes can be made pleasant
with small hand movements. As physical objects, e-books hardly differ
from books – they are most often the size and weight of a medium book,
unless smaller. However, the properties of the text to be read differ from
those of the printed text in many ways.

The form of the printed book itself outlines its use in a different way
than if there were one homogeneous undivided text entity. Reading freely
navigable hypertext may be unpleasant or unrewarding, if the reader ap-
proaches the text with the default values of the printed, linearly outlined
text. The pages of a printed book give rhythm and pauses to the reading.
Unlike hypertext, the linear presentation usually produces an easily fol-
lowable continuation.

The material form of the book is connected to the thematic and histor-
ical properties (page numbering, chapter begins on a new page, use of
space). The writer William H. Gass has defended the characteristic qual-
ity of printed literature. In his opinion, reading is a question of ”enduring
pleasures of paper, type, page, and ink” (Gass 1999). Gass emphasises the
physical character of the book as an explanation of the attraction and sees
the digital text as a pale shadow of the traditional text: the essence of the
book is based on its concrete nature.6  A printed novel is a reading plat-
form, marks left on it become part of the book. The marks mould it to the
likeness of its reader: the most read parts are visible, as are markings,
underlining, dog-ears and jam stains. Thus, Gass also emphasises the per-
sonalness of the book: the digital text cannot get on the same level of
intimate recognisability of a book that has been lovingly read. One cannot
own an electronic text as an object.

Part of the pleasure of reading a book (whether it be a novel or non-
fiction) seems to come from the material use of the book object: the layout
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and the plot flowing along livelily– or the struggle against the book object
(“ this much left”). Also part of reading are the occasional returns from
the world of fiction to the book object itself to wander amongst the cover
art, blurbs or bibliography that belong to the book object, but not the book
as fiction (according to Genette peritexts). A book can also consciously
exploit its material essence in different ways. In other words, one of the
resources of printed fiction is the relationship of its material essence to
what it presents.

This relationship will change when, in addition to the reading platforms,
the texts can also use modern technical strategies. When one can read
linked Net texts on an e-book reading device, it will be difficult to define
the boundaries of the work. For example, in a non-fiction book there can
be links to outside the work for those who want to learn more. The reading
gets rhythm (or the work can give it rhythm) in many different ways.
Naturally the texts in electronic form can also use the traditional form tied
to pages, chapters and paragraphs.

Generally readers prefer the reading properties of text printed on paper
overwhelmingly compared to electronic screens. The fact that the manu-
facturers of e-book reading devices spend huge sums on developing a
digital reading platform, which resembles paper as much as possible, is not
as paradoxical as it might first seem. Consumers also demand copies of
email and reader programs in the traditional letter form. The test users
participating in the questionnaire valued ”book-like qualities” – for exam-
ple, vertical page formats and non-scrolling page changes One can con-
sider the over one- thousand-year history of the book format optimally
shaped the use properties, so these must be imitated by the electronic
devices. What makes the division of the text into pages such a practical
property that we live and write the history of the book and not the scroll?

The Permanence of the Text

In the discussions about digitalness, there is one argument that handles the
material essence of the text placing the permanence of the printed word,
as well as the impermanence of the digital word and ‘uncertainty’, against
each other. It is true that text once printed is very difficult to get off the
paper! One can, however, question the permanence of the printed word
from both the material and contextual or contentual perspective. Paper is
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not very good material and inadequate conservation techniques, in partic-
ular, are continuously destroying old, printed literature. Paper was pro-
duced by old production methods and was fertile ground for moulds to
grow on. Old perishing books are often very difficult or impossible to re-
print. Another fact is that books are also consumer goods and suffer from
reading.

On a conceptual level, the permanence of the printed text is also ques-
tionable. Even though it is by its material ’being’ static, the default as-
sumption of literature researchers has been for a long time that the ’es-
sence’ of the text is formed in a subjective reading experience and you
cannot go back to the ’same’ text twice. A fiction text forms a multidimen-
sional semantic entity, all aspects of which cannot be mastered in a single
reading. Something in the text will always be left out in the reading proc-
ess and the forthcoming elements depend on the properties, reading mo-
ment and the environment of the reader. In other words, if the text is
understood to be something other than mere black marks on paper, it is
unstable.

There is a functional difference in the printed texts and programmed
cybertexts: the printed text is static, cybertext dynamic. This is a basic
difference, not so much a determining difference. The essence of a print-
ed text can be dynamic according to the creator of the concept, Espen
Aarseth (1997), the cyber-textuality is a perspective into all literature and
even electronic text can be static if the author so wishes. The cybertext
can use occasional static as a thematic means. Most of the electronic
texts (for example, all digitalised works and most of the texts meant for e-
book reading devices) are static. In other words, the essence of the print-
ed or electronic text cannot categorically be assumed to be of a certain kind.

In practice, the digital information communications have problems con-
nected to recording, which the printed matter does not have. The hetero-
geneity of the environments where used, bad planning, as well as the rapid
development of different formats, and through that a quick turnover make
it more difficult to record digital information. Even though it is possible to
copy identically countless times, its physical recording forms do not last
forever or are commensurable with changing and increasingly rapidly out-
dated equipment. Based on our daily experiences, we are inclined to con-
sider printed text to be more reliable than digital. This is not an insignifi-
cant matter, either from the perspective of mental pictures connected to
literature or the perspective of its ’image’.
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FUNCTIONS, GENRES, USERS
OF THE BOOK AND WHEN ONE READS

Digitalisation has started at the beginning of the production chain. The end
product of the word processing program used by the author, and of the
digitalised production process, is still mainly the traditional printed book. At
the end of the distribution chain, even a small change is more visible to the
public, the buyer of the book, than a large change at the beginning. De-
pending on the perspective, its effects are also noticeable in the reading
culture.

The outline of the discussion on the digitalisation of reading tells about
the present situation both on the information and emotional level. The fear
for ’the disappearance of the book’ is exaggerated in many ways.

The electronic text cannot compete with the printed book if its only
asset is that it is electronic, and it does not exploit the advantages of digital
text, in other words, does not produce ’added value’ compared to the print-
ed book, for example, interactivity and the possibility of individual modifi-
cation. From the perspective of the reader, other ’added value properties’
can be, for example, up-datability, links or cheap down-loading, or from
the perspective of distribution, storage or direct e-commerce.

Statistics about Reading and Readers in Finland

Reading books has been one of the most popular Finnish pastimes. Ac-
cording to the Statistics Finland research into Culture and leisure-time,
1981 and Leisure-time, 1991, interview information, both in 1981 and 1991
three out of four (76% and 75%) over 10 year-old Finns had read at least
one book during the six months preceding the interview (Eskola 1993, 27).

However, during the 1990s the percentage of the population reading
books decreased. This time a question about reading books during one
year was included in the comparative information. According to the re-
sults from the interviews conducted in 1991 and 1999, 82 percent of the
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over 10 year-olds in 1991 and 73 percent in 1999 had read books during
the year. To reverse it: 18 percent at the beginning of the 1990s and 27per-
cent at the end of the 1990s had not read any books during the year (Mink-
kinen, Pääkkönen & Liikkanen 2001).

What will happen to the reading enthusiasm of Finns in the coming
decades? Very different alternatives have been presented. The most com-
mon one is that the position of the printed book will last, but its social,
cultural and practical status will change and may get new features. As a
mental exercise, one can put forward two opposite views: either the future
book will be a withering and inadequate way of conveying text, with many
defects and which, in addition, is an ecologically questionable form of pub-
lication; or the book will keep its status as a form of conveying literature
and, for example, the title, and the print quantities of fiction will continue to
grow. In both cases, it is probable that expensively made books will remain
valuable status objects, with which to express social status and human
capital – texts considered valuable are published as valuable books.

’It is probable that the book will still keep its position, but its proportion-
al part of the total communication will decrease’. (Stockmann et al.,74).
The book will most likely last for a long time side by side with the digital
publication forms. It is essential, however, to know what this co-existence
will be like and how it will affect reading habits and practices. Different
estimations can be made about the share of different population groups
(for example, pensioners) of the readers and buyers. Even at their best,
they are assumptions, because there are many variants and unforeseen
factors (wealth of the future pensioners, use of time, other activities, so-
cial factors, etc.).

When examining reading, one needs to remember that reading includes
many other things than fiction. Currently, ever more people educate them-
selves to a higher level. It is probable that one will use more and more time
to study text and course books. The level of education is also connected to
other reading activities. The change in the occupational structure may
have led to the fact that one also has to read more in connection with one’s
work than a decade or two ago (which, in turn, may have a negative effect
on the enthusiasm for reading fiction). The number of magazines has grown
significantly, especially in the 1990s – in other words, obviously an in-
creasing amount of time is spent reading them. Quite new text types have
been created: young people in particular read and write many text mes-
sages and most of the Internet use is reading.
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Different studies can measure reading in very different ways. Even if
the questions were similar, the respondents can interpret them in different
ways: if people are asked how much time they spend reading daily, one
may give the time used for reading books and magazines, another may
also include the Internet reading, a third only the time spent in leisure
reading and a fourth may also include the time spent on work-related read-
ing. The respondents may also relate reading to reading ’high status’ fic-
tional literature, thus resulting in figures that are too low.

Reader Profiles

Different reader types can be created, for example, according to age,
social status, education or sex. It may be justifiable to predict that some
kind of reader generation gap will happen in the future. Which reader
groups will be in a key position when the new form of publishing, distribu-
tion and reading takes place? How will, for example, the age group of the
(near) future, whose social environment and communications, as well as
pastimes, have, since childhood, been suffused by digital innovations, see
the position, importance and value of printed literature? How will the large
retired age groups relate to the book and reading? An important question
will also be what will the value of literary culture look like in the future
alongside other forms of culture? How will literature as an area of cultural
activity succeed in forming its own ’image’?

In reading scenarios, one has to also take into account the possibly
statistically invisible but recognisable reader groups, which will affect the
future reading cultures or which are part of them. These could be, for
example, the major consumers of romantic literature or science fiction and
role-play games (development of hybrid forms?).

The literature of the future will consist of new features, as well as a lot
of the old – social, aesthetic, economic, political; valuations, assumptions
and uses. This area will slowly change. The relationship of the old and the
new will not come about by accident, but will be modified in social practices.

The development of the reading practices of the present 15–20 year-
olds, the so-called computer generation, is an important issue from the
perspective of the future of the book trade. It is difficult to find the guide-
lines without research results being followed up properly, and it is very
difficult to say which reading features of the generation in question belong
to the age group in question and, which, on the other hand, are genuinely
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connected to the fact that it is a different generation. A new multilevel
mapping on reading is required.

The accumulation of activity has been a repetitive occurrence of ob-
servations in research on reading, media use and cultural interests. For
example, young people using the computer and watching TV a lot are also
often keen readers. There are also special groups which concentrate on
one or two hobbies, for example, reading, watching videos, listening to
music, playing games (see, for example, Koskimaa 1996). Thus, only cer-
tain groups, for example, using the new media directly will read less. From
the perspective of the future, it is the development of these groups that is
essential – what is the ratio of the active and passive ones and, on the
other hand, which (often very genre conscious) special interest groups
obtain and read many books.

Reading for Entertainment and Information

The entertainment function and information interest do not appear purely
divided in reading fiction or non-fiction literature. Reading the most popu-
lar Finnish novels is guided by the entertainment function, as well as the
thirst for information/knowledge: according to the readers, good literature
offers reliable information on society, history, people, regions, etc.

A clear interest in knowledge suffuses the experience and entertain-
ment interest or works side by side with it. In reverse, non-fiction litera-
ture also has always an experience function – it can be read purely as
entertainment, without directly aiming at knowledge.

When and Where One Reads

In different situations, reading is controlled by different, generally reason-
ably strong reading habits. The reading situation can be static or mobile,
long- or short-term. Reading fiction is nearly always defined by the enter-
tainment function or ’experience’ reading. Such definitions are generally
associated with highbrow literature and they require a certain kind of read-
ing situation. Reading fiction can also have practical extensions: for exam-
ple, in a waiting room or when travelling one often reads magazines or
airport fiction, which as its name indicates is easily available on such occa-
sions. For example, reading classics merely to raise one’s literary educa-
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tion or social status works on the basis of a practical function, not merely
as entertainment. Fiction has also therapeutical significance.

Traditionally, reading fiction is connected to a ’quiet moment’, a situa-
tion when it is possible to just concentrate on reading. It is difficult to read
the so-called ’light reading’ a little at a time, leaving off reading to do some
other task. The often-heard remark ’I don’t have time to read’ illustrates
exactly that a moment dedicated to reading is required in order to get the
experience of the interaction of text and reader. Such a situation is linked
to the argument defending the reading of traditional literature, which de-
fines reading as calming down, long-term, concentration and internalised
’I – dialogue’. The opposite is reading the new form, digital text, which
may include multi-media material, and which is not only more fragmentary
than the traditional reading, but also involves gathering material or digging
deeper.

The social practices of the future (for example, the rhythm of life, lei-
sure-time and values) will mould the reading culture. It was concluded
above that the ’nature’ of reading is in some way related to the reading
situation or moment, the time used for it. What is this relation like, what
has formed it, how is it connected to other historical, social and economic
factors and, above all, how will it change in the future? This should be
researched in an interdisciplinary fashion using the methods and concepts
of many science disciplines.

Fiction and the Meaning of Reading

A story, a narrative, is typical of people, a way of enjoying and experienc-
ing. Reading may be the oldest form of narration after talking and listening
to a story or play. When compared to the other forms of narration, for
instance, a play or film, reading has features that explain its strong posi-
tion. For example, the dependency of the story’s mental pictures on the
reader (every reader visualises the story his own way, produces his own
story) or the subjugation of the story time to reading time (if you raise your
eyes from the book, the story does not move on) are particular properties
of reading.

According to Victor Nell (1988, 2) reading is action-changing conscious-
ness. The book has the ability to ’create worlds’ and the ability to absorb
the reader into this world. The narrative structure does not limit itself to
fiction texts. The story, ’the parallel world’ of the text happenings outlined
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in time, is (or can be), in addition to the imaginary world of fiction, also the
structure of non-fiction, textbook, biography or history.

Reading Habits and Literature Genres

The genre of literature always has an effect on reading – it creates the
settings for the way of reading and, thus, regulates reading. Non-fiction is
read differently from fiction.

One way of approaching the present state of reading is to compare the
differences in the reading habits of the so-called highbrow literature and
the so-called genre literature (popular literature). Popular literature gener-
ally includes at least thrillers, novels about war, love, horror (generally just
novels), as well as detective stories. From the perspective of highbrow
literature, the most defining aspect of genre literature is generally seen as
its formal nature.

It is necessary to stress the flexible (and also partly old-fashioned) na-
ture of the classification for at least two reasons. Firstly, highbrow litera-
ture has, at least since the 1960s used entertainment literature as a stylis-
tic means. Many novels considered quality literature use, for example, the
conventions of detective or adventure stories.

When the practical aspects of the text get closer to the functions made
possible by the new technologies, different reading habits and their econ-
omies will certainly compete with each other and at last determine what
texts (for example, genre, structure, themes and length) are profitable to
publish in the digital environment. So far the commercial innovations of
digital texts have happened mainly in entertainment literature, where there
are bigger opportunities for profitable transactions. It is, however, obvious
that digitalisation will gradually have an impact on the whole field of liter-
ature, both the economic and the content sides: ’the development of the
new kind of textual forms of expression is, however, also going on, it will
happen slower and more unnoticed’ (Koskimaa 2000a, 53). Literature will
not become digitalised without changes in the ways of reading and reading
habits.

Precursors of Development?

The technological development produces new instruments, technical inno-
vations, with which it is possible to do things differently than before. Often
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when the new instruments come on the market, they are still very raw in
their properties and unreliable in their functions. Nevertheless, there are
usually people who, regardless of the difficulties, either want to use them
or think that the difficulties are just a minor point compared to the advan-
tage achieved by them. Often professional users first get acquainted with
the new innovative products. One will learn from their experiences, good
or bad, and that of the other pilot users and maybe the new product can be
developed enough that the innovation will spread to even wider markets.

From the perspective of the future of literature, the central question is
what will it take from the contentual, practical and commercial perspec-
tive to transfer from the e-book reading devices of professional users, to
devices that carry entertainment or information content for the public at
large. While writing this, there are more questions than answers. In whose
hands is the leap from the professional devices to devices for the general
public and how will the players in the different links of the book trade
chain (or network) be able to impact it? What will happen between these
different development phases? Will the contents be developed for the equip-
ment or the equipment for the contents?

The device manufacturers are interested in whether there is, from the
readers’ perspective, something essentially better or more pleasant in text
printed on paper than in digital text and, on the other hand, what improve-
ments can possibly be made in the e-book reading devices compared to
paper. Where is this difference between paper and screen situated – is it
in the physiological reading happening (the essence of the text on the screen,
glass between text and eyes) or in the prejudiced attitude of the ’perma-
nence’ of the text and the content it conveys? Can one argue that the
question is just a matter of getting used to it? Paper as a reading platform
will long be an object, to which screens will be compared.

The views defending text printed on paper have their merits, but they
have been partly based on the untenable justification connected to techni-
cal development: the possibility of development is questioned on the basis
of the current situation. When comparing the properties of different screens
and paper, so far what has been discussed is how the reading properties of
a particular screen are much less worse than paper. It is understandable
that it is difficult for the consumer so far to imagine a screen, the reading
properties of which would unquestionably be better than that of paper.
However, in principle this does not prevent one being developed in the
future. When developing the readability of e-paper, the aim is to make the
physical strain on the eye as little as possible.
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Book � an Intimate Friend?

The alignment of the conversations connected to the digitalisation of read-
ing tells about the current situation on both the knowledge and emotional
level. The differences in the various views go back deep into the concepts
concerning literature. The views can roughly be divided into those whose
attitude is critical or opposed to digitalisation emphasising the superiority
of the traditional book and the ’techno-optimistic’ attitude emphasising the
inevitability of digitalisation and new opportunities. Naturally, there is a
more neutral, wait-and-see view between them. The view defending printed
literature often accuses the ’digitalists’ of being fanatics and of ignoring
the ’fundamental essence’ of reading. In the eyes of the defenders of
digitalness, the defenders of the printed book are opponents of unavoida-
ble development, who aim at limiting the essence of literature to just one
historical phase.

One can contemplate the book’s tangibleness also from the perspective
of the bookshop. Especially, if one thinks of the buyer of fiction (light
reading may be a different matter) and the differences of shops and online
shops, one can ask, if in the first place the customer buys the content or
also the tangible and visual object. The buyer of a book often flicks through
the book.

The defenders of the traditional book have often leaned on perceptions
that emphasise the emotional-like, difficult to limit and define properties of
reading and literature. The essence of the book is ’safe’, ’intimate’; text
printed on paper is unchangeable and reliable. Also, the tangible essence
of the book has been seen to be important; the Net text or e-book cannot
replace the sympathetic scent, feel or something that the author, Amy Tan,
described as charming sensuality (Koskimaa 2000a, 49).

When technically comparing the texts of the book and electronic texts,
one most often forgets the continuing technical development – the future
of digital literature cannot be evaluated simply by the level of current tech-
nologies. With these arguments on the background, one can also notice the
naturalisation of the book properties, in other words, forgetting the fact
that a book is not ’ready’, but always (now as before) in contact with
technological innovations of its time.

A third weak argument defines literature or reading through the reading
situation, in other words, projecting ’intimacy’ or ’mysticity’ belonging as
such to reading – in other words, defining the correct way to read, which
shuts out the ways of reading uncommitted to this view from the reading
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with the right sort of attitude. In the views that see reading as intimate, the
different genres are omitted and reading is considered unambiguously the
reading of good fiction. This kind of correct, cultured reading has ‘en-
twined with the aesthetic values of the quality literature’ (Koskimaa 2000a,
52).

 Does this kind of ’intimacy’ belong to reading itself? The general es-
sence of reading is very difficult to pin down. Can one, for example, say a
text role-play game which is played by many people simultaneously, is
outside literature or at least outside good literature? It contradicts (at least)
two definitions of printed literature: it is not isolated, intimate reading, but
collective action; nor is the text permanent or predetermined.

The ’intimacy argument’ sees reading as action developing and analys-
ing personality. In the background there is a worrying thought about the
decreased interest in reading among young people. Why then is intimate,
quality and ’developmental’ reading is possible only in a paper environ-
ment? A printed book qualifies for the formal minimum definition of litera-
ture – a format that also defines the content and images connected to it. It
has clear limits, so it is basically controllable by the reader.

The intimacy argument wants to save the purity of literature as a cul-
tural form and preserve reading as an activity only in the tradition of high-
brow literature – digitalness intrudes into a pure, already valued and ac-
cepted tradition. The change in the literature and diversification field makes
it difficult to evaluate literature from that tradition. Valuable texts are equal
to printed, recognised good texts whereas texts belonging to the digital
environment (for example, hypertexts, cybertexts, online literature, text
role plays, chat groups, computer games) are considered to be outside
good reading. Literature is wanted to be stopped/set into a certain entity,
so that the continuation would be controllable. This is nothing odd or his-
torically new – the boundaries of highbrow literature have always had to
be defined somehow and somewhere. It may be that in the ’historical
transfer phase’ if this kind of concept is justified, one literary canon will be
defined for a long time with printed (accepted) and digital (rejected) defi-
nitions.
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New Forms of Reading

Digital Texts

Digital texts can be divided, for example, into the following groups:

1. Digitalisation of printed literature.

This group includes such large archive projects as the Gutenberg
and Runeberg projects, in which one tries to digitalise as comple-
tely as possible existing (mostly the older, out of copyright) litera-
ture. For example, the Runeberg project consists of over 200 Nor-
dic titles.7

2. Publishing new literature digitally.

These texts have none at all or only very few, for example, hyper-
textual techniques. Literature follows the traditional form and digi-
talness is above all an instrument for the dissemination and distri-
bution of text. The text can be on the Internet browser in readable
form, made for a special reader program, or in a form readable by
an e-book reader. As these texts do not really use the new possi-
bilities offered by digitalness, they can when necessary also be
published in print.

Papers and magazines, in particular, have been doing parallel pub-
lishing in both digital and print versions. As the e-book markets
gradually get bigger, more and more new books are also published
as a digital file; often the digital version is published afterwards,
for example, at the same time as the paperback version. Thus, it is
really a question of taste, whether these texts are classified here
or in the former group.

3. Literature exploiting the new opportunities given by digi-
talisation.

For example, hyper-novels and interactive poetry, as well as mul-
timedia reference books, belong to this group. Digital literature
distributed as a physical product – diskette, DC-ROM – has not
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succeeded in creating proper markets except for some reference
books (for example, specialised dictionaries).

4. Internet literature.

Internet literature is digital literature, which, in addition to the pro-
perties of group 3 texts, exploits the special opportunities of the
Internet. It is possible to up-date the texts when wanted (or it can
be programmed to change itself), texts can be linked together, the
reader and the author can be in real-time contact with each other
through information networks, readers can be given a chance to
take part in writing the text, etc. Works belonging this group are so
far not being published commercially (nor, in practice, even free of
charge by commercial publishers). The works are mainly publica-
tions comparable to self-publications, but, to some extent, also pub-
lished by some already established literature storehouses working
on the Internet.

Texts belonging to groups 1 and 2 are mainly works classified as e-books
and publishing them does not differ very much from publishing printed
literature. The important differences are: pirating – illegal copies – be-
cause it is easy to a digital document, is a much greater adverse factor
than with printed literature; the distribution possibilities are more manifold,
the work can be sold, for example, one chapter at a time, for a certain
time, licensed for a certain number of users, etc. Both the computer pro-
gram business and, especially, the music business are fields from which
one can learn in the distribution of this kind of text.

The works in group 3, however, are marketed and distributed very much
like printed books, but their production requires ’technical editing’ (check-
ing that it works properly as a computer program) which printed books do
not. Especially there is a need for user support in this group.

Works in the group 4 though differ essentially from literature in the
traditional sense, and it is not self-evident that the traditional book trade
players want to be, or that it would pay them to become, publishers of such
Internet works. On the other hand, the works owned by the publishers
(especially novels) are a huge content store, which can be made into new
digital products with not too much work. The copyright regulations, how-
ever, will cause practical problems for such an operation. The experience
of the publishing editor can also be exploited in editing the work in connec-
tion with these texts. Moreover, some of the authors belonging to the pub-
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lishers’ ‘stables’ may move over to this type of text. Natural partners for
them would be companies producing the new media and the Internet
(book)shops, as well as possibly the providers of Internet services.

Reading Digital Texts in Relation to the Devices

There is very little (researched) information on reading digital texts, and
its exploitability limited. So far, most of the digital texts are read on the
computer screen, which considerably limits where they can be read – the
texts have to be read where the computer is. For most people, this fact
alone is a sufficient obstacle to reading literature, particularly when in
digital form. In addition, high-quality monitor screens are very expensive
and using a lower-quality one often causes headaches and eyestrain. Lap-
tops make it easier with regard to the reading place, but they also empha-
sise how unsuitable the screen for long-term, continuous reading. Even
though there are people ready to read even novels on the screen, one can
say that as long as screens based on picture tube technology are the major
e-book reading devices for digital texts, digital literature will not really develop.

The technical development will, however, change the situation in at
least two ways: the readability of the monitor screens will improve and
they also get smaller (or rather: the size of the monitor screen in ratio to
the size of the active screen will get smaller). Moreover, they can have a
cordless connection to the computer itself. Thus, both the limitations of the
reading place and problems connected to the strain of reading will get easier.

The portable e-book reading devices are a conscious effort to make
digital literature more available for the reader. There are mainly two types
of e-book reading devices: the proper e-book reading devices and the Per-
sonal Digital Assistant PDA. The (potential) advantages of the proper e-
book reading devices are the reasonable price, ease of use and reliable
operation. In principle, reading with the help of a well-designed e-book
reading device hardly need differ from reading a printed book – their rela-
tionship is in many ways similar to that of the vinyl record and CD disc.
The transition requires some getting used to, but the basic function is the
same. In addition, one gains some additional advantages, such as different
search and recording options. The important difference is that the CD disc
offers a better quality sound than the vinyl record, but it will be sometime
before the screens of e-book reading devices are able to compete with the
printed page in reading comfort. One of the advantages of the screen, for
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example, is the background light, which will guarantee good visibility even
in bad or changing lighting conditions. The other important difference is
cultural: the vinyl record only had a history of about 30 years before the
CD came on the market and it had not become as inseparable a part of
Western history as the book has during its 500 year history.

A test carried out with a very small reader group on the reading of a
text-emphasised multimedia work on a computer monitor screen gave some
hints that reading and the reading experience itself do not deviate signifi-
cantly from reading a printed book.8  Thus, the e-book reading devices and
digital texts do not necessarily change reading habits very significantly –
what is being read may even change more when the reader constantly has
practically unlimited text selection within reach (providing that the e-book
reading device has a modem or other component for an Internet connection).

The personal digital assistants are already used quite a lot for reading
all kinds of textual material. Many papers, for example, produce article
packages or news collections formatted for the microcomputers; seminar
programmes and other texts can also be distributed in this form. Even
though one can make reader programs for these devices, which work the
same way as the proper e-book reading devices, the reading itself is dif-
ferent. The reader program has to be started separately, it is a part of a
larger operating system which may interrupt reading with all kinds of mes-
sages (error notices, e-mail, program updating, etc.) and one can poten-
tially use all the other functions of the device all the time (calendar, ad-
dress book, etc.) – because the device in question is not a dedicated read-
er. A device as a reading environment defines and guides reading more
than the proper e-book reading device. The mobile phones of the next
generation will also be possible reading platforms. Currently, it is impossi-
ble to say what kind of reading these devices are suitable for and how are
they really read.

It may be justified to say that the share of the digital e-book reading
devices of the reading platforms will be marginal as long as they are – to
put it bluntly – books transferred into electronic form, in other words, they
do not exploit the difference in the functional base of the digital and print-
ed text. The mere chance to upload and store works in the e-book reading
device (‘library in your book’) may not beat the traditional book, at least as
long as the devices are expensive and the reading properties are clearly
inferior to the printed book.

 E-book reading devices are still used so little that their development
work is a minute part of the rest of the technological innovations. One will
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not necessarily be able to lower the consumer prices of the reader devic-
es, unless interest in them rises – and vice versa.

However, the manufacturers of digital reading platforms most likely
believe in the electronic future of the devices because they invest in prod-
uct development. The digital reading platforms have their place in the reading
practices of the future, but at least in the near future that place seems to
belong to updateable texts. Consumer behaviour is, as we know, very dif-
ficult to predict. The future demand for e-books will depend on many
things – how will the ratio of the use and price be formed in the market?
What innovations will the high technology of the near future bring (devel-
opment/cheapness of the devices)? What kind of ‘image’ will one be able
to create for the reading devices? What kind of texts will one be able to
read, for example, in 2001 and how much? What position will fiction have
then vis a vis the other art and entertainment forms?

The development of the electronic e-book reading devices seems to
follow the logic of other technological development. Popular technology
has been, almost without exception, technology developed for the immedi-
ate needs of an interested group, for a small-scale job or some other rea-
son, before it spread to the general public. Technical innovations need a
certain time before they ‘leak out’ to the general public, mould themselves
to its needs, get new features and properties, as well as become commer-
cialised. Instead of e-books, personal digital assistants are being devel-
oped, which are meant for the use of different up-datable material cord-
lessly. The purpose of the use generally defines the concept, so in a wider
sense one can call these devices e-book reading devices of e-books. Fire
and rescue operation, mechanics, repairmen, sale reps, the police and bor-
der guard, for example, can use the cordless e-book reading device, in
which the updated and localised information is real-time precise informa-
tion. It can include graphics, technical drawings, a memo-book, address
information and, of course, the Internet connection. Some auxiliary func-
tions may also have been integrated in the device, for example, a code-
reader for health insurance, credit or other cards.

�Widened Reading � and Multimedia

Traditionally, literacy has been understood, in addition to the mechanical
literacy (‘decoding’ of words from paper), as an individual’s ability to ‘un-
derstand, use and assess different texts […] to achieve his own goals,
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develop his knowledge and opportunities, as well as take part actively in
the functions of society.’ (Suomi (o)saa lukea, 31.) Reading does not
happen separately from the context, and it is always to some extent stra-
tegic, in other words, ‘taking into account the situation, purpose, text type
and media’ (Linnakylä et al. 2000, 6). Widened reading means, in gen-
eral, semantic practices in new media environments. By widened read-
ing, like media literacy, one means generally reading that happens in the
information networks or multimedia reading, which has, in addition to texts,
for example, material containing moving pictures or sounds.

New techniques become merged into old ones. The merger renders
part of the concepts inadequate, produces concept hybrids and new con-
cepts. Media literacy is a good example of the functional widening of the
concept. When the reading culture is changing, in addition to the adoption
of the new concepts, the old concepts get additional meanings, new ways
of utilisation and connections. The concepts of the book and literature will
also be changed and widened. The book must be redefined (‘Is this still a
book? Is an e-book a book? Is this literature any more?’). The digital
environment will change the definition of the relationship between the book
and the work.

Media literacy or ‘new reading’ stresses the properties of the tradition-
al reading from new perspectives. The importance of receivabilty, produc-
tivity and critical reading is stressed when reading texts in a digital envi-
ronment, navigating and choosing. Compared to the printed environment,
it is customary in Internet reading to emphasise more the reader’s ability
to choose (Suomi (o)saa lukea, 16.) Internet reading does not go back,
like traditional text, to the linear narrative continuation – analysing the
multi-linear hypertext requires thinking about the reference relationships
of the text at the cost of outlining the uniform plot (Järvinen 1999, 57).

New ways of reading must be learnt. The starting point for reading
the texts can be exploiting the new methods of expression, made possible
by digitalness, and the possibilities of Internet literature, whilst applying
the reading habits learnt in the first place through the printed literature.
However, this is not enough, but the reader must also learn new reading
habits, some of which may become more common with time and make it
an automatic part of reading, so the reader will no longer need to pay
special attention to them. In this stage, every new digital text requires
learning of its own, so that one can get the most from it.
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Writers of digital texts, who most often started with traditional texts,
are quite clearly aware of the problem and offer readers special instruc-
tions. In addition, digital texts, at least in this transitional phase, often con-
sist of sections which deal with the function of the text and which at the
same time indirectly give the reader reading instructions. Despite these
auxiliary instruments, the reader has to naturally rely on the trial and error
method, to learn by doing.

Reading instructions can be divided into two groups:

1. technical instructions, which come very close to the operating
instructions of a computer (telling how a program is installed, how
its user interface operates, etc.),

2. content instructions, which guide how the reader should interpret
and use the text in question.

It is obvious that certain uses of the digital texts will become more com-
mon and established as new ways of functioning. For example, hypertext
is already a very commonly known way of expression. In digital text, on
coming to a word/sentence separated from the rest of the text (different
colours, fonts, underlined, etc.), the reader already knows that by pointing
at the place and activating it, he will either get to a different place in the
text or open a new window on the screen with some additional material.
Understanding and learning the hypertext principle is essential – then the
changing details (for example, way of pointing at the link) hardly affect the
reading. Another fundamental property of digital texts is dynamicity: a text
once printed always stays the same, but a digital text can change – it can
change either whilst being read on the screen or unseen by the reader, in
the computer’s memory. To people using the Internet, this is also self-
evident; a text once read can already be different when read a second
time. Again the way and importance of the changes can vary from one
text to another, but it is essential that people learn to think of digital texts as
(at least possibly) dynamic.

The difference from the reading of traditional literature does not neces-
sarily have to be big – even in printed literature there numerous different
genres with reading habits of their own: a poetry book is read and used
differently from a novel; a printed play in its own way, etc. Moreover,
some writers of digital texts can consciously avoid ways which are set or
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look like set – they can create unique text programs, whose essential fea-
ture is that the reader can never know in advance how a certain text will
‘behave’. This is not a completely never-before-seen feature, either – it
just continues the artistic avant-garde tradition.

New reading habits adopted. Reading habits associated with the book
as an object and reading it are so established and internalised that one
seldom even notices them. To recognise the changes in the reading culture
and the present situation, it is important, however, to note that all the fea-
tures associated with reading practices are defined and penetrated by some
kind of habit. These reading habits, however, are to a certain extent, tech-
nological, in other words, connected with the tangible nature of the book.
The uneducated peasant in the Middle Ages would probably not have under-
stood the logic of the book (turning pages, linear order) had he seen one.

The new reading habits can be divided into habits inside and outside the
text. The former ones define reading habits and techniques of interpreta-
tion and as such will not be inderstood as easily as the latter ones, which
define social practices. One new ‘inside’ text reading habit is, however,
perceivable. Superficiality and speed are being noticed in the use of both
the informative and fictive text. Will the quick-tempered, intensive, surfing
audio-visual expression also mean the reading is also becoming ‘superficial?

It is clear that reading can not stay unchanged, if the surrounding reality
changes – reading is not an island separate from the rest of the culture.
The socio-cultural changes do not really necessarily affect the literature in
just one direction: a busy, intensive life, the digitalisation of working life
and technical uncertainty, as well as an audio-visual environment, may just
as easily direct readers ‘back’ to the safety of the printed word and the
‘reality’ of traditional novels.

Will the digitalisation of literary environments produce any more ground
for narration, the chronologically narrative structure? Digital environments
do not favour staying in the realistic (narrative and plot-wise chronologi-
cal) tradition in the same way as does the traditional novel. Traditional
narrative is closely connected to the physical form of the book: the mean-
dering and detailed flow of plot produces impressive ‘bricks’, light read-
ing. The mass of the text would seem to have some kind of connection to
the strength of the illusion of reality it produces – for example, just think
about the massive fantasy novel series, which build a complete ‘parallel
world’ of their own.
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Assessments of the Commercial Application
Areas of the E-book

Earlier on we defined the e-book as a text published in a digital form,
which does not essentially change, even though it would be published as a
printed book. The definition automatically excludes the moving picture and
sound from the elements of the content. Instead, a photo, drawing or graphic
design are considered similar to text. The e-book has to be understood in
this connection, to be limited to an entity, which has an author and a pub-
lisher.

Outlined this way, the e-book is technically suitable for presenting any
content. One of the advantages of the e-book for the publisher, compared
to the printed one, is that storage does not tie down any capital. From the
commercial perspective, the applications must, however, be weighed ac-
cording to what kind of additional value compared to the printed one they
give the user.

Uniform Content Entity

All novels and plays, most biographies and many non-fiction books are
understandable in the way the author meant only as entities and readable
only from beginning to end. Only in this way will the story told by a novel
or play advance logically. Most biographies advance in chronological or-
der and the text read earlier will help to understand the things that happen
later on. In non-fiction books, the information on the earlier pages is nec-
essary or at least will help in understanding the later information.

In collected works every single part is an entity. Except for few excep-
tions, the parts can be read in any order or left out altogether without
losing anything essential.

Poetry, novels, aphorisms, anecdotes or other collection, as well as a
book consisting of earlier published or separately ordered articles or short
stories, will achieve new dimensions in digital form, which can be also
considered as additional values offered to the user.

An e-book can be an entity or the buyer can select the parts he wants.
The buyer can make a book of the most preferred aphorisms or from the
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most important writings of a branch of science, which is of interest. He
can also compile a collection of poems or proverbs for his friend.

 Single items in a collection can be sold either for recording and printing
or for one-time-only viewing to those who want them. An anecdote, prov-
erb, aphorism or poem is easily readable on the screen of a mobile phone.
A novel or short story is more pleasant to read with the help of a computer,
personal digital assistant or e-book reading device. There is already a lim-
ited supply available. The information transfer is carried out through the
Internet, phone and, later on, digital TV system. Thus, the problems of the
small one-time fees could be solved in co-operation with operators.

Best contents for an E-Book

Only a small part at a time is most often read from the telephone directory,
dictionary, encyclopaedia, law book, how-to book, cook book and mush-
room book and only very little time is spent on it. Most users need, or want
to use, only a fraction of the information contained in these publications.
This material can also be sold for recording or merely for viewing. A cus-
tomer can buy those recipes or hints he wants and visits other information
as needed. Pure text information also works well in the mobile phone. If
pictures are required, a larger screen is essential.

Assessments of Multimedia Application Areas

CD-ROM and DVD multimedia products are book-like limited entities.
According to our definition, one cannot consider them e-books, but their
purpose is the same as a book’s.

Compared to the printed book, the multimedia properties, the moving
picture and sound bring quite a new look to an animal book, travel guide or
hobby book. In the text material, the functional principles of technical equip-
ment, phenomena of physics and chemistry, animal habits, the effect of
waves on the shore and the flowing river on the bank, or the effect of the
wind on the formation of sand dunes and snow drifts can, with the help of
video and animation, be brought before the students’ eyes and the event
can always be repeated as desired.
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Paper or Bit?

Hardly anybody will be surprised if we draw the conclusion that a long,
continuous text is still best read printed on paper. The printed form also
works for short texts, but an anthology compiled from short texts, in par-
ticular, based on information search and combination, or one that is to be
read in a random order, is a sensible combination downloaded on a digital
e-book reading device.

The longer multimedia is used at any one time, the digital recording
(CD-ROM, DVD or some new form) is still, at the time of writing, the
better form. When the information transfer gets better, the online connec-
tion usability improves. The Internet service is a practical and easy form
to use for information that is only needed for a short time. A device equipped
with a small screen, for instance, a mobile phone, will be adequate for
reading, but still a PC or a larger screen is more comfortable than the
mobile equipment, depending on the length and purpose of the text.

People are individuals even when using content. One requires pictures
to support the text, another uses his imagination. A picture, drawing, chart
or figure tells everything essential to one person, another one understands
the same thing easier from a two-page text. One is ready to employ new
methods and equipment, while another wants to hold on to the old ones.
One always wants everything on the same device; another naturally uses
what is the most practical or available. Some detest the book, others the
technical equipment. One wants the information he needs, or needs the
information he requires, straight away as an online service to his mobile
phone; another has time to wait for a quieter moment and leaf through a
manual at night in his easy chair.

In the final analysis, the greatest contribution of digitalisation will be
genuinely customer-based service, with which one can offer every cus-
tomer a combination of content and device according to his needs and
likings.
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BOOK CHAIN PLAYERS

A storyteller needs a listener. An inventor, observer or someone who has
experienced something also brings his experience to the attention of oth-
ers. Gesture communications, from the dawn of time, requires eye contact
between sender and receiver, one based on voice, at least both present at
the same time. A message carved in stone, engraved in a clay tablet, drawn
on tree-bark, expressed with knots on the hamstring of a slain animal or
later on with knots on a string and even later written on papyrus, parch-
ment or paper could be interpreted much later than when it was made.

In the beginning of written communications, writing and reading skills
were rare. Often the sender of a message who could not write needed a
clerk to help him and an illiterate recipient needed a literate assistant. If
the sender and recipient spoke different languages, one needed a literate
interpreter, nowadays called a translator. To get the message to the desti-
nation, one also needed a courier.

In this chapter, the journey of a printed (and to some extent also pub-
lished in a digital form) book in its present-day form from an idea to an
experience, and the roles of the players participating in this process, will
be described. The Book Trade Development Trends 2010 research
project in its entirety is looking for answers to how digitalisation will affect
the book and the book chain players. Some of the important factors are
technological development and legislation, as well as the co-operation of
consumers and companies.

The Redistribution of the Media and the Book Trade

The redistribution of the media field that has been going on for several
years, and is still going on, is a worldwide phenomenon, which is strongly
visible also in Finland. In the background, there is the integration of the
electronic and printed communication with each other, and through that
the new product concepts made possible by new processes, publication
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channels and publication platforms. The development of technology has
been significant, but, however, only one of the components of the structure
has changed. One can see four mega-trends in the development:

1. concentration around some media giants – polarisation

2. obscurity of the independence of the media companies on the outside

3. appearance of new players like teleoperators and new media houses
in the traditional field of media, and

4. globalisation

In the traditional media house, technology has had a central role. The
printing machine investments have been massive and only by having one’s
own printing house have the publishers remained independent with a se-
cure distribution channel. The electronic media has been the ‘official com-
municator’, separate and controlled by the state. It was not until cable
television and local radio stations gave the private media companies the
first taste of the electronic media that was then considered a competitor.

In the new media economy, the content is emerging to be a central
value factor. New technological solutions are needed for recording it in as
general and multi-use form as possible: for processing and packaging to
suit different media, for distribution through different channels, as well as
reception and consumption on different publishing platforms.

Traditional media companies are not strong enough to manage on their
own the whole value chain from content generation to distribution, with
the necessary technology and distribution channels. The alliances and
mergers, both between the media companies and the media companies
and the owners of the distribution channels, which have occurred, are a
logical way to develop the integration of the media and create sufficient
resources for the multiple use of the content. At the same time, the tradi-
tional home-market-centred publishing industry has become part of the
global media and entertainment industry.

The book trade is part of the media field and one can notice during the
first years of the millennium some concentration and internationalisation.
The total VAT free net sales of books by the members of the Finnish Book
Publishers Association in 2000 was 250 million euros and the turnover of
the whole book publishing business in Finland was a good 290 million eu-
ros. The market share of the largest book publisher was about 40 percent,
the total of the five largest about 75 percent and the eight largest about 80
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percent. All the media groups, large by Finnish standards, also have con-
tacts with the Finnish book trade and all the large book publishers have
connections with either book printing or distribution.

For the publisher and content producer, a new owner, already operating
in the book trade, may be more often seen as an opportunity than a threat.
In many cases, a publishing house that has changed owners has been able
to continue publishing as its own unit rather independently and with better
economic resources than would have been possible by itself.

Bookshop and Changes

 In the distribution chain, the number of entrepreneur bookshops and those
of co-operatives has, in recent decades, followed the population migration
from the countryside to the larger urban centres, because of the improve-
ment of the commercial services of the urban centres.

The most important difference between the past thirty years and the
next ten years may be the increasing speed and internationalisation of the
change. Books are global. The share of translated literature has been im-
portant in the publishing schedules of most publishers for a long time and
during the last few years the sales of the Finnish books’ translation rights
abroad has increased. The publisher, printing house and distribution chan-
nel have begun to get international both through ownership and operations.
Foreign players have come to Finland and Finns have extended their oper-
ations abroad. In the years to come, the internationalisation of the reader
will show so that ever more Finns will be reading books also in foreign
languages, especially English. Digitalisation through the book chain, from
author to reader, will create prerequisites especially for operational changes.

In any case, all the book trade players must be prepared for changes in
their operational environment and prerequisites. It may be a question of a
competitor striving to grow by buying up the competition, about a com-
pletely new competitor operating in a new way or about a player breaking
out of his own traditional role in the operation chain. Pressures for change
may come either from Finland or abroad. Buying the competition and break-
ing out of the traditional role by, for example, trying to cut out the distribu-
tion channel, are basically competition between companies. Creating new
business models also requires the co-operation of the end customer.
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Production

To put it simply, the players of the production chain are author, publisher
and printing house. The others participating in the production are subcon-
tractors to the publisher or the printing house, seldom to the author.

Mostly the author and the publisher are different people or organisa-
tions. Exceptions are books called self-publications, for which the author
has not looked for or found another publisher. Almost without exception,
the largest publishers belong to groups, one part of which is also a printing
house. The printing houses in question do not, however, serve just one
publisher and the publisher does not necessarily print all the books he pub-
lishes in his own printing house.

The digitalisation of printing affects the production process of the book
in many ways. Small print runs made possible by digital printing reduce the
capital of the publisher tied up in warehousing and fewer books than be-
fore are left unsold. The economic risk threshold of publishing falls consid-
erably and helps not only new publishers enter the market, but also self-
publishing. Someone ordering a printing job will have more choice, be-
cause the number of the players capable of printing books will increase.

The companies will thrive by persuading the other parties in the opera-
tion chain to more profitable business models and customer interfaces
from their own perspective. Earlier on, the end customer was able to choose
his own operation model from the possibilities offered. In the Internet world,
his chances to actively affect the forms on offer may improve. The con-
sumer can really become a king.

When the distribution chain is becoming digitalised the players can more
easily than ever before move into each other’s areas of operation. There
will be also new players, who can, for example, be conveyors of informa-
tion or specialise in handling the present business functions: marketing,
financing, ordering and distribution. Nearly all the players in the value chain
of the printed book can take part in the Internet trading of digital products
and merge into each other’s business areas:

· The bookshop can print the book from the server of the publisher,
wholesaler or author while the customer is waiting.
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· The wholesaler can establish an online shop, which serves, in ad-
dition to the author, publisher and retailer, also directly the end
customer.

· The publisher can sell the content from his own server directly to
the end customer bypassing both the wholesaler and bookshop.

· The end customer can communicate directly with the author, down-
load books anywhere on his own e-book reading device and read
the work on the screen or print it.

Three Production Methods

We distinguish three different production methods in book production: tra-
ditional production for the warehouse, on-demand production and produc-
tion meant for direct electronic distribution. A combination of these pro-
duction methods is also possible. The production methods differ from each
other both technically and logistically. Choosing the production method is
not the decision of the printing house, but is part of the marketing strategy
of the publisher and logistics management.

In traditional book production, the book is made by the lot for
the warehouse according to the forecasted sales, and distribution is
from the warehouse to the customer. The traditional lot system is based on
the cost structure of the offset method, where, because of the high costs,
it is more profitable to print larger amounts at a time. Thus, the whole
forecasted sales amount of the book or, for example, the forecasted sales
for 6 months of books that are known or assumed to be bestsellers is
printed at a time. The average print runs vary from one thousand to sever-
al thousand copies; the largest print runs are tens of thousands of copies.

The publisher distributes the books sold in advance immediately after
printing to customers; wholesalers, retailers or end customer. The rest of
the books the publisher stores either in his own warehouse or with subcon-
tractors. When the book is out of print, it will be reprinted, as long as there
are enough sales forecast to cover the cost of the whole reprint. If the
sales of the book do not match the forecast, one has to ship the books out
of the warehouse through sales, sales of remainders or by invalidating.
The efficiency of the traditional production method is based largely on
forecasting the book sales successfully.
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In on-demand production a product is only made, when the prod-
uct already has a buyer. In practice this is done so that when ordering a
book, one sends a work order to the printing house, on the basis of which
the printing house will print a certain number of the book in question. The
basic prerequisite of the on-demand production is that the book is stored in
the printing house in electronic form and that the whole book or parts of it
will be printed digitally. When the book is ready, it will be delivered directly
to the customer.

The advantage of on-demand production is the reduction in warehous-
ing and the capital tied up in it and the lengthening of the life of the book.
In on-demand production, the print of the book never runs out and it is
especially suitable for books, whose number of sales is small or is divided
over a long period. Also the advance print runs made for test marketing or
other purposes and the reprint of the best sellers is suitable for on-demand
production.

The on-demand production sets limitations for the final handling of the
books. The traditional equipment used for the final handling of the books
has been designed bearing in mind large lots, so their installation times do
not fit in the on-demand production. This will limit the applications of on-
demand production freely on book production. With the equipment availa-
ble in autumn 2001, for example, the on-demand production of hardback
books is economically not profitable in print runs of under one hundred
copies. However, on-demand production makes it possible to use different
printing technologies during the different phases of the product’s life span:
the first lot can be printed as on-demand and the next as offset or vice
versa.

In those cases where, for different reasons, the on-demand production
is used to produce smallish series, one can talk about print-to-need pro-
duction. On-demand production also offers a chance to make versions of
the products. The starting point for making versions of the whole work is
one manuscript, which will be modified. When one talks about very small
lots or even single works, the question is about precise production. The
customer can slice and dice the version he wants from databases, which
will be printed to order. Precise book is more individual; it is collected from
several sources or compiled in some other way into an individual entity.
One can assume that the on-demand production and precise production in
particular, will increase in the production of non-fiction and text material.
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The content meant for electronic distribution is not planned to be
delivered, printed in the printing house or by the sales person, even though
that way of delivery is possible. With the help of the information networks,
the content meant for distribution directly to the customer can be called a
network product to separate it from the electronic recording. For ware-
housing, one copy is enough, which will be made into completely identical
copies for customers.

Most of the present manuscripts are already in electronic form from
the work phase. When the book has been recorded and stored in electron-
ic form, any of the players of the value chain of the book trade, who has
the necessary technology and the rights for the distribution of the product,
can deliver the product to the end customer. Compared to on-demand
production, the warehousing and capital tied up in them is even smaller
and the availability of the book is at least as good. The electronic recording
and distribution form is particularly suitable for products that, in addition to
text, contain, for example, sound and moving pictures. However, then the
question is not, according to the definition of this research, about a book
but a multimedia product. In electronic products, as in on-demand produc-
tion, the print-to-need and precise printing are technically easy to realise.
To up-date the product, an electronic recording on the Net is the most
efficient. Different versions can be easily distributed and only the changed
parts of the product up-dated.

Also a recording (CD-ROM, DVD or other recording) can be under-
stood to be content meant for distribution in electronic form, even though
not electronically. It is much closer to a book in its production and distribu-
tion method than a network product - a physical object which is generally
produced for warehouses and which is distributed like a book.

Titles, differing from the ones used in traditional book production, are
used or can be used of players in the production of electronic recording
and network products. The author is called a content producer. When
producing large multimedia entities, the roles of the publisher and the edi-
tor get closer to the producer, familiar from films or television. It can also
include players corresponding to set designer, dramaturgist and director.

Authors

In this research, an author is a person who produces the content of a book,
who is not in a permanent work relationship with the publisher or subcon-
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tractor of the book in question at any given time. The author produces the
content as his creative work on his own initiative or to someone else’s
order, mostly the publisher.9

 A writer produces the text of a book by himself or as a member of a
work group. The basic task of a writer is to create ideas and write, but he
can also take part in the operation of the value chain of the whole book in
other ways. Appearing in interviews or otherwise in mass media can help
the sale of his books, even though they might not even be mentioned sep-
arately in an article or programme. The author can, at the request of the
publisher, promote his book in information meetings arranged for the book-
shops. He can, at the request of a bookshop, appear in the bookshop and
meet the readers and sign his book that customers have bought. He can
appear in different public occasions. Author visits to schools and libraries
are popular, but then the focus is more on literature in general, not so much
about the author or a particular book.

The book and the author face ever more new challengers in competing
for people’s attention and time. Will the publisher, while evaluating manu-
scripts, also have to think more and more about how willing the author is to
market the book? Will the matter resolve itself so that such persons, who
want to take part in marketing more than authors traditionally did, will seek
to be writers?

An author or editor? In this research, the distinction is not made ac-
cording to how the matter is marked in bibliographies. According to our
definition, a writer editing an oral story or already existing literary material
into a uniform text, the ghostwriter of a biography or a compiler of an
anthology is comparable to a writer, if he is not employed by the publisher
of the book in question.

The illustrator of the book is a photographer, drawer, painter or graphic
designer who creates the illustrations for a certain book and does not per-
manently work for the publisher of the book. A person compiling a signif-
icant illustration, from the perspective of the content of the work, from
existing material is here comparable to an illustrator, if independent of the
publisher. On the other hand, the creators of the pictures or illustrations he
is using are not illustrators of the book. Usually, the publisher orders the
illustration, but, especially in children’s books, the author and the illustrator
can form a team who together offer the manuscript to the publisher.

Most often the illustration or graphic presentation supports the text. In
photography works or in a coffee table book, the illustration makes the
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frame that the text supports. A drawer and writer are needed to make a
comic, and a lettering artist can also participate, who can be compared to
some extent to an illustrator.

In the production of digital content, the illustrator can be defined the
same way as with the printed book, unless it makes more sense to define
him by some other title. When one is making, in particularly, moving or
animated pictures for multimedia one is getting closer to the job titles and
work methods of television or films.

Figure 1 presents the production process using those titles that are used
in traditional production. According to our definition, a translator is one of
the makers of the book if he is not employed by the publisher while trans-
lating the book in question, but the translation happens within the frame-
work of a contract for a specific work. A good translation is not just a
technical performance whether it is an adult or children’s book, non-fiction
or fiction. In fiction, in particular, the purpose is not a word-for-word trans-
lation, but the ability to also transfer the style and spirit of the text to the
translation. In many respects, translating comes close to the work of an
author.

Figure 1. Makers of a book.
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Digitalisation may bring devices of use to a translator. In 2001, there are
already programs which one can use to produce understandable transla-
tions from simple texts, even though not in very good language. There will
be learning translation programs. In future it is possible, even though not
desirable that the translator will have to defend the importance of his work
against those who, for example, because of pressure are ready to accept
understandable but imperfect translations. The translation programs as
devices may be of most importance for the new generation of translators
who from the beginning are getting used to them.

A fiction work is a story produced by the imagination of the author or
by combining real events and fiction and which the author wants to tell to
others. Fiction in practice comes about at the initiative of the author and is
almost without exception the product of one author. Will the division stay
or shall we also see fiction to order – makers of the light fiction mega-hits?

In Finland most of the books for children and young people are pub-
lished at the initiative of the author, with an estimated 20 percent of the
titles the result of the publisher’s ideas. In the production of non-fiction
books for children and young people, especially, the share of commis-
sioned books may increase.

The non-fiction book, unlike fiction, is more often commissioned by the
publisher and there is often more than one writer. Typical books initiated
by the publisher are the multi-part works and encyclopaedias. The general
non-fiction book is most often at the initiative of the author, but the situa-
tion varies according to the discipline. Histories are often the result of
someone, not necessarily a publisher, wanting to finance a work that he
considers necessary, for example, parish, societal and company histories.
In some cases, a non-fiction book published at the initiative of the author
creates a need or at least prerequisites for a new work, which is then
published following a joint decision by the author and publisher.

The publisher initiates about 80 per cent of the textbooks of Finnish
comprehensive schools, upper secondary schools or vocational institutes
and most often there is more than one writer. The course books of univer-
sities are non-fiction books of the field studied that have often been creat-
ed directly from the collected material or accumulated in the research.

In a way, books published as a result of a writing competition are also
commissioned works, but the author has no guarantee when handing in the
manuscript that the book will be published.
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The motives of an author offering his first manuscript to the publisher
are many. Someone wants to tell a story that he thinks is a good one;
another is knowledgeable and wants to share it with others. A researcher
is looking for merit, as publication is still an important measure of a scien-
tist’s achievements. A person might write because he has not found a
book on some topic, or at least not one good enough.

If a would-be author just wants to see his manuscript printed, he may
self-publish. Someone offering a publisher his manuscript is hoping people
will read it. Among those offering their manuscript for the first time may
also be people looking for fame and fortune. The topic and style are cho-
sen according to what books he knows sell well. Even a person planning
his first book might have in mind a certain target group.

The motive of an author, searching for his place in the literary world, as
well as the topic selected, surely depend, to some extent, on how well his
debut book (or several earlier published books) has been selling. If sales
were weak, but he hopes to publish another book, the budding writer can
look for a new audience by choosing a new topic or altering his style. If
sales were good, he writes with the goal of reaching the same readers
again and getting some new ones, too.

An established author writes first and foremost for his earlier readers.
Even if the topics change, the style is the same. This can be considered, at
least loosely, customer related. The customers have, through their pur-
chases, told the author that I like your style or at least your books make
good enough presents for nieces or godfathers. The author can consider
he or she is on the top when customers demand a new work, annoyed that
their favourite author has not written one this year.

Getting the book or the digital content ready requires many decisions,
processes, instruments, as well as the work input of many people. Howev-
er, everything begins with the author’s manuscript. With commissioned
works, the decision to publish, however, comes before the manuscript, but
without a good manuscript this decision may not be implemented.

Digital technology is already a natural part of the production proc-
esses. Most of the manuscripts coming to the publisher, at least those that
finally cross the publishing threshold, are already in electronic form, most-
ly made using a text processing program. A paper copy is usually required
when someone offers his first manuscript. The typewriter has changed
into text processing programs since the 1980s. Translators have been the
forerunners in using the electronic text processing programs and are still
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on average clearly more skilful users of text processing programs than
authors. The digitalness has brought the means to create pictures and
graphics and especially edit.

Digital printing has essentially lowered the costs for an author who
wants to, or has to, self-publish. If he is skilful enough to produce the
content directly in a form suitable for a digital printing machine, his costs
will be even lower. Digitalness does not solve the practical obstacle of
getting rich through the self-publication, the problem of marketing. The
latest technical alternative is writing the content directly on the Net, but
from the perspective of marketing it is the most uncertain. It contains the
opportunity of a lifetime, but it is more likely that one will get hardly any
readers.

Publishing

A publisher is a person or an organisation, who chooses which of the
offered manuscripts will be published or will find authors for a publication
which he has decided to publish.

Self-publishing traditionally means that the writer of the book publish-
es and gets his manuscript printed himself. Most often it is not economi-
cally viable or very lucrative. However, because the author of the book
wants readers for his work, one cannot really consider self-publishing non-
profitable. The digitalisation of the production chain of the book has al-
ready lowered the threshold of publication and will lower it more in the
future. For example, the philosophy of many on-demand services is to
offer tools to ease the small-scale and self-publishing. These are, for ex-
ample, a service to make book-covers and ready-made layouts for writing
the book itself (page models, styles, etc.). The on-demand service can
also include a self-publishing bibliography service, which includes, for in-
stance, the ISBN number and EAN code. The services also include the
format versions from the printing original into electronic publishing format
or vice versa.

Small-scale publishing cannot be exactly defined on the basis of turn-
over or number of titles to be published. In this research, one means a
regular but small-scale operation. The publisher publishes a few books per
year other than those he has written. Small-scale publishing is perhaps the
best operational mode for the experiments connected to both technical
and business models.
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The on-demand production, as well as the digitalisation of other opera-
tions, has lowered the costs of publishing a title. The reduction in costs has
made it possible for the small publisher to publish more and more titles.

Scientific publication means publishing carried out by universities and
colleges. Other publishers also publish scientific books as opposed to non-
fiction books meant for the general public.

 Scientific publication was the first to go from printed to electronic pub-
lishing. In 2001, the most important scientific journals are available as elec-
tronic publications, and in many disciplines more often only on the Inter-
net. In some science libraries, the acquisition of the paper versions has
been already abandoned even though they are still available. Books will
follow this development, first in those disciplines developing the fastest
and little by little in all disciplines. The books will be published on the Inter-
net, but they will also be available printed on-demand.

Educational material publishing means publishing books and other
material meant for education and study. The production, publishing and
use of the educational material interests both publishers, and, for example,
the teleoperators and equipment manufacturers. There have been some
experiments in Finland where students have been given a laptop to use. In
the summer of 2001, an experiment was conducted in France, where a
special version of the computer was developed for students, a kind of
combination laptop and backpack, which will withstand heavy wear and
tear. Vocational institutes have been the quickest to adopt the e-learning
material where they have already long produced educational material for
their own servers (Juhola 1998a).

Many publishers distribute nowadays many supplementary products and
attachments with the educational material with the help of the Internet,
often even inside a small-scale Net-based study environment. The pub-
lishers strive to exploit their content reserves and develop interactive solu-
tions or at least educational material.

In producing educational material, the so-called joint-publishing princi-
ple is used, in other words, teachers and students produce the material
together. Students can produce material as a result of an assignment and
other similar work. If it is of a sufficiently high quality, it can also be used
elsewhere in the future as educational material. The publishers have to
offer their material so that it fits in with, for example, the supplementary
material produced at schools and educational institutes. The position of
copyrights in this case will become even more important. Material produc-
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tion and its use can be effectively advanced or prevented through legisla-
tion and how it is interpreted.

At the time of writing, the educational material offered on the Internet,
as well as the mutual relationship between the book and Net service, is still
taking shape. In 2001, the expectations are that books will remain a cen-
tral element, but they may become manuals or reference books, supple-
mented by digital material. Another possibility is that the Net service makes
the material, and the parts that are wanted can be printed or made into a
book at the printer’s.

With the emphasis on educational material becoming a Net service, the
distribution chain will be changed. The natural distribution chain for Net
material is directly from the publisher to the educational institute or stu-
dent. It is not self-evident, though, that distribution is handled by the pub-
lisher. A new kind of player specialising in the logistics of Net products will
replace the traditional wholesaler and bookshop.

General publishing means professional publishing of books, other than
textbooks, meant for the general public. The share of the largest publish-
ers especially in the number of books sold in Finland has grown during the
end of the 1990s and the beginning of the 2000s; the number of the pub-
lishers has not, however, diminished. The share of bestsellers of the sales
of the largest publishers is significant, but if it has grown since last year,
there is no exact information about it. The dominant share of the bestsell-
ers in both marketing and the bookshop’s selection can be also seen as a
fault, but without the money they make, many small print books would not
be published. And not all bestsellers are ‘bad’ literature.

The difference between a small publisher and small-scale publishing
dealt with earlier is a line drawn in water. A small publisher most often
specialises in printing certain types of books either for the general public
or for selected target groups. It is difficult for a small publisher to get to
publish best sellers. To be able to continue in business, it is important to
have books that sell in reasonable numbers preferably for several years.
The economic viability of a small publisher is not based on large sales but
on costs adjusted to the scope of the publishing operation. Subcontracting
is an important part of the business model.

One of the tasks of a publisher is to take care of economic and
technical resources needed to edit the manuscript and reproduce it in a
form where the end customer and, ultimately, the reader can and wants to
use the content either for fun or to benefit from it.
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The cost decisions are guided by many factors. Publishing and the book
trade carry the weight of a cultural responsibility, but as an enterprise the
publisher also has to be economically viable. With the profits from best-
sellers, books, sales of which are estimated to be small or are known to be
small and the title in itself is even non-profitable, can be published.

The decisions about new editions may often be most profitable. It is
especially so when the material need not be renewed. With digitalisation,
the production costs have gone down and the size of an economically
viable print run has got smaller. Often one does not need to invest nearly
as much in the marketing of reprints as of new publications; especially,
when there is a ready demand with regard to text books and some non-
fiction type books, for example, dictionaries.

When making publishing decisions, the publisher has, or should have, a
target group in mind, to which the book is marketed, as well as the market-
ing methods and the distribution channel. The publishers take the custom-
ers’ wishes into consideration in two ways. They try to sense what the
current trend is and thus what books to publish. If a suitable one is not
found among the manuscripts, an author is sought in one’s own stable or
else new authors will be actively sought at first from among those who
have already been in the public eye regarding the trend in question. On the
other hand, book sales are a good indication of what kind of books it pays
to publish again and which do not seem to sell.

Book publishing can be a company’s main line of business or a second-
ary one. Will the future players be those to whom book publishing is a
secondary line of business or is the expertise of a full-time publisher still
an asset. Currently, companies, other organisations or individuals operate
as publishers. Will the publishing business be concentrated in large or small
companies? Will self-publishing and the number of titles increase when
publishing comes technically and economically within reach of more peo-
ple? There are already examples in the information networks.

A large staff and many tools are still used in the business processes.
Will the future be dominated by subcontracting? The publisher has been a
producer, marketer and distributor. Will the structure stay the same, or will
some roles become stronger than others? And how will the role of an
individual player in the production chain be changed in the future?

The publisher is one of the central players in the book chain in his role
of co-ordinator. It is the most central role in marketing, and he aims at as
big sales as possible of his own production or at least covering the targeted
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group as well as possible. A single title is more important for the publisher
than it is for the wholesaler or retailer. The publishing agreement conclud-
ed with the author already contains general commitments about marketing
the book.

The publisher’s marketing consists of information, sales and advertis-
ing. All marketing by publishers consists of the same elements, but the
scope and the activity of the operation depend, essentially, on the scope of
the production and the economic resources being used on something other
than production.

Publicity needs to start as early as possible, so that the wholesaler is
able to prepare for his own part in the distribution and the retailer will
make his marketing plans according to his own operational rhythm.

Sales begin when the publication programme is ready. According to the
present practice, large publishers sell their own titles just to the buyers of
largest bookshop chains and central businesses, as well as to the largest
individual bookshops.

The advertising for the end customer in the mass media will not begin
until the book is available at the retailers. The publisher will also take part,
within his distribution channel policies and his economic framework, in the
marketing costs of the retailers. The publisher endeavours to get the book
presented to, and reviewed in, the mass media either just before the pub-
lication date or just after it.

The planning and preparation of direct sales and book club sales run
parallel to the retail marketing. From the perspective of general publishing,
managing the publicity is an essential competitive factor, so that one will
be able to efficiently exploit the most potential part of the ever-shortening
life span of a book.

When producing digital material, the tasks of the publisher do not nec-
essarily change. Depending on the quality and scope of the content, to
produce it from the manuscript to the form desired by the end customer,
can, however, require clearly more production machinery than in the case
of a printed book.

Multimedia production (the same material can be used to produce a
printed product, digital recording and a Net product to be read using differ-
ent devices), in particular, is getting closer to the production of a film or
TV programme and the corresponding organisation. Multimedia produc-
tion changes work habits. It requires several different parties – at its larg-
est, every media form needs its own expert. Managing the technical real-
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isation is also essential; there is no standard way. Producing is expensive
so it should be done efficiently, which often requires a project-like opera-
tional model. The share of subcontracting in the production will grow sim-
ply for economic reasons. The same model will perhaps also begin to be
applied to the book production. Currently, many small publishers follow a
very advanced subcontracting model.

The publisher’s share in editing the content is concretised in the pub-
lishing editor’s work. The fiction editor takes care of the grammatical
correctness. He also gets rid of bad stylistic errors without losing the au-
thor’s ‘own voice’. The publishing editor takes care of the logic of the
work structure and story.

A non-fiction author is not always a good writer. He has information
and knows how to express it in a way that another expert understands.
The non-fiction book editor must be able to edit the text of a book meant
for the general public into such a way that the average reader has a chance
to understand the content of the book. In many cases, it is useful to adapt
a translated non-fiction book to Finnish conditions. As for translated non-
fiction books, especially the scientific ones, it is usually necessary for both
the editor and translator to turn to experts of the discipline in question to
check the correctness of the translated terms.

The publishing editor does not have to interfere very much with the
texts of some authors. There are also manuscripts, which, after the editor
has worked on them, differ quite substantially from the original and the
author’s idea, which was presented in a confusing manner, has crystal-
lised. In the future, if the observations about the increase in neo-illiteracy
are correct, the work of the publishing editor can be more challenging,
because if the average reader is getting less able, the same may be true of
the authors.

The editor is a person of trust for both the author and the publisher, in
whose hands the manuscript that entered the house unripe will at its best
ripen into an acceptable book and a manuscript that just needed some
finishing touch into a masterpiece. In addition to the editor processing the
text, a picture editor will take part in the production process of the book
when needed.

What will be the role of the present publishing editor in the new envi-
ronment? In the new operating model, the editor can be an independent
entrepreneur and a subcontractor to the author. The publishing editor can
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look for new finds for publishing. He can edit the author’s work before it
is offered to the publisher.

The digital processes require the editor to learn new technical skills,
because technology makes it possible to do the work in a different way
and all the former operating models may not be possible any more. As to
the content produced in digital form, especially, co-operational skills are
needed in more directions than before. The editor may be saddled with the
role of producer and co-ordinator, where his task is to manage a project
made up of many parties. Earlier, co-operation with the author was enough,
now the growing production group is placing new demands. It may be, that
instead of one editor, two or more are needed.

The publisher co-ordinates and is responsible, at present and in fu-
ture, for procuring economic, technical and personnel resources for the
production. The work itself will be carried out by subcontractors. The
layout is designed by graphic designers and cover makers. How far the
page making is technically directly the responsibility of the publisher, de-
pends a great deal on the publisher and printing house.

In the future, it will be essential in the production of layout if the product
is to be published in several different media. Each media requires its own
application, unless one is satisfied with 1:1 way of presentation. In order
for such an operation to be efficient, the application should be as automat-
ic as possible.

Currently, the content of books are already recorded in digital
form. The material coming from the authors will in future be ready for
printing with less processing than before. In the foreseeable future, nearly
all material will be recorded in such form that printing it with a printer on
paper, recording it on a diskette and transferring it onto the Net will be
possible straight from the same file.

Old books will not necessarily be available except as archive copies, so
to reproduce them requires digitalisation, that is, scanning the pages into
some data system. If the book should be published in a form equivalent to
the e-book, the recording form PDF (Portable Document Format) will
suffice. If there are several publishing channels, the content must be re-
corded so that it is possible to modify it automatically into formats used by
the distribution channels, thus, one possible solution is XML (Extensible
Mark-Up Language).

With the help of XML, the tags used in describing the content and
structure can be defined application by application and thus one can mark
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the content in the document in a way required by the different uses. Thus,
the XML coded content can be edited for different purposes. The final
content can be compiled from several parts and for one XML document
different layouts, including those that do not show all the parts of the doc-
ument, can be defined with the help of different style sheets. With the help
of the style sheet, one can thus make, for example, one HTML version
consisting of the whole content for the Web and a version for the WAP
phone consisting of only the title and the ingress. In addition to the text
content proper, with the help of XML, other elements like pictures (for
example, technical properties, target groups), customers (for example, tar-
gets of interest and background information), as well as when or where it
is used (among other things, the publishing platform) can be described.

Printing house

The printing house is less of a decision maker than the author and publish-
er. It can advise when the balance is being searched for between a suita-
ble and sellable layout for the printed product, the paper to be used, as well
as reasonable costs. In the final analysis, the decisions are, however, made
by the publisher and the printing house carries out its own task accordingly.

The printing house or, in the case of electronic products, a company
specialising in producing them, offers the publisher the technical resources
needed to make the content a marketable and, from the customer’s per-
spective, a usable form. The page preparation of a printed book can also
be separated from the printing house proper especially when using tradi-
tional printing methods like offset. Colour separation can be subcontracted
from the rest of the page preparation, as can the bookbinding after the
printing and, for example, lamination of the covers. There has been a move
to transfer the page preparation process to the publishing editor or even to
the author, especially in production aimed at digital printing. On the other
hand, digital printing has made smaller, economically viable first editions
and, especially, second editions, possible even the on-demand printing.

Digitalness makes it possible to produce the basic material for different
media, thus, being able to make different products from the same material
without the laborious in between stages. Thus, the book can be offered as
a traditional book and/or, for example, as an e-book without scanning.

The technical protection of copyrights of the contents must also be
taken into account, when planning and realising the recording of the digit-
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ally divided book contents. This is especially important when several au-
thors have rights to the same product or its parts. In addition to the con-
tents, the metadata connected to them must also be defined and recorded,
in order to be able to collect in real-time the desired compilations and
entities for the content.

The production process of a book can be digital from the author’s text
all the way to a finished book. Currently, material written by the text
processing programs must still be changed into forms used by the digital
printing presses. The process, however, is getting easier all the time.

Application areas for digital printing are small print runs, on-demand
production, decentralised printing and printing changing information. The
practical applications of digital printing first started with the printing of
small print runs. With the printing presses becoming more common, the
use has spread into other application areas.

In digital printing there (see Figure 2) are no significant costs per lot.
The printing costs comprise almost solely page-related secondary costs.
This makes it possible to make very small print runs cheaply. As a process,
digital printing is noticeably shorter than the traditional one. Therefore,
one can also clearly reach a shorter turnaround time than traditional print-
ing methods.

Figure 2. The production processes of traditional and digital printing.
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Printing small print runs cheaply makes a mode of operation possible where
the content of printed products can be up-dated continuously and only the
amount required need be printed. With the on-demand printing, one can
decrease capital tied up in warehousing and reduce the loss caused by
over-size print runs.

In decentralised printing, the printing is done as close to the end user as
possible. Thus, one can reduce the costs caused by the physical delivery
of the printed products. The digital material is sent to printing houses through
the information network and the printing is carried out in a decentralised
fashion so as to avoid hauling material long distances.

Every printed page can be different in digital printing. When printing
changing information, one can combine text and pictures from a data sys-
tem without the production speed slowing down. One can exploit the pos-
sibility of changing information in an electronic collation or in creating doc-
uments from changing information. In an electronic collation, the pages
are printed by a printer in numerical order. The thought behind the gener-
ation of changing information is to produce for every end user an individ-
ual printed product using databases.

A document containing changing information can consist of a standard
base, to which customer information from the database is attached, or to
carry this further, a whole document can be compiled on the basis of the
database information of elements of interest to the customer. By using
changing information, one can add information that is of interest to each
customer, thus, because of tailoring, the value of the printed product for
each customer will increase.

From the perspective of printing in the production of changing informa-
tion, the most demanding work phase is creating the printing documents
themselves. There are some programs that create components and collect
them into completed documents.

The market share of digital printing has risen steadily. At this writing, it
is about 10 per cent and its rate of growth is a little bigger than the other
printing methods. Small print runs still form the most significant market for
digital printing, but the share of the other application areas like on-demand
printing and the production of changing information will increase.
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Distribution

We have defined the player chain of the distribution as publisher – whole-
saler – retailer on the grounds that they at some stage temporarily own
the book with a view to selling it further. The printing house is not a player,
but a subcontractor. For example, a transport business or warehouse hotel
is not a player. A company, offering versatile logistics service, however,
must be considered a player, even though owning the products at one’s
own risk would not be included in the services it offers. The author gener-
ally does not own the completed product.

The publisher decides where the printing house will send the books,
which have not been sold in advance to the wholesaler, bookshop or end
customer. The alternatives are the publisher’s own storage or a storage
service offered as subcontracting by a logistics company. Through its sales
commission policy, a publisher can influence if the additional orders of the
retailer will be delivered directly to the store or via a wholesaler. The
books to be sold directly to the end customer are delivered from the pub-
lisher’s warehouse or through the services of a logistics company.

The wholesaler or logistics company earn their keep in distribution
if they are able to offer something the publisher and /or the retailer consid-
ers to be beneficial to them. In addition to storing, transporting and servic-
es connected with ordering and billing services, they can offer, for exam-
ple, an information management service. The centralised information on
available Finnish books and offering it, through the bookshop, for the use
of all parties, including the end customer, can, for example, be a wholesal-
er’s strong point.

The retailer still forms the most important interface with the consum-
er. The customer can see the product and get to know it in a concrete
way. The customer gets the product right away, and the delivery time is
the shortest, even if you count in the travel time from home to the shop and
back.

The direct sale is an important distribution alternative for a publisher,
especially when the target group of the book is clear and when there are
addresses and instruments to reach it. The Internet is a new instrument to
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reach both the old and new customers. Even an occasional Net surfer
expects that the pages presenting the company and its products will also
include the opportunity to order or at least a link to the address from which
to order. If a customer wants to order on the Net the most important thing
for him is the effortlessness of buying. The publisher chooses if he will
take care of the logistics himself or use subcontracting. If direct selling is
a totally new concept for the publisher or if ordering on the Net can be
expected to increase the direct orders, some questions should be answered.
Does one want to increase the sale of individual items directly to the sub-
scribers, in other words, will one offer only the chance of ordering directly
or will it be marketed actively? Will the growth in the number of orders,
shipments and bills require additional staff or information technology re-
sources? Will the additional resources be acquired by the company or will
subcontractors be used? What will be the costs and profits of the possible
additional resources? How will the new mode of operation affect the mar-
keting costs and methods?

One of the central functions of the traditional wholesaler has been buy-
ing and storing products, which ties up capital, for selling forward later on.
The share of this function will, however, get less and be replaced by data-
base, storing, ordering, billing, delivery and reporting services, as well as,
to some extent, marketing support services.

The basic model for a retailer may still be, for a long time, a shop,
where the customer gets a product straight away, as in a bookshop. The
strengths of a shop as a customer interface are habit and the basic opera-
tions model that have become established over a long period. Even a book-
shop changes with time, but it does not need to start from the beginning.

The online bookshops that only operate on the Net represent the new
operations model. Some of the book clubs, whose operation is based on
distance sales, also offer in addition to the traditional forms the possibility
of ordering on the Net.

The Content Distribution Channels

By content distribution, one means the path from the author to the experi-
ence of the reader. A book, recording or a file moving in the information
network are just instruments to convey that idea. The printing house and
transport company are, in this case, necessary subcontractors, but not
players of the chain. The distribution channel is mainly one-way. Feed-
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back from the reader is desirable, but scarce and does not always travel
all the way. Quality control and as exact information as possible are ways
of trying to minimise the ’delivery against the current’ of the tangible prod-
uct, that is, returns for different reasons. Some returns, like those in the
sample storage system are known in advance and can be taken into ac-
count, for example, when budgeting.

The author and the publisher are separate individuals or organisations,
with the exception of self-publishing. The wholesaler means both the whole-
sale business and the provider of just the logistics. In the following, the
alternatives for the distribution channels are examined on the basis of Figure 3.

A consumer buying a book is both a customer and a reader. In all other
cases, the customer and reader are separate (a book is bought for a present,
a library buys a book to be lent forward, a company or an institution buys
a book for its staff to use).

The traditional long distribution channel is most common when a book-
shop belonging to the distribution channel is a small unit. The operations
models of large units vary, but small additional orders are often acquired
through the wholesaler.

The advance orders of new titles, special orders, campaign purchases
and other largish one-time orders, for example, are channelled through the
traditional short distribution channel. Some bookshops may also use it for
other reasons. Because of the sales commission policy, the books of some
publishers are cheaper to order directly from the publisher than from a
wholesaler.

Agency sales here describe a model where the routines between a
shop and customer are taken care of partly or altogether by subcontract-

Figure 3. Different alternatives for distribution channels from an author’s
idea to the experience of the reader.

Traditional Traditional Sale by Direct sale Direct sale
(long) (short) order (publisher) (author)
Author author author author author
Publisher publisher publisher publisher
Whole seller whole seller
Retailer retailer
Customer customer customer customer customer
Reader reader reader reader reader
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ing. At the very least, the service covers the warehousing hotel and ship-
ping of the product, which does not appear in a shop at all. At its widest,
the service is so inclusive, especially as to long-term acquisition contracts,
that the shop can concentrate on negotiating the order or acquisition con-
tract and maintaining the customer relationship. All the trading routines
are taken care of by a wholesaler or logistics company.

The author may sell his self-publications directly to the end customer in
addition to trying to also sell them through the wholesaler and bookshop.
All the above-mentioned distribution channels are suitable for books, re-
cordings, as well as Net products. In the personal Net service, the ques-
tion is expressly about the direct contact, made possible by the Net, be-
tween the author and the reader. Thus, the product is also solely on the
Net (generally the reader can print the file if he wants). The contact can
be so interactive that the author and reader edit the content together.

Information Connected to the Distribution

Pure product information is mostly one-way. The publisher sends infor-
mation (including advertising) to all the parties of the distribution channel
to the retailer and all the way to some customers (library), as well as to his
own data system and to the National Library. The wholesaler conveys
product information to the retailer to some extent. The subcontractors
included are mainly information conveyors like the post office or compa-
nies offering web-page maintenance, as well as information communica-
tions operators.

Marketing information is sent and received by all parties, authors
included. The sender and receiver are not necessarily one after the other
(in the distribution channel). The publisher approaches the customer through
advertising telling that the product is for sale in bookshops. The retailer
tempts the customer to buy by telling what an excellent shop he has where
all books, including this new title or book on offer, can be bought.

The feedback about a technically faulty book is first received by the
sales person, to whom the customer returns the book and receives straight
away, or within a few days, a perfect copy in its place. The sales person
returns the book to where it came from (wholesaler or publisher) and gets
a refund. The publisher complains to the printing house after several faulty
books have been returned. The customer can provide feedback about the
content of the book to the bookshop, publisher or directly to the author. A
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popular author can get quite a lot of post from his readers. The publishers
try to get feedback and hints from the bookshops, for example, about what
books should perhaps be reprinted or what kind of non-fiction books cus-
tomers have been asking for. The Internet pages of the publishers and the
authors are also places where reader feedback is actively sought.

One needs subcontractors such as for making brochures, printing hous-
es, web-page maintenance, advertising agencies, advertising media, premis-
es and catering for press conferences and meetings, etc. all of whom
offer their services in the customer channels.

Distribution and Monetary Transactions

There is money moving in all phases of the process. The author receives
money from the publisher according to the contract, generally partly as an
advance, partly as rendering of accounts according to the sales. The ad-
vance remunerations of the author, costs occurring while making the book
and most of the marketing costs are paid by the publisher before the book
even enters the market. There will be no income before the book is ready.
The wholesaler and the retailer aim to sell as many of the books they have
bought before they have to pay the publisher or wholesaler. The bookshop
also sells on credit, to companies and institutions against an invoice and to
the consumer through credit cards. Financing is needed. The main provid-
er of financial service for companies is still the bank. The credit card and
other financing companies mainly grant credit to the consumer.

Publishers

In August 2001, the Finnish Book Publishers Association consisted of 88
publishers, whose share of the published titles is about half and about 90
percent of the copy and sales value of Finnish books.

Small-scale publishers belonging to the Finnish Book Publishers Asso-
ciation are mainly specialised. The target groups of some of them are
quite clear. Maybe a small-scale publisher should try at first to specialise
in some viable business. Most often small-scale publishers operate with
fairly low fixed costs and use subcontracting. Digitalness is proportionate-
ly bigger chance for a small-scale publisher than for larger ones.

Publishing as a secondary operation is carried out by universities and
other educational institutions, consultation and training companies, news-
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paper and magazine publishers, units of the state administration, municipal
organisations, museums, societies, associations and, of course, private in-
dividuals.

Wholesalers and Logistics Companies

The wholesalers and logistics companies market their services, in the first
place, to publishers and retailers. They try to show both target groups that
using their services is, for the publisher and retailer macro-economically
more economical than doing direct mutual business. The most important
advantage for the retailer is that all the books are available in the same
place, and for the publisher when logistics (orders, physical delivery, bill-
ing, returns, refunds) are needed to do business with only one customer.
The wholesaler does not directly market products to the consumer. It of-
fers logistics services for retailers (delivery services to companies, institu-
tions and libraries).

Retailing and Customer Service

 In the retail business, books are the main product group in the general
bookshops (including the online bookshops), special bookshops and some
of the second-hand bookshops. Books are also sold by department stores,
markets, supermarkets, kiosks, petrol stations and some other retailers. A
book club can also be considered, not a business, but a retail shop when
the nature of the business is taken into account.

Retailing Strengths

The position of the retailer in the distribution channel is based on the fact
that it has, traditionally, been closer to the consumer, at least as close as
one of its important customers, the public library.

In a retail shop there are, depending on the operation and business
model, a significant number of book titles for the customer to see and get
straight away. In a bookshop proper the consumer can also find informa-
tion about the Finnish books available, which the shop does not stock at
that moment, but which can be delivered in a few days.
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The retail business markets itself in two directions. It tries to convince
the publisher that it is the most professional and efficient distribution chan-
nel for books, with whom it pays the publisher co-operate intensively. In
the other direction, the retailer tries to prove to the end customers that it is
the best place to buy books. The retailer aims to get the consumer to buy
all his books from them and emphasises in their catalogues, the scope of
the book selection, in particular, during the biggest seasons, such as Fa-
ther’s Day, Christmas and the discount sales. They claim that individual
book titles are examples of those best sellers which are cheap in their
shop, and that they also sell those less-publicised books. The arrangement
is bipartite in the sense that the publisher both co-operates with the retailer
and competes with it through its direct sales.

 The Future of Book Retailing

The future for a bookshop is with the customers, but will they be the
representatives of just the older groups or also of today’s youth? How can
one lure young people into a bookshop? Nearly all the products in the
product selection of a bookshop can also be bought elsewhere. A young
person buying textbooks for the first time can also be offered other prod-
ucts they need. If it is the first time for the young person to visit a book-
shop, he may feel the visit is ‘compulsory’. Is this then the right time to
create a positive image of a bookshop or are we already too late? What
would convince a young person to visit the bookshop earlier, more often
and voluntarily? In Germany, for example, the Thalia bookshop chain is
investing in the appearance and interior design of the shops, in order to be
more appealing to young people. There are computers in the bookshop for
trying CD-ROMs, as well as for information searches. For example, in
game shops one can try games and a group can also play them.

The best book selection in a locality may even be the strongest success
factor of the future bookshop, but that alone will not be enough. It should
include active marketing telling potential customers about the strengths of
the bookshop. A bookshop cannot just stay in the role of a distributor that
is being taken care of by its competitors.

A new service form for a bookshop can be providing its customers with
books printed on-demand. In fact, it is no different from promising to deliv-
er a book that is not in stock to the customer in a couple of days. As
technology develops, digital production lines can enter the market, which
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do not need to be used all the time or operated by a professional printer in
order to be cost-effective. Possible sites for such production lines could be
not just bookshops and libraries, for example, but also other players like
cafés.

Is the book retailing the same as a bookstore? Already books are being
sold in department stores, markets, kiosks and so on. Books can be bought
from different Net shops, book clubs and publishers’ direct sales. Will the
bookshop as a specialised business have any future at all in the digitalised
world?

Even new kinds of service points are possible. The friends of books
should not get offended by the comparison, but most keys are made now-
adays by express shoe-repair shops, not locksmiths. If in future consum-
ers believe it is easier, more convenient and cheaper to get a book without
leaving home or the office, then bookshops in their present form will disap-
pear. Bookshops investing in comfort could be left with a social function,
but even this will be threatened where new distribution systems have by-
passed the middlemen.

Customer

A customer can be considered part of the distribution chain when he is not
the principal reader of a book. The customer differs from the other play-
ers in that his main motive is not to sell the book, but to give it as a present
or lend it. The customer has very little advance influence on what books
are published. His influence mainly stems from the kind of books and
authors he has bought before.

The customer chooses where to buy. Earlier buying experiences affect
the choice, as does the kind of books either now or in general that he
wants to buy. In the long run, the question is will printed books or book-like
digital material or neither be bought and read. Will a digital book and a
reading device be a sensible gift? Will the printed book become a rare
object, an especially valued gift? Will it become so expensive that only a
few can buy it to keep, will the person, who is eager to read, have to be
satisfied with borrowing it from the library or reading it in a well guarded
place?

One will arrive at a situation, with electronic data transference and
electronic forms of the book becoming more common, where a book will
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not be ‘printed’ except by the end user at home and collated by some
simple binding gadget, thus shortening the distribution chain dramatically.
The digitalisation of books may, thus, help lower the total price of the book.
This will weaken the profitability of the distribution chain since the price of
a book is mainly decided by the content production costs and not the over-
heads of the distribution chain.

New Players

Besides the distribution chain of the book trade there are several other
institutions, which will affect the development of the field. As old players
in the delivery field, there are different associations providing support serv-
ices, as well as publishers and distributors and, especially, libraries. There
are also new ones operating from no physical space like Net bookshops
and teleoperators for whom content production and its distribution in digit-
al form is an interesting new business area. In other words, among the
channel co-ordinators (see Haapanen and Vepsäläinen 1999) are rising
competitors, who will challenge parts of the traditional distribution chain in
their own business areas.

A typical example of the new players is those online bookshops that, at
least at the beginning, had no direct contact with companies that publish or
sell books. One example is amazon.com. The Net service of many tradi-
tional bookshops is not a new player, but a new operations model of an old
player.

Small-scale content producing, publishing and commerce come with
the help of information networks within nearly everyone’s reach. Exten-
sive and good-quality multimedia production requires a production team
like that of a film or television – maybe it will be the audio-visual side of
the production where the new players, both the people and organisations,
will come from? In the distribution and production of digital products, the
equipment manufacturers and companies managing the information com-
munications connections aim, at least, partly at the roles of the publisher
and the distributor, as well as that of technical subcontractor.

The operational model of the service portals founded and maintained
by teleoperators, TV companies and other parties, is interesting. Are they
subcontractors, who offer a platform for service providers or are service
providers subcontractors to these portals? Who will, in the final analysis,
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be responsible for the technical working of the content offered, for moni-
toring copyrights and for the legal and ethical content?

Coupling the content services to the operator activities is a way for the
teleoperators to increase their business and the market value of the com-
pany. The trend is international; for example, the largest portal in the Unit-
ed States of America, AOL, bought the largest media company in the
world, Time Warner. A good example of bookshops is the German book
wholesaler, Libri, who offers on its book-selling web pages, such things as
the content of Spiegel Books.

The manufacturers of terminal devices like mobile phones are also very
interested in content production, as the new generations of mobile phones
are not needed so much for phone calls as for content distribution. On the
other hand, there is relatively little distributable content in Europe so far
and increasing it noticeably is a threshold question. The earlier mentioned
polarisation of the media field can go on in search for co-operation part-
ners, but this is not necessarily how it needs to be.

It has been predicted that the contents, in other words, the importance
of the media will grow rapidly during the next ten years. This is rather
logical, because the information communications infrastructure has devel-
oped and will develop strongly in the next few years as will the terminal
equipment available. It is predicted that those parties who control the whole
iMi, in other words, information technology, media and information com-
munications will be in a central position (Kohlenbach 2001). While writing
this, one has started to believe in the success of the information communi-
cations operators. This has essentially been brought on by the develop-
ment in Japan, where information communications operator derived con-
cepts (i-mode, J-phone) have been very successful and concepts are be-
ginning to be transferred to such countries as the USA (Antikainen &
Bäck 2000).

The situation of European operators, however, looks difficult, at the
time of writing, while they are wrestling with economic problems. Suitably
tied alliances or networking may, in the final analysis, be the right solution
for the implementation of media convergence in practice (Antikainen 2001).

There has also been speculation about new formations where a media
group, teleoperator, bank, insurance company and investment company, as
well as some large foreign media company, would merge. This would no
doubt lead, at least in Finland, to another merger.

An example of the new markets and players that also affects the book
trade is the text message. There was at first no demand for it, but the
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demand was created through supply. It seems to threaten most the posi-
tion of the traditional short message, the postcard. The sales and posting
of postcards have already started to decline. The telegram has already
lost its position.

A product or service responding to a genuine demand already recog-
nised or latent will certainly find its buyer. On the other hand, with regard
to a very successful service or product one might philosophically wonder
if the product is necessary. Obviously every buying decision serves some
need of the buyer. Surely, it is sometimes difficult for a person, even the
buyer himself, to understand what need was in question. Digitalisation, no
doubt, will affect the opportunities to offer something new, but because of
the effect of digitalisation will there be a ready demand, which can be
recognised and to which one can answer?

Changes brought on by digitalisation have already occurred and have
affected the production, storing, distribution and use of content material.
Even though digitalisation is advancing quicker than many earlier techno-
logical changes, we do not always even notice it in our environment and in
the operating models we now use.

For example, the large structures of book or magazine publishing have
not yet significantly changed and most of the old strong players are still
strong. The big basic inventions of the digital world have happened in large
companies, but many of the product innovations based on these inventions
have come small companies or small groups. Products or services with
significant commercial value have made small company become big or, as
often seems to happen, the products end up as part of some large compa-
ny. This may be happening in the future.

The largest effects of digitalisation, the ones affecting the consumer,
are yet to come. Do they mean the break-through of digital forms of pres-
entation and instruments that we do not know yet? They can increase
equality just as well as inequality, we do not know even yet.

The largest effects of digitalisation aimed at companies are also on
their way. New players may take over the markets, come beside old ones
or the old players may finally hold their own. They can fragment the enter-
prise world or centralise it even more. The influence of large companies
can lessen or grow even more.

If technology is not exploited, one has to accommodate oneself to it
through crises. The scenario makers are not short of ingredients.
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Products, Processes and Roles will Change

In writing, graphic design and picture processing, as well as in the prelim-
inary preparation of the printed book, one uses tools and programs, which
make it possible to edit individual parts, as well as combining them signif-
icantly easier than before. Material recorded in digital form, makes it pos-
sible, directly or with minor alterations, to present and/or duplicate the
material in several forms: on paper, as an electronic recording or on the
Internet.

For the consumer, the digitalness brings new services: a new ordering
channel as well as a distribution channel and the source of (marketing)
information and an opportunity to already affect the content and layout of
the product in the production phase. New product forms are being born:
electronic recordings and texts, which are read from different reading
platforms than earlier.

Editing the material (up-dating) for a new edition is essentially easier
and quicker than before. Development of devices and programs has made
it possible, for instance, to print directly from a file without films and print-
ing surfaces. A better than ever chance to individualise products. For ex-
ample, it has become possible to number an edition or print the name of
each recipient on the book, not to mention the potential tailoring applica-
tions of the digital and interactive products. Print-on-demand and elec-
tronic recordings give birth to new ways of production and with their help
one can make the production and distribution order-oriented rather than
warehouse-oriented.

One of the central trademarks of traditional wholesaling, the owning of
merchandise, may disappear or at least lessen. In 2010, we will probably
not be talking about wholesaling but logistics service.

The trend in the past decades has been the increase in centralisation in
several business branches. Technological development may be partly a
background factor slowing this development down: adapting new tech-
niques may, for example, increase the number of publishers, as it is cheap-
er to print smaller print runs than earlier.

The global information network, in principle, includes global markets.
‘In principle’ because an individual writer will drown in the ocean of infor-
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mation without efficient marketing channels. Adapting technology, that
makes production and distribution processes more efficient, will create
new opportunities for new players, as was stated before. Technological
development is not, however, the only force giving birth to changes. Inde-
pendent of the development of digital products, there may be room be-
tween the author and publisher for a new kind of entrepreneur, the pack-
ager, who will combine the author, editor working in a new way, the print-
ing and marketing. The packager will not, however, like the traditional
publisher, take economic responsibility, but it will be divided between the
players. An author, however, aiming at foreign distribution can use an agent,
who can be a person working for his local publisher or it can be an entre-
preneur familiar with the field and known and trusted by the publishers.

Information technology creates opportunities for collecting more and
more detailed customer information. One can even follow the life and
ownership of individual books every time it is resold. New operators, hold-
ers of databases, are particularly interested in managing this function, as
the material increases it creates an increasing need to manage metadata,
that is, information about information and, thus, one of the core matters of
market information application. Time will tell which services will interest
individual parties and who will really produce these services.

The position of libraries may be even more significant than currently in
the future information society, in particular, as a distributor of digital prod-
ucts; especially, if standardised products are available on the market. The
library resources are insufficient to distribute material in all the different
formats and standards.

The publisher will probably increasingly concentrate on organising eco-
nomic resources and marketing. Using subcontracting will increase in ed-
iting the content the author has produced and in technical production. Re-
tailing will get new forms and operating models when people have learnt
to use all that Net services have to offer in customer service. The shops
will not, however, disappear.

Development of information technology will affect the production, form
of existence, distribution and use of the book more than in many other
products. This will create new opportunities for new players. Their op-
erating models may differ considerably from the familiar ones, but they
can still be called authors, publishers or shopkeepers. However, those play-
ers who fit in somewhere in between also will have an opportunity and
who for the sake of clarity use new titles. When we get new players in
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Finland will they try to adapt themselves to the system or do things differ-
ently? Will the new players be those who are already connected to the line
of business or will they be totally new?

The basic structure of the book chain – author – publisher – wholesaler
– retailer – customer – does not seem to be immediately threatened. In
particular, the positions of the author and customer are that strong that
without them there is no chain.
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COPYRIGHT
IN THE INFORMATION SOCIETY

In this chapter we will be dealing with the challenges of digitalisation and
distribution on the Internet, as well as the effects they will have on copyright.

The cornerstones of the exclusive rights of the copyright holder are the
right to decide about making a copy, in other words, copying, either altered
by any technology or unaltered, as well as the right to make the work
available to the public by distributing copies among the public or displaying
it publicly.

When it was a question of the traditional technology, managing the rights
was taken care of reasonably well. However, the Internet has not been
easy for copyright owners to cope with. Copying material on the Internet
is easy and almost free of charge. Therefore, the Internet has sometimes
been described as a worldwide copier with no limits to or control on copying.

However, this view does not give the correct picture of the whole situ-
ation. The information networks environment gives the copyright holders
an opportunity to exploit the work, that was earlier ”sold” as a whole, in
small slices and efficiently control their use. One can go so far as to claim
that the information networks environment has an opportunity to strength-
en the position of the copyright owners, in a way previously unheard of, at
the expense of the other interest groups like users and society.

 One can best illustrate the change from the analogue environment to a
digital one with an example connected with books. The buyer of a tangible
book can do many things with his book. He can read it once or ten times.
He can sell the book or lend it to his friend. He can make markings on the
book, photocopy or scan the whole book or parts of it on his computer
hard-drive for his private use. He can keep the book in a bookcase as a
decoration, use it as a paperweight or even burn it. All this is possible
because the copyright to the tangible copy of the book is exhausted, when
it is legally sold or otherwise released to the public. The power of decision
over the book copy has been transferred to the owner of the book. In all
other respects, the copyright, however, stays with the author.
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The copyright owner might be willing to sell the book for one price, if
the buyer promised to read the book only once, and for another price, if the
buyer had the right to read the book as many times as he wants. Such
pricing is not possible in practice, because the copyright owner has no real
chance of controlling the reading behaviour of the buyer.

What if the copyright owner could completely control which parts of
the book are read, whether it can be read once or ten times, how long it
will stay readable, if one can take copies of it, if the text can be processed
or if the book can be sent to a friend as an e-mail attachment?

The above is not a utopian idea, since even the present architecture of
the Internet makes it possible to slice the objects of the copyright commer-
cially and control the use efficiently. The theme for this chapter – copy-
right in the information society of the future – is, in our opinion, centrally
connected to the technological- commercial change described above. How
will the change affect the balance between the copyright owners, con-
sumers and the interests of society?

The outline of the presentation is as follows: first (Copyright in a Nut-
shell) the development, contents and those changes in current copyright
legislation, which have been made or are being made in the name of the
development of the information society, will be examined. Next to be ex-
amined is copyright from the economic point of view, followed by the
management of copyrights in the Internet environment. It is important in
the discussion to describe the main characteristics of the copyright man-
agement systems (CMS), because copyright in the Internet environment
is managed both technically and in contractual law with the help of the
DRM/CMS systems. In the chapter ”Copyright Challenges in the Internet
Environment”, legal questions connected to copyright are raised, which
are some of the most important ones from the point of view of the devel-
opment of the information society. On the top of the list are such things as
the position of the copyright statutory restrictions in the Internet environ-
ment, the basic rights of the users, like protection of privacy and access to
information, as well as the limits of the ”contractual freedom” to make an
agreement like those made with the consumers.
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Copyright in a Nutshell

 What to Protect?

Copyright protection is granted to everything that is a result of independ-
ent and original creative work (copyright law 1 §: ”he/she who has creat-
ed a work, has the copyright to the work”). The object of protection has to
exceed the so-called work threshold. The object of protection of copyright
is not defined more precisely either in Finnish legislation or international
agreements. Copyright does not protect an idea, but only the form in which
the idea has been manifested. Copyright does not protect information, ei-
ther. A work is an abstract that can appear in any form. The work piece is
the tangible piece of the work. The concepts ”work” and ”work piece”
are to be kept separate, because, for example, the copyright limitations are
most often aimed at the work piece and not at the work itself. The au-
thor’s exclusive right to decide about the work means the work in all its
forms. Without the author’s consent, the work cannot be changed, copied
and distributed or presented in public. The copyright restrictions make it
possible to have a certain right to use works and work pieces without the
specific consent of the author. Restrictions are dealt with later on in this
section.

A work protected by copyright can have one or more authors. The
work can be a compilation where the input of the authors is clearly visible
or a joint work where the input of the different authors cannot be distin-
guished. The work in hand is an excellent example of a joint work.

 International Development of Copyright

The history of copyright is basically the history of technology. The need to
protect the results of human intellectual creative work came about at the
same time as it became possible to industrially produce copies of the works.
Technological development has increasingly emphasised opposing inter-
ests, in other words, demands for free information and protecting material
and the moral benefits of the authors.
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Intellectual capital has always moved easily from one country to anoth-
er. Ease of mobility and common protection internationally led at an early
stage to an international agreement on copyright protection, in other words,
the Berne Convention in 1886 to protect literary and artistic works. The
Convention has been amended to meet the demands of technological de-
velopment. The Convention has been ratified by about 150 states.

The Berne Convention is based on two main principles, those of mini-
mum protection and national treatment. The agreement defines the mini-
mum level of protection that the member states must give the citizens of
the other member states. According to the principle of national treatment,
a member state must give the citizens of other member states the same
protection as the citizens of their own state. The national protection is,
however, always based on national legislation.

The World Intellectual Property Organisation, WIPO, manages all the
international intellectual property agreements including the Berne Con-
vention.

Fitting the demands brought on by digital technology and the Net world
into the framework of the old agreement proved to be an overwhelming
task. Therefore, two new international agreements on copyright were made
in 1996, in which the new demands brought on by technological changes,
were taken into account (WCT=WIPO Copyright Treaty and
WPPT=WIPO Performances and Phonograms Treaty).

The European Parliament accepted the Directive of the Parliament
and of the Council on harmonising certain characters of copyright and
related rights in the information society in April 2001 (2001/29/EC or Cop-
yright Directive). The Directive was published 22 May 2001. The purpose
of the Directive is to harmonise the copyright legislations of the EU mem-
ber states to correspond to the demands of the information society.

The Directive has been characterised as a compromising attempt at
harmonisation. The aim is to obtain a wider level of harmonisation than the
new WIPO agreements, for example, as far as the copy-making right,
distribution right, restrictions and technical protection means are concerned.
Should the Directive be ratified Finland will have to go through the Copy-
right Act thoroughly and it will cause changes in the current Act.

The Directive clarifies the author’s right to communicate with the pub-
lic. In addition, such a temporary copy of a protected work, which is tem-
porary or occasional, as well as an inseparable and necessary part of the
technical process, by which the work is made publicly available, can be
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made without the consent of the copyright holder. One of the most impor-
tant changes caused by the Directive concerns the protection of managing
information of the technical measures and rights. According to the Direc-
tive, the member states have to regulate sufficient legal protection against
the circumvention of the efficient technical measures.

The harmonisation between the EU member states sought by the Di-
rective, will be, in practice, probably just remain a goal, because using the
exceptions and limitations of the copyright in national legislation is left to
the member states. The Directive only defines the boundaries of the na-
tional legislation.

This might mean that many facts important from the users’ point of
view, like copying for private use, using the quotation right, and use for
teaching will be left outside the actual harmonisation. Even after the im-
plementation of the Directive, copyright will be regulated by the national
legislation of each member state, and some of the present problems, such
as problems of interpretation, will still exist.

The Digital Millennium Copyright Act was passed in the United States
of America on 8 October 1998. The requirements of the new international
copyright agreements were taken into account and one reason for passing
the Act has been to ensure that the United States can ratify the new
WIPO copyright agreements. The proposed EU Directive and the Digital
Millennium Copyright Act differ, however, from each other, because the
copyright culture is different. It is not possible to deal with the United
States legislation in detail here.

Author�s Rights

The author has the exclusive right to his work. If the author does not
display his work himself in public or get it published, nobody else has the
right to do it, and the economic exploitation of the work is not possible. The
work is made public when permission is given to make it available to the
public. The work is published when copies of it have been delivered to a
shop or otherwise distributed to the public. The network environment can
be an instrument to display the work in public or publish it. The Copyright
Act regulates the rights belonging to the author, as well as the limitations
of the rights from the author’s point of view. The limitations always con-
cern either the work displayed in public or the published work.

The copyright is divided into economic and moral rights. The economic
rights of the author include the right to reproduce the work and make it
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available to the public. The right includes the work in all its manifest forms
and also when transferred from one type of work to another. In accord-
ance with the Copyright Act, it is also considered making a copy when the
work is transferred to a device by which it can be reproduced.

The copyright aims at being neutral in relation to technology. The ex-
pressions used in the Copyright Act currently sound a little old-fashioned.
However, the purpose was to use forms of expression as neutral as possi-
ble to take into account technological development without the need to
amend the Act.

The paternity right and the honour and reputation right are moral rights.
The paternity right means that the name of the author always has to be
acknowledged when the work is used in one way or another. The honour
and reputation right provides that the work may not be presented in a
context that will offend the author and nor can it be altered in any way that
offends the author. Infringement of the honour and reputation right will be
appraised on objective grounds.

Duration of Copyright Protection

The duration of the copyright protection has been harmonised in the EU.
Accordingly, the period of copyright protection is 70 years from the begin-
ning of the year following the year the author died. In the case of a per-
forming artist, recording artist and film producer and also the owners of
other neighbouring rights, the length of copyright protection is 50 years
either from the publication or recording. The period for catalogue and
database protection is 15 years from when the work was done or made
available to the public.

Increasingly, works are joint efforts. A computer program may have
several authors. Audiovisual works are often the result of the co-operation
of several authors. Each author basically has an independent right to con-
trol the use of the joint work. The length of the copyright protection starts
from the year the last author died.

Copyright Transfer

Copyright always belongs to a physical person. Thus businesses, including
publishers operate on the basis of the rights transferred to them. Copyright
can be freely transferred without formal requirements. Only the transfer
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of the moral rights is limited. If the copyright is to be transferred or the
work altered, it must be agreed upon separately.

Transfer of a copy of a work does not include handing over the copy-
right. A copy made legally available, may be redistributed again. Transfer
of a copy of a work does not mean it can be lent, rented or displayed in
public.

The copyright is transferred “piecemeal”, in other words, as rights to
use it, licences for a certain purpose defined in the contract. The Copy-
right Act is interpreted narrowly from the perspective of the right’s user.
This also holds true when interpreting the transfer of the copyright. In the
transfer agreement of the copyright one has to itemise as accurately as
possible the use or uses of the work are being transferred.

The Copyright Act has also been interpreted so that the new ways of
usage, relevant to the copyright, in other words, the new ways of econom-
ically exploiting the copyright, belong to the original author himself. In ac-
cordance with this, changing pre-existing material into digital form requires
the consent of the rightholders, unless the technological development has
been taken into account accurately enough in the agreement.

The Copyright Act does not contain a general regulation about the trans-
fer of the rights of works created whilst employed by someone.

In accordance with § 40b of the Act the right to a computer program
created at the workplace and the rights of a work directly connected to it
are transferred to the employer. If a database has been created under
similar conditions, the copyright connected to it will also be transferred to
the employer in accordance with the law.

A contract has an important meaning in the exploitation of the copy-
right. To put it bluntly, one can say that the exploitation is almost always
based on an agreement. As an agreement does not need to have formal
requirements, it can be oral or even concludent.

Copyright in the Net World

Copyright is independent of technology. Use of the material protected by
copyright in the Net world requires authorisation from the copyright own-
er with the same principles as it also does in the other media. The copy-
right holder also has the same rights in the electronic environment to de-
cide on making copies of his work and publishing them. On the other hand,
the limitations of the copyright are also valid in the Net world.
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Copyright problems are currently mostly connected to the digital tech-
nology, the internationality of the net environment and the difficulty moni-
toring the rights.

The copyright operates with the concepts ”making a copy” and ”mak-
ing it available to the public”. Both concepts get a new dimension in the
Net world. The starting point for making a copy could be regarded con-
ceptually as the fact that there is an original piece, from which the other
copies are made. The digital technique has changed this assumption. One
cannot make a distinction between the original and the copies and in a
traditional sense there is not always even an original piece.

Despite its international character, copyright has also traditionally worked
regionally. In the analogue world, it has been possible to determine by
reasonable measures, which country’s law is being applied each time. The
character of the Net world contains mobility, heedless of the boundaries of
a country. This means that a work is globally available. Problems arise
when one thinks about, for example, which country’s law is being applied
to infringements. The situation in the country from which it is sent may be
legal as far as the material on the Net is concerned, but because there are
numerous countries receiving the material, the interpretation in some of
them may cause the material to infringe copyright. In addition, an interpre-
tation of which country is sending the material is not without its problems.

Copying for Private Use

Perhaps the most important of the limitation regulations, from the practical
point of view, is the right to make copies for private use and the quotation
right. Making a few copies for private use has remained outside the exclu-
sive right of the copyright holder for mainly practical reasons, one of the
most important being the difficulty of monitoring. In other words, a person
has the right to make a few copies of the work for his own private use.
The copyright holder cannot forbid the making of a copy and one does not
need to pay compensation (free exploitation right). A copy made for pri-
vate use may not be used for other purposes. The above-mentioned prin-
ciple is not completely without exceptions. For instance, copying a compu-
ter program for private use is not allowed.

It is very easy in the Net world to copy everything on the Internet onto
your own computer. Basically, as stated before, this is allowed. Copying
for private use, however, does not mean the work can be altered or other-
wise manipulated. Nor does the regulation make it legal, under any cir-
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cumstances, to copy material onto a company’s intranet, no matter how
small the company.

Quotation

It is permissible to quote a published work in accordance with good man-
ners to the extent it is necessary for the purpose (free exploitation right).
One can basically quote any kind of work. The quotation must have a
relevant connection to the work of the person doing the quoting. The ex-
ception provision does not allow a work to be merely a compilation of
quotations, but one must get permission from every author that will be
quoted. Thus, a database cannot be legally made on the basis of the quo-
tation right. Using quotations in advertisements has not been generally
considered acceptable. When using quotations the source (author and work)
has to be mentioned in accordance with good manners.

Using the quotation right is also allowed in the Net environment as long
as the rules of quoting are followed, which also means mentioning the
author and the source. On the other hand, web pages made public may
also be legally quoted.

Links

Links are essential for the Internet to function. The permissibility of the
links must be evaluated according to the type of link. The usual connection
by clicking on to somebody else’s web pages has mostly been seen as
permissible from the copyright perspective. The situation gets more com-
plicated regarding copyright when the question is about deep linking. How-
ever, it is not, unfortunately, possible to deal here with copyright problems
connected to linking. From the perspective of making a digital book, the
copyright character of linking is, however, one of the problems that need
to be solved.

Monitoring Copyright

Basically copyright is an individual right and, therefore, copyright monitor-
ing is in principle the author’s responsibility. The mass use of works has
also brought with it mass monitoring, which is carried out by the copyright
organisations mentioned earlier. Because copyright protection and its use
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are international, so too is the monitoring. In practice, the copyright organ-
isations authorise their affiliated organisations in different countries to do
the monitoring for them. The organisations render an account to each
affiliated organisation for the amount owed it. All the important states
from the point of view of monitoring have ratified the Berne Convention,
so that monitoring is comprehensive.

Economic Perspectives on Copyright

If one production method becomes more efficient than another, the incen-
tive to switch over grows, providing, however, that there is a market for
the production and that investments can be protected against competition.
What will happen, with digital convergence, to the production costs, differ-
entiation and digital protection of works from the perspective of the differ-
ent interest groups will be discussed in the following section. It should also
be noted in this connection that the genres of literature are in a different
position – the motive for writing or reading fiction or non-fiction is different.

Digital Convergence: What Happens to Costs?

With digital convergence, there will be opportunities to modify the work
cheaply. One can make different versions of the same work, either by
modifying the content or by bundling works together. Embedding the work
into part of the product or service will also be possible at less cost than
ever before (see, for example, Laine 2001), providing that the publisher/
packager has the right to modify the works.

In that case, if the publisher knows or is able to guess the needs of the
reader, he will be able to supply better than ever entities ”tailored” to
those ”needs”. Moreover, the selection will be larger, and then the deliv-
ery and storage of the tangible books will mean more work – online book-
shops have, in addition to hard- and paperbacks, also a couple of e-book
versions of several works. In addition, in a few years’ time there are ex-
pected to be digital versions of works, which the user can modify, print,
copy, redistribute and so on.

Costs of copy printing and delivery will go down with digitalisa-
tion. Digital convergence is just one phase in the improvement of the
centuries-old production efficiency: one moved from hand-printed books
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to printed, stitched ones, and from these to bound books and glued covers.
When copiers became more common, “individual” pieces were made of
books, because the production costs went down enough and the work
pieces were more readily available. In future, the digital book increase
cost efficiency with the help of a general file-form (for example, PDF
format) and the book as a database, where the work’s elements (compo-
nents of multimedia) can be controlled one by one. In pre-digital days,
cheaper copies generally meant lower quality, but with digital material one
can make copies equal to the original.

Hand-made books were not transported, but people specially went to
read (or listen to) them. It was not until later that bookshops and libraries
(fee or no-fee) for printed books were established. Online bookshops like
Amazon have revolutionised the field by uniting a gigantic selection with
door-to-door delivery by couriers and the postal services. When the book
is in electronic form, it is transported nearly anywhere by the information
networks for under one cent.

Similarly also the costs of stocking and out-of-stock are getting
smaller. In Finland, the so-called sample stock has been used to control
the costs of stocking and out-of-stock Finnish literature, and linking it to
the ordering, stocking and print-to-need systems of the works stored in
digital form will further reduce both costs.

The increasingly important cost item will be the production, editing, cop-
yright management of the book itself and acting as the author’s represent-
ative. This increases the need to hire more personnel that have enough
economic, technical and juridical skills from the competitive labour mar-
kets. Even though the importance of the costs of producing and delivering
the tangible book has been declining, it is difficult to reduce the cost of
editing while the size of the print runs is going down – cost efficien-
cy has been sought by mechanisation, automation or outsourcing printing,
as well as by centralising storing and deliveries or by reducing overheads
(for example, ”life-style publishing”, see Halttunen 1995).

Impact of Digitalisation
on the Market Structure and Competition Methods

A work is a unique intellectual product that can be copied by industrial
methods. The publisher may have an exclusive right to the work on the
book markets, but not until recently, have exclusive rights been required in
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author-publisher contracts. In practice the ”strength” of the exclusive right
depends, in the first place, on the speciality of the work (whether there are
substitutes or not). General publishers in fiction often concentrate on mak-
ing authors into brands, small-scale publishers on specialising in a genre of
literature (for example, Halttunen 1995; Brunila & Uusitalo 1989).

Bookshops in Finland have often formed a natural regional monopoly
(one region does not support two bookshops). Even though the number of
publishers has grown in recent years, the number of important publishers
has remained low and one can consider the market oligopolistic, in which
certain genres of literature have a monopoly because of the special nature
of the product. According to the standard economy theory, exclusive right
encourages monopoly pricing, resulting in an inefficient book market (in
other words, whoever prices the books can collect oversize profits be-
cause of the monopoly position by over-pricing the books). Monopoly pric-
ing also encourages price discrimination, in which different customer groups
pay a different price for the same product. In addition, with the help of the
monopoly profits, one can slow down replacement products or competi-
tors entering the market by the marginal pricing, in other words, by lower-
ing the price temporarily. The competition has to either undercut the present
players (with replacement products) or specialise (create unique products
or services).

The situation will, however, change if we take into account the cost
reduction caused by digitalisation and the effects on the pricing mecha-
nisms. First of all, it is more difficult to apply marginal pricing that would
prevent competitors entering the market, when technology is changing
than in a stabilised field of operation, because price-fixing is difficult in a
situation, where the long-term medium costs of the company entering the
market are not known. Moreover, price discrimination by customer groups
will become more difficult, because customers have access to very many
bookshops and publishers through the Internet, who might have an identi-
cal or substitute work for sale. This will increase the competition threat,
which will in the situation of falling costs drive prices down as costs also
fall. That is why one can predict that differentiation, in its various forms,
will even become the most significant competition method in the future–
for example, the concepts of the effects of digitalisation by Shapiro &
Varian (1999). The prerequisite for differentiation is, however, modifica-
tion and combining allowed by the author, so the importance of the copy-
right will be emphasised even more in future.
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In a production factors market the publisher does not have a monopoly
position. The publishers’ most important resource is the authors, who have
stayed reasonably loyal to the publishers compared, for example, to the
Swedish-speaking authors. The share of the so-called ”free texts” to be
published is based on either the publishers’ networks and/or planned pub-
lishing policy (Halttunen 1995). The ratio of ”good” publishable manu-
scripts produced by authors, to the number of manuscripts submitted for
evaluation has stayed reasonable steady (5-10%) over the years (Rasi-
lainen 1989; Kirja-Suomi – scenarios in this report). Therefore, the number
of ordered works (when the editor together with the authors make a com-
pilation work) has been growing.

The publisher is able, with digitalisation, to package and to modify works
at a reasonable cost and follow this to widen his selection cheaply. Also
the authors are benefiting from the differentiation, because more custom-
ers will probably find a suitable book. The differentiation thus benefits
both author and publisher providing that the publisher gets the rights that
allow modifying and format changing. On the other hand, for a general
bookshop, the differentiated products mainly mean extra work, as the ver-
sions have to be displayed and sold to customers in the shop. That is why
it is probable that the differentiated versions are sold through different
channels, for example, through specialised shops that have entered the
field. In e-commerce it is easy for the customer to choose, for example, by
pricing the products by the formats.

In marketing tangible books, timing has become an increasingly impor-
tant means of competition: the book has to be launched on time, reprints
produced without delay and the stock cleared immediately sales start to
fall. The digital convergence affects this in two ways: on the one hand, the
work can be produced for sale very quickly after it is ready (digital deliv-
ery or print-to-need and also can be cleared immediately (especially e-
books). On the other, the cost of stocking e-books is so minimal that there
is no reason to reduce the selection, but it can be managed by the book’s
metadata.

From the perspective of the book’s reader, the customer, digitalisation
has led to a situation where the availability of all types and languages of
literature has improved noticeably, but it is not very reasonably priced,
because of the growing share of the handling costs. When ordering from
outside the EU, the book trade is restricted by the low tax-free limits, as
just a few books with handling costs will go under the Euro amount of tax-
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free import limits set by the Customs. The price comparison is, however,
easy, and ordering is simple and reliable (for example, according to re-
search by Consumer Research Centre). In the long run, the digital con-
vergence combined with the unlimited copyrights held by the publisher,
can also lead to works being made scarce on purpose by pricing or making
it difficult to obtain them. This will raise the need to discuss what legal
means can be used to safeguard the fundamental rights of the citizens –
access to information and what will be, in fact, the role of competition in
ensuring the access.10

Copyright Management in the Internet Environment

As was mentioned above, copyrights and their management will be an
important means of competition between publishers. In addition, changing
certain genres into multimedia means monitoring copyrights in greater de-
tail than at present.11

It is predicted that the digital material will be the first product group to
move into worldwide retail: that is why the operators of the field have a
genuine interest in deciding how the digital material will be protected and
how it will then be delivered. In practice, this will also involve some ac-
counting: who will be given the rights to use the digital material and for
how long and for what compensation. In other words, the question is about
packaging, delivery, sales and viewing of the digital material. In reverse,
the question is really, how to prevent users from making and distributing
copies of the digital material, which are, as we know, easy to make and
deliver. The CMS and DRM systems are necessary if copyright protected
material – whether books, music or videos – are intended to be distributed
in electronic form and, at the same time, take care of the rights of the
rightholders of the works. On the other hand, they may hinder the imple-
mentation of the statutory limitations of the copyright or so-called ”fair
use” principle (see later in the section ”Challenges of the copyright in the
network environment”).

Copyright Management Systems � DRM and CMS Concepts

The systems described above are copyright management systems. They
are usually called DRM or (E)CMS = (Electronic) Copyright Manage-
ment Systems. The CMS systems can be defined as systems creating a
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technical and organisational infrastructure which guards the copyright of
the original author when third persons use the information product in the
network environment (Hugenholtz 2000, 60).

The DRM (Digital Rights Management) is a concept wider than the
CMS. Lately, it has begun to mean systems that protect other intellectual
property rights like patents and trademarks, as well as tangibles, in addi-
tion to copyrights. The systems also include, besides the limitations of rights,
characteristics for defining the business process (recognition and authori-
sation of the parties, pricing and paying, combining the material and regis-
tration of the components; Iannella 2001). Here we will, primarily, con-
centrate on systems that conform to the CMS concept, but we will also
introduce DRM architectures and system entities that, in practice, are
used to implement the CMS.

Often the DRM concept covers ”all forms of rights usages” ” over
both tangible and intangible assets including management of rights holders
relationships”. Or as Iannella (2001) clarifies it: ”Additionally, it is impor-
tant to note that DRM is the ‘digital management of rights’ and not the
‘management of digital rights’. That is, DRM manages all rights, not only
the rights applicable to permission covering digital content”. The DMR
system should cover all the forms of usage and business practices by
digital means regardless of the format.

DRM Architecture

Figure 4 presents the DRM architecture with its main features and it sheds
light on the usage also in association with the CMS. The first component
entity (=IP Asset Creation Capture, where IP means intellectual property
rights) covers the securement of the rights, linking the secured rights to
the contents and product, as well as defines the workflow to defining the
rights. The second entity of the architecture is the management of intel-
lectual property rights (IP Asset Management), where metadata (infor-
mation about the work) is created about the works, authors and their rep-
resentatives and rights and saved with the contents in a database (com-
pare to, for example, DOI later in this chapter). At the same time, the
contents is created into versions, ”packaging” and a decision is made about
licensing, payment systems and distribution channels and formats (for ex-
ample, book, digital book, book for copying, book for printing). There are
tools for monitoring and changing the rights, as well as for following the
movements (see Figure 4) and usage of the work.
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In order for the architecture to operate, it is of primary importance that
the works, possibly even the individual pieces of work (manifestations of
the work) one has to be able to recognise them individually and unambig-
uously: this means the work itself, as well as information about rights,
permitted usages, rights holders, etc. Currently in Finland, the ISBN num-
bering of works is used which is not designed to identify and follow up the
contents of multimedia products, but to identify the works published by a
particular publisher.

During the last few years, several standards and standard proposals
have been developed which are suitable for depicting the works.

Digital Object Identifier

DOI (Digital Object Identifier) is of special interest because it offers an
infrastructure for business. The original idea of DOI is to ”offer long-
lasting and reliable identification of digital products with the technology
that has been recognised to work – CNRI access system– as well as
efficient management system which connects customers and publishers,
makes e-commerce possible and also allows automated handling of the
copyrights”.

The CNRI access system in the core of DOI is a decentralised data-
base, where the registered digital material data is saved and from where it
can be accessed. The first-place users have been book and newspaper
and magazine publishers, who have used DOI for identifying works and
rights connected to them, but representatives of rightholders and the con-
tents packagers can also access the database with the help of a DOI
number, detailed information of the works, as well as the URN location on
the Internet and its URI (Gervais 1999; www.doi.org).

DOI has been criticised, however, because its main purpose is to iden-
tify the address of the work and the rightholder and not accurate enough
information of its parts.

Besides, in the original business model based on DOI the user pays for
down-loading/reading (pay-per-view), so without paying one cannot even
access the information (not even browse). To the same extent based on
DOI, every publisher/producer can define the way of doing business his
own way, thus leaving the user with hardly any uniform business conduct
– the uniform business manner is missing (Bide 1998).
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Metadata Standards and Standards Proposals

Table 1 contains a compilation of most important standards/standards pro-
posals for metadata of digital products (Gervais 1999). The metadata in
the table has two approaches: either to aim at a uniform standard followed
by the parties (US MARC, Dublin Core) or at modification systems (IN-
DECS) allowing several standards and guaranteeing compatibility.

The first alternative presents a problem of committing to a certain stand-
ard, which does not necessarily take into account the future needs. The
latter alternative is complicated and also requires harmonisation to a cer-
tain degree.

For example, the classification covering all the material is said to be one
of the most central contents of the library professional’s network services
based on MARC formats and presented by the memorandum of the Finn-
ish library policy work group. The definitions would be made by the Na-
tional Library and/or the Ministry of Education and the classification prop-
er would be done by the library professionals (Kirjastopoliittinen työryh-
mä, 2001). Because the task of a library is to offer its services free of
charge (according to the law), there is reason to doubt that the MARC
definitions presented will support the components’ rights management any
more than the price and logistics information essential for business, at
least not for the next few years – especially when one takes into account
the chronic lack of money, the need to renew the infrastructure and the
lack of know-how.

Table 1. Metadata standards and standard proposals

US MARC, machine-readable
cataloging-records database

The Dublin Core

INDECS: Interoperability of
Data in E-Commerce Systems

A widely used American-Australian public metadata-
base with mainly bibliographical information in a
standardized machina-language form (Library of
Congress, the Canadian National Library, and the
American Library association, Australian National
Library, Online Computer Library Center, the
Music Library Association, and the Special
Libraries Association)

Defines the metadata structure for the exchange
and trade of information resources, in a wide sense
of the form (originally on the initiative of
researchers, libraries, and the producers of digital
materials)

Has the goal of creating operation rules and a
minimal vocabulary for the use of identification
methods by means of an integral information
system (European Commission)
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Technical Protection

When a work has been defined, identified and registered, it has to be
protected to prevent (or recognise) illegal copying or modification.

The technical methods to limit access to the material are manifold: pass-
words, (or using similar systems) give the buyer different kinds of rights to
access the information (see Figure 5). There are many protection mecha-
nisms and they have been used since computers entered the mass mar-
kets. The systems meant to manage the copyrights of digital material of
the book types have been available since the beginning of the 1990s. Part
of the material, for example, the first chapter, may be unprotected, and
then it is used in marketing.

Since the beginning, passwords and codes have been required to ac-
cess content, such as feeding the serial number of the programs into the
installation phase, user codes, electronic keys (for example, ”blocks” in-
stalled at the portal of the computer/reader device) or using a laser on the
original CD–ROM to identify the originality.

Information connected to copyrights can also be attached to materials
conveyed digitally so that the user will not see it. Generally such informa-
tion is attached to pictures, and nowadays also to sound files and video
material. One talks about steganography, that is, digital watermarks and
fingerprints. In a picture file, the digital watermark is in the picture with

Figure 5. Defining the rights to an electronic document (Adobe Acrobat).
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the name of the copyright holder, copyright statement or something similar
written once or more times. In practice, it is impossible to remove it (en-
tirely) from the picture and it will reveal if the original picture has been
altered (it gets distorted). For example, the ordinary picture processing,
and multimedia programs like Adobe Photoshop or Macromedia Flash al-
low you to attach steganographic information on the picture. In the sound
files, the watermark can be respectively hidden in the noise. The digital
fingerprint can tell to whom the picture file has been licensed. In both
cases, as opposed to the materials protection that uses passwords, the
user does not even know that the material is, for example, earmarked just
for his use. Thus, the misuse of picture and voice files can be traced.

With the development of electronics and information technology, one
strives for ever more accurate protection. For example, the contents saved
on the DVD (Digital Versatile Disk) in other words, not just the film – can
be specified according to the market areas.

An essential part of protection is the user rights management: the DRM
programs define what the user can do to the acquired material, and how
long and how many times the defined rights are valid.

Figure 5 presents how the widely used Adobe Acrobat program can
restrict the user rights of a document. The characteristics can be used to
prevent copying and illegal use as well as to differentiation (for example,
by pricing the printable version differently from the read-only version).
These characteristics are exploited, for instance, with the e-books reada-
ble by Acrobat Reader (PC reader program): basically reading of elec-
tronic works is connected to the individual reader programs of a registered
user. In addition, the reader programs can be automatically linked to the
place of business of works and additional rights.

In the first phase, the DRM systems protected one entire file, but, for
example, in the SoftLock system the PDF documents protection can be
extended to the page level. Also, for example, in the InterTrust protection
system, on one hand, one content entity can include several objects, in
other words, several files can be placed in one frame. Along with this, the
recent development work has been concentrated on coupling the manage-
ment of the user rights with, for instance, the systems of rightholders, as
well as with payment and monitoring mechanisms between works (see
Figure 6.).
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Figure 6. A digital product is composed of several components

(Source: Erickson, 2001).



106 Figure 7. Functions belonging to the management of the user rights (Source: Iannella, 2001).
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Figure 7 outlines the functions of user rights management compared with
other systems (Iannella, 2001). It includes limitations (regional, time and
quantities), the different usages (printing, browsing/repeat, reuse) and com-
mitments (payments, follow-up, repeat customers), as well as access to
the systems of rightholders for accounting the copyright fees.

The DRM systems should take into account the rights of all the par-
ties belonging to the digital material value chain. The present sys-
tems are aimed at the publishers, who are presumed primarily to take care
of the rights of the packagers/authors. The systems offer, in other words,
a platform for an electronic place of business, which is in other words,
controlled by the publisher. Besides the author, publisher, wholesaler and
the bookshop, the distribution networks include the places of business (com-
ponents and works), as well as many basic services, like clearinghouses
and payment systems providers. Later in the article, the need for anony-
mous services is argued. In addition, the libraries have a significant role in
preserving and classifying the metadata and cultural reserve.

Figure 8 presents an outline of the parties with their relationships and
liabilities for managing the intellectual property rights in an EU project
(IMPRIMATUR 1999). In addition to the known actors, there are also
specialised roles like a general IPR database, verifiers–(CA) and monitor-
ing service providers.

As the model points out, in an exemplary way, co-operation between
background organisations is needed to manage the rights (Erickson, 2001).

The model starts with the assumption that the buyer has sincere inten-
tions and, thus, the need for protection and the problems linked with pay-
ment are not discussed. To solve these, different procedures have been
discussed, such as ordering an access code by a cellular phone to access
www services, in control systems based on programs agencies. In the
access code systems, a cellular phone operator and service provider make
an agreement, with the help of which the buyer calls/sends a text message
to a cellular phone number with a payment, (a special number), from which
a code is sent to him as a text message, which the buyer can use to access
the service or material.

The concept of the monitoring system of copyrights based on a pro-
gram agency is presented in the figure. The procedures used to protect
and make copyrights airtight are outlined in the figure.
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Figure 9. Protection and its monitoring in practice. An imaginary
example.

In the background of the systems, the so-called clearinghouses or copy-
right certificate centres operate, where the use of digital material is regis-
tered (compare with DOI above). These clearinghouses or centres oper-
ating in the network register information about the procedures done to the
contents, like viewing it, printing it and copying it, as well as sending it to
another person. This happens according to the terms set by the publisher
regarding the material. On the basis of this, the rightholders are compen-
sated.

A DRM example: IBM EMMS (Electronic Media Management
System)

The system can be used to manage the rights of any contents (DOI and
ISO3901 International Standard Recording Code compatible) and it in-
cludes the following components (cf. Iannella 2001). The EMMS can be
described easiest through the workflow. The first phase is to make the
master document of the contents and modify the formats. Next, the user
rights of the material are defined, it is watermarked and the ”fingerprints”
embedded in it, then it is encrypted and compressed (for storing and trans-
fer). In the next phase, the work is prepared for sale and delivery (for
example, the dimensions of the tangible versions for logistics, the support-
ing sales material, etc.) and the formats are being integrated into the place
of business. This means, for example, preparing the promotional material
defining the actions connected to the business practice (like paying, deliv-
ery, follow-up, etc.). Finally, clearing services are assigned to an outside
clearinghouse (for example, mediamatic.com or reciprocal.com), whose
job will include the granting, verifying and reporting of licences, including
if the user’s material is destroyed or disappears.
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In addition, the EMMS system contains program tools for developing
the tailored instruments, reader programs etc. and for hosting the con-
tents, which really means the methods of saving and storing, as well as
their replication.

IBM’s EMMS is a wide system, with which one can define and mate-
rialise the right monitoring, as well as the equipment to present the con-
tents. The system is already being widely tested, for example, in practice
in Sony and NTT DoCoMon iMode. The price of the system runs from
hundreds of thousands to millions of euros and is defined by the coverage
of the region (local – global), according to the number of media formats
(one format – many formats).

Copyright Limitations and DRM

In the systems protection one has, however, to take into account the miti-
gations of copyrights for the special groups. Identifier systems using PRI
systems have been tried and realised at least in the USA (see Gladney &
Cantu 2001). Based mainly on smart cards, methods to prove who belongs
to a certain special group have also been developed in Europe.

For example, in the SEDODEL project a specialised right system for
the sight impaired is based on a smart card where a special application
reads and is able to unlock protection according to the rights defined on
the personal smart card. The same kind of idea can surely be applied to all
materials, providing that the special rights have been defined and regis-
tered in the database of the clearinghouse (Burger et al. 1999).

In conclusion regarding the CMS and DRM systems and their im-
pacts, one can say that even though the technique of the CMS and DRM
systems is still in the initial development stage, some of the solutions al-
ready work. One of the biggest problems is the lack of international meta-
data standards. As a result, several different registration and clearing-
house services will exist side by side, which will slow down the manage-
ment and delivery of digital materials. However, because of the economic
(differentiation and price discrimination) and technical (protection, versa-
tile business models) benefits described earlier, the publishers and authors
or their representatives often have a genuine interest in switching to the
DRM systems in larger numbers.

In future, it will be necessary to create and transmit the metadata of the
book (information about the book, its physical size and contents) to the
distribution networks as early as possible for marketing purposes.
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Challenges of Copyrights in the Network Environment

Preliminary Perspectives

Copyright is based on balancing between the interests of the copyright
holders and society, as well as the fundamental rights of the users. On a
general level, one can see that copyrights reflect at least the following
goals:
• Rewarding the authors: copyright guarantees the authors the right

to enjoy the fruits of their creative work – the money as well as
the respect.

• Advancing innovations: copyright encourages innovations, which
increases economic growth and wellbeing.

• Cultural policy: some of the limitations of the copyrights, such as
exceptions to education and libraries, are connected to the general
cultural political goals.

Many copyright principles reflect the balancing of the divergent interests
mentioned earlier. The content of copyright is limited in many ways. First-
ly, copyright requires exceeding the work threshold or the level of a work.
Secondly, only an idea’s “inner form” gets copyright protection not the
idea itself. Thirdly, many statutory restrictions limit copyright reflecting,
for instance, the need to secure certain fundamental values, such as free-
dom of expression, privacy protection, right to information and culture, as
well as promoting the use of education, research and libraries (see the
section ”Copyright in a nutshell”). Copyright is not separate from the rest
of society and its regulations, either. In addition to the Copyright Act, cop-
yright is limited by, for instance, regulations about freedom of expression,
protection of privacy, right to information and culture, as well as education,
research and promoting the use of libraries.

The equilibrium is, however, changing because of legislation, techno-
logical development and new business models connected to the informa-
tion society. The duration of the copyright has been lengthened both in
Europe and the United States of America from 50 to 70 years from the
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death of the author. The copyright is being gradually extended from the
protection of creative work to the protection of investments. This can be
seen in the catalogue protection of the EC Database Directive, which is
by nature an investment protection (see the earlier chapter ”Copyright in a
nutshell). The catalogue protection may in some cases also mean protect-
ing the information itself creating at the same time an economic hindrance
to accessing information.

The online agreements made directly with the users and the combina-
tion of the technical protection methods are an efficient tool to strengthen
the copyright protection in e-commerce. With technical procedures, copy-
right holders are able to efficiently control that the works are not used
against the conditions of the online licensing agreements. The increased
protection of copyright is also complimented by the regulations on the pro-
tection of the technical protection procedures (see Copyright Directive
2001/29/EC, Chapter III). With the help of these, even the implementa-
tion of the copyright statutory restrictions and the users’ access to infor-
mation can be significantly prevented.

Appearance of the User Agreements

The CMS systems make it possible, for example, to commercialise the
private use in a way that was impossible in an analogue world. For exam-
ple, in the traditional book trade the rights of the buyer are directly based
on copyright legislation. No licensing agreement is concluded between the
copyright holder and the buyer.

On the other hand, the CMS systems are based on the assumption that
the so-called online licensing agreement is concluded between the copy-
right holder and the user, in which the user is given the right to use a
commodity protected by the copyright in a way defined by the copyright
holder on the conditions of the agreement drawn up by him. In this system
the agreement together with copyright legislation lay the foundation for
the realisation of the rights and the obligations between the copyright hold-
er and the user. In addition, the copyright holder is able, with the help of
the technical protection and monitoring mechanisms, to efficiently prevent
the use that is against the licensing terms.

Using agreements between the copyright holders and consumers is not
a totally unknown phenomenon even in the analogue world. For example,
computer programs sold on CD-ROMs usually have a user licence and
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the user is considered to have accepted its conditions when he breaks the
seal of the package. In practice, the user licences leave the user very little
room to manoeuvre. A computer program must only be used in one com-
puter, copies must not be made of the computer program, except the back-
up copy, the computer program must not be lent or sold, etc.

Generally it is assumed that user licences will become the rule in the
network environment, not the exception. Even at present, so-called ”click-
through”, ”mouse click” or ”click-wrap” licences are being routinely con-
cluded on the Internet. In future, most of the information commodities like
newspapers, magazines, books, music, films and computer programs will
be licensed directly to the users. Thus, the legal relationship between the
copyright holders and the consumers will be arranged, for the central parts,
with the help of agreements. If the consumer will not accept the terms of
the agreement, his access to the service will be blocked by technical pro-
tection mechanisms.

The afore-mentioned agreement mechanism itself forms a working al-
ternative compared to the business models of the analogue world. The
interaction and text base of the Internet worldwide - or rather the WWW
– make it easy to conclude agreement relationships between the copyright
holders and the users.

The agreement model has, however, its disadvantage especially when
the user is the consumer. Then the question is about the so-called consum-
er agreement between an entrepreneur and consumer. The consumer is
the weaker party in the licensing agreement. The licensing agreement is
based on the terms of the agreement dictated unilaterally by the copyright
holder. There is a risk that the imbalance mentioned, combined with effi-
cient technical protection and monitoring mechanisms, can even lead to
the restriction of the fundamental rights of the consumer. The risk is great-
est in situations where companies having a monopoly or commanding market
position can use their ”over-size” market power against consumers.

Statutory Limitations of Copyright and Freedom of Contract

It is possible, in principle, for the copyright holder, with the help of a licens-
ing agreement, to restrict the consumer’s rights to those allowed under the
copyright law. For example, one can forbid the consumer to copy for pri-
vate use, use the work for any scientific or educational purpose or use the
quotation right. If the consumer refuses to accept the conditions, his ac-
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cess to the work will simply be prevented. When the consumer accepts
the conditions one can simply efficiently ensure that the conditions are
observed by technical measures.

As to the limitation right, one needs to ask for what are the copyright
restrictions mandatory so that they cannot be narrowed down by agree-
ments. An answer to this matter must first be sought in legislation and,
secondly, by examining those goals that are meant to be secured by the
limitations.

As to the EU law in the directive issued about the legal protection of
computer programs (Directive 91/250/EEC, changed by Directive 93/
98/EEC), mandatory limitations have been issued to the copyright protec-
tion in favour of the legal user of the program. According to the Directive,
a person legally obtaining a computer program may make such copies of,
and modifications to, the program necessary for the intended use. Like-
wise, a legal user may make a backup copy of the program, in so far as it
is necessary for the use of the program. In addition, the legal user of the
program may view, examine and test the functioning of the program to
clarify those ideas and principles that form the base of the program. The
Directive also prescribes about so-called de-compilation, by which one
cannot limit the right of the legal user to copy and recode the program
code in so far as it is necessary to achieve compatibility with other programs.

The EU Directive on the legal protection of databases (96/9n/EC) also
contains mandatory limitations. The legal user may perform functions nec-
essary for the purpose of normal use. The chance of the legal user to re-
exploit the non-essential parts of the database must not be prevented, either.

Generally, it is considered that the status of the copyright limitations in
the information society should be analysed on the basis of what goals one
has wanted to secure with the restriction in question. Firstly, in the back-
ground of the restriction there may be either practical or economic goals.
Secondly, the restriction may be based on general interest. Thirdly, the
limitation may be justified because one wants to secure certain fundamen-
tal rights and freedoms with it (Dusollier et al. 2000, 14). Fourthly, the
restriction may have goals for advancing competition. One can, however,
remark that in the background of the restriction there may originally have
been more than one goal. There may not necessarily be any unanimity,
either, about what the goals were behind the restriction. In addition, the
suitability of the goals and the means have to be re-evaluated in regard to
the digital operation environment.
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Firstly, as far as the copyright limitations are concerned, the purpose of
which is to safeguard fundamental rights, like freedom of expression and
freedom of the press, access to information and the protection of privacy,
their justification will also undoubtedly hold in the information society. Ex-
ceptions connected to the afore-mentioned fundamental rights include quo-
tation right, parody, views of a critical nature, news reviews and the pri-
vate use of the works.

The same holds true for the restrictions based on public interest, like
the copyright restrictions on libraries, teaching, archives, museums, ad-
ministration and jurisdiction. A different thing though is that, for example,
the ”online lending” differs so much from the traditional lending activities
that the restriction in question will have to be ”adjusted” to fit in the new
environment.

The justification of the restrictions based on practical and economic
reasons in the information society is not self-evident. For example, allow-
ing copying for private use is often seen as based only on the practical
reason that the copyright holders have not had an opportunity to control
copying for private use. We understand that the reasons connected to the
protection of privacy have also significantly affected the copyright limita-
tions of private use (see especially Hugenholtz 2000, pp100–103).

Endangering the Protection of Privacy

Protection of Privacy and Information Protection

Information protection regulated by law is part of the fundamental protec-
tion of a person’s privacy. Privacy as a term was first used in the United
States of America at the beginning of the 1900s. It still has not been fully
accepted in Europe. The protection of privacy is based on international
general agreements. Thus in the background of the regulation for the pro-
tection of privacy in the Finnish constitution (Constitution §10) is the Arti-
cle 8 of the European Convention on Human Rights (the right to enjoy the
respect of private and family life). (Laine 2000, 165)

Personal information means according to the definitions of the Finnish
personal information act §3, all kinds of entrances describing an individual
or his characteristics or his living circumstances, which can be recognised
as concerning him or his family or people living in a joint household.
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 What Data can be Processed?

One can assume that with the CMS operations one processes at least the
following information. First of all, such information is the information that
identifies the author or editor. The second category refers to the users.
Personal information of users can be separated into two groups: browser
related data collected while browsing and transaction related data collect-
ed during transactions.

The authors, of course, want to make themselves known, so the per-
sonal data of the authors are not a problem from the perspective of the
information protection. The same cannot be said about the personal data
of the users, so only they are examined below.

The amount and content of the information to be collected about the
users in connection with the CMS operations depend on many types of
factors. Some of the factors are juridical, some economic and some tech-
no-organisational. The information protection legislation places, however,
marginal terms on the personal information that is being collected, as well
as on its later processing. The question is, however, one of how the infor-
mation protection legislation, which leans basically on the general princi-
ples interpreted in a situation where commercial interests and the informa-
tion protection interests of the users, is in conflict.

It may be in the economic interests of the copyright holder and other
CMS operations participants to collect as much information as possible
about the users when they are browsing and performing transactions. Thus,
one can make, for example, personal profiles of the users, which can be
exploited in marketing.

For example, the structure of the company can be mentioned as one of
the techno-organisational reasons affecting the amount of information to
be collected. If a group operating in many fields is in question, it has an
interest to use all the personal information collected to market and sell the
products of the whole group to consumers. In this connection, one can
also mention the business practices of the company as to the use of “cook-
ies”, which has a direct effect on the extent to which the browser related
data is registered automatically (Laine 2001, 176–177).

The maximisation of the data processing referring to a person is not,
however, necessarily even in the interest of the copyright holder. This will
be the situation if the users become educated enough about the threats
against their information protection in conjunction with the CMS opera-
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tions and avoid using services in which data protection is not equal to the
best practices.

In addition, the technical structure of the Internet has, for its part, an
effect on the registration possibilities. Currently, it is not really possible to
”move” on the Internet without the browser revealing certain information
about his activities. This information includes, for example, the person’s
network address, the URL of the page last visited, as well as information
saved by cookies. Such data can produce personal information, if the brows-
er can be identified on the basis of the information (Heinonen 2001).

On the other hand, nowadays, there are such applications and services,
with the help of which, for instance, one can secure the anonymity of the
browser or make it possible to perform transactions using a password (for
example, www.anonymizer.com, credit card companies, verifiers). Using
a password does not generally guarantee perfect anonymity. The person
behind the password can be revealed, for instance, when he is guilty of
misuse.

The user himself can also advance his information protection by using
so-called techniques advancing privacy, in other words, PETs (privacy-
enhancing technologies). However, it might be in the commercial interests
of the CMS operators to prevent the use of PETs in the context of their
own services.

Users� Interests

Registration, and the later processing of the information connected to
browsing and transactions, may affect the protection of the user’s privacy
in many ways. The interests connected to the protection of the users’
privacy can be approached on a general level with the help of three con-
cepts: privacy, autonomy and integrity.

For the purpose of this presentation, privacy means limited access to
three sub-areas:

1) secrecy referring to, for example, what extent our actions are known
to others; 2) right to be alone (solitude) meaning, to what extent outsiders
have access to our private ”spaces” and 3) anonymity, meaning to what
extent we are the objects of others’ attention.

Autonomy refers to the intellectual self-determination of an individual,
which is a central element in the information protection. Autonomy means
a person’s chance to determine to what extent his personal information is
collected and then further processed (Laine 2001, 174).
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Integrity refers to the fact that other people respect the person in ques-
tion and not act against his justifiable expectations or good manners.

More information, and more detailed information than before, will be
collected about private use in connection with CMS operations simply be-
cause the private use will enter the sphere of commercial exploitation.
From the perspective of protection of privacy and information protection,
this development is, as such, suspicious. If the registration happens against
the will or knowledge of the users or if the rights of the users are limited
unreasonably in connection with the CMS operations, the autonomy of the
users will also lessen. If the information is processed or used against the
reasonable assumptions of the user, the integrity of the user will also be
infringed.

In conclusion, one can say that the CMS systems have the potential to
noticeably change the balance of an analogue world between copyright
and protection of privacy.

Assessments

Originally copyright and protection of privacy did not end in conflict. The
private use and copying (by hand or typewriter) of the works was not seen
to have a noticeable effect on the economic interests of the copyright
holders. When audio and video-recording technology became more com-
mon, consumers were easily able to make good quality copies of protected
works at home. This development was, justifiably, seen to endanger the
economic interests of the copyright holders. However, efficient monitor-
ing of private copying would have meant unreasonable interference with
the protection of citizens’ privacy. Therefore, it was decided to compen-
sate the authors for the afore-mentioned copying by taxes imposed on
tapes and devices. Thus, the economic interests of the copyright holders
and the interests connected to the privacy protection of the users could be
balanced.

In the digital world, the economic interests of the copyright holders
have, however, by far displaced the interests connected to the protection
of the users’ privacy. The EU Directive on the legal protection of compu-
ter programs (91/250/EEC) contains a regulation by which the so-called
temporary reproduction also belongs to the sphere of the author’s exclu-
sive rights. The requirement for using a computer program is to make a
temporary copy on the RAM memory of a computer. The regulations in
question mean, in fact, the right of the author to control the private use of
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the works. A similar regulation exists in the Directive about the legal pro-
tection of databases (96/9/EC). Neither directive makes it possible to com-
pensate private use with a system like a cassette fee.

Also the Copyright Directive (2001/29/EC) contains a regulation (Arti-
cle 2), by which the author’s exclusive right basically also covers making
temporary copies. Thus, any private use of the digitalised works basically
belongs to the sphere of the exclusive right of the author.

The Copyright Directive contains no regulations concerning informa-
tion protection. The preamble to the Directive (Section 31) mentions that
the balance between the rights and advantages of different rightholder
groups and users of protected material must be secured. The preamble
(Section 61) also states that the protection mentioned in the Directive should
not affect, for example, the implementation of information protection of
the Community legislation or the national legislation. In addition, it states
(Section 57) that in the CMS systems one can process simultaneously
personal information regarding a person’s protected material of consumer
habits and track down behaviour connected to direct use and that these
functions should include the technical measures to protect privacy men-
tioned in the Copyright Directive (95/46/EC).

In other words, processing personal information in connection with CMS
operations has been left to rest on the general information directive of the
EC. The information protection directive makes it possible to process per-
sonal information, for instance, when the processing is necessary for im-
plementing an agreement or to follow a legal obligation. The information
protection directive does not apparently guarantee sufficient information
protection at least if the prerequisites in question are interpreted widely
while licensing private use with the help of the CMS systems. The infor-
mation directive does not give, for example, other instructions about the
personal information to be collected other than the information must be
processed accordingly. So the literature states that the information protec-
tion in connection with the CMS operations should not have been left at
the EC level resting on merely the general information protection direc-
tive, but it should have been decreed (Hugenholtz 2000, 113–114).

One way of balancing the economic interests of the copyright holders
and the users´ interests connected to the protection of privacy and infor-
mation protection is that in the CMS system the users have an opportunity
to anonymous browsing and transactions under a password when secur-
ing the rights of the copyright holders do not necessarily require revealing
personal information.
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Copyright 2010

As far as the questions outlined in this chapter the copyright questions
connected to the Book 2010 research can be summarised as follows:

The legislative framework of the copyright in the EU and the interna-
tional agreements have been sign-posted so that large changes need not
be expected by 2010 concerning legislature and international agreements.
The most important trading partners have committed themselves to agree-
ments and the Copyright Directive must be implemented in the EU Mem-
ber States by the end of 2002.

The exploitation of the copyright moves increasingly from the tradition-
al tangible copy production to public presentation. This emphasises the
importance of the management of the agreement relationships in the value
chain of the whole product (author – producer – user).

The importance of the user agreements and the increase of the techni-
cal protection methods require the examination of the mandatory restric-
tion regulations of the copyright also from the users’ perspective.

The technical development emphasises the relationship of the copy-
right, for example, to freedom of the speech, freedom of information, in-
formation protection, protection of privacy. To guarantee anonymity in
certain situations would require besides technical instruments (PET, Pri-
vacy Enhancing Technologies), also national legislature. In developing na-
tional legislation fitting together the different interests requires making value
choices among large enough interest groups.

To define agreement relationships there are already technical instru-
ments available and in use. Both the authors and publishers have an im-
portant economic incentive also in Finland to use them extensively. One
must start to improve these technical abilities required for the manage-
ment of these agreement relationships without delay throughout the pub-
lishing trade (including the library establishment).

The most urgent task connected to the former is to up-grade the ISBN
classification systems (ISO 23950, ISO ILL) that are in use to suit interna-
tional e-commerce. This must be taken into account when planning the
metadata structures. For instance, the management of copyrights must be
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possible at least for the component types, at the most even for individual
pieces of work and its components. In this one would imagine that the
National Library and the Ministry of Education are in the key role and
should participate actively in co-operation with international players and
standardising organisations.

Preparation of the national implementation of the Copyright Directive
has started in Finland at the time of writing. Now is the time to affect the
national implementation of the directive.
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II

FUTURE FACTORS
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FROM THE BOOK CHAINS TO THE
NETWORKS � SCENARIOS

A scenario, one particular manuscript of the future, is part of the research
into the future. One can ask if one can research something that does not
even exist. We have our past and present. The future, however, does not
yet exist. On the one hand, it can be said we can no longer affect history
and the present already exists. On the other, the future is still ahead. We
can with our choices promote the futures we want and prevent or slow
down the ones we do not want. This is exactly what makes research into
the future fascinating. There are things we can and cannot affect. So we
should have the patience to accept the things we cannot affect, the strength
to change those things we can and the wisdom to distinguish between the two.

The starting points for research into the future are as follows: firstly,
the future is not predictable. so one has to ask what is possible; secondly,
the future is not predetermined so one has to ask what is probable and
thirdly, the future can be affected by choices so one has to ask what is
desirable.

Thus, the question in the scenario work is not about prediction, but
about mapping threats and opportunities, about creating alternative futures
and thus about conceptually seizing the future. In the Book 2010 project,
the time-span was nine years into the future.

Futures Table

The method used was the futures table method.Its starting point is to rec-
ognise the factors mainly affecting the future of the object examined, in
this case the book trade. They were searched for using the PESTE memo
(P = Politics, E = Economy, S = Society, T = Technology, E = Ecology). In
other words, matters affecting the future of the book trade were gathered
in from such fields as politics, economics, society, technology and ecology.
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The most central variables were chosen from these. They included,
for example, reading a printed book and the price of energy. Next, a few
possible alternatives for 2010 were chosen for each variable. The alter-
natives for reading a printed book were:

• Strongly declined, young people using the Internet

• Declined, but not drastically

• Kept its position, the Internet users and large age-groups read

• Growing slightly, more Potters found

• Strong growth, counter reaction to information flood

• Eliticised

Alternatives for the price of energy were:

• Rising

• Stays the same

• Falling

All these were arranged in the form of a table by variables.1 2 Next, alter-
native futures were developed and named. Three of these were:

• Trend scenario – future with no surprises

• Positive twist – when Book-Finland took off …

• Nightmares come true – every man for himself

The work was delegated so that writing the first versions of the afore-
mentioned scenarios were given to the researchers of the project group.
Each of them went through the large-scale futures table and named one
(or more) of the alternatives best describing the scenario in question. For
example, in the alternative ‘future with no surprises’ in 2010, reading the
printed book was assumed to have declined, but not drastically. However,
at the same time reading was seen as becoming elitist. The price of ener-
gy was seen to rise. Finally, everyone interpreted the scenario himself.
The final scenarios were written on the basis of the feedback and correc-
tions.
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Scenarios
� Can Interests be Divided in a Line of Business?

One problem in dealing with the whole operational field is the difference in
perspectives. The interests of all the players in the field are not the same
in all respects. The future desired by one player in the field may be a
threat to another. Even though such conflicts were not emphasised or
analysed further, the matter was sensed at times. Scenarios built for one
party, especially a company, are always more complete than those aiming
at collective interests. In the worst case, collective interest is no interest
for an individual party. This is not the case, though, in the book trade.

The future world in each scenario is described as it is supposed to
affect every player in the book chain. They have not been written specif-
ically, from the perspective of any particular player. We hope the reader
will find food for thought.

Trend Scenario � Future with no Surprises

The future with no surprises depicts the world, as it would be in 2010 if the
present development trends continue. In other words, it is a kind of trend
scenario. No surprises means that in 2010 there would nothing really sur-
prising in the world looking at it from the perspective of today. However, it
is obvious that the world will not be in ten years´ time like the future with
no surprises scenario describes it.

The world in 2010 will be still divided into regional trade blocs,
three of the most important ones being the EU, North America and Asia.
The supranational companies will be exploiting the global development of
the markets, which will reduce the importance of the trade blocs. The
basis of division of the blocs will be not just regional reasons, but also the
mutual alliance relationships of the companies. Such new bloc borders can
change more overnight than geographical bloc borders in ten years. Citi-
zens’ movements have risen to protest globalisation, because it opens up
such a free operations model for the companies that it cannot be control-
led. This opposition, however, will not noticeably slow down the globalisa-
tion development.
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The EU is a federation of states, not a federal state, which has
expanded from the beginning of the 2000s so that it includes, for instance,
a dozen former socialist countries. The costs of the EU have grown as a
result of the expansion. As the new Member States are poorer than the
rest of Europe, the present Member States like Finland will more clearly
than ever be the net payers. As the EU costs are mainly covered by VAT,
the level of VAT must be raised so much that even in Finland the VAT on
books will go up. At least it will not go down. In addition, different types of
pisteverot point-of-sale taxes are passed. Migration is increasing in
Europe. The highly educated elite and artisans become international. Fin-
land at the edge of Europe is becoming international slower than the rest
of Europe.

In environmental matters, the most important issue will be the change
in the climate. The massive felling of the rain forests (the lungs of the
globe) will be restricted. In the northern coniferous forest belt, the exploi-
tation of the primeval forests will be limited. This will bring pressure to
bear on the price of paper. Compliance with environmental regulations will
be monitored more thoroughly in the EU countries than elsewhere. Thus,
countries outside the EU will gain a slight competition advantage.

Finland´s economy will still be based on telecommunications and the
forest industry in 2010. The third pillar will be the metal industry. The
stronger growing element, the service sector, will be there with its high-
level know-how and network model. The business structure in Finland will
still be decentralised, even though some multi-national large-scale enter-
prises have their headquarters in Finland. The dream about the new econ-
omy was realised, but not in the form that was supposed to completely
change everything as was discussed at the end of the 1990s. The new
economy, and especially the information technology connected with it,
changed the structures and made operations more efficient in the old econ-
omy. The BNP, however, will be treading water or growing only a little.
On the other hand, the business fluctuations have become stronger. Un-
employment will be nearly ten per cent. However, at the same time there
will be shortage of labour. Simultaneously, there will be high wages as well
as low wages that barely reach subsistence level. The income differences
will grow, but the safety nets that help people in the most difficult liveli-
hood problems, as well as society, will not be threatened.

The countryside will become quiet, but not, however, empty. People
will move to growth centres, especially along the vertical axis of Finland
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(Helsinki-Tampere-Oulu), in other words, mainly following the informa-
tion technology businesses. The average age will rise. Immigration will,
however, slow down this development.

Finland will try to keep its image as a testing ground for infor-
mation technology. The core of this will be in people with know-how.
The level of education, when one means the so-called book learning, has
risen a little. This will strengthen the position of reading and the book. The
basic education is still being supported by society. The time spent in school
will become shorter, but continuation and adult education while working
will increase. The share of the private education systems in these will
grow. The position of the science universities will be improved, but the
focus point will be directed to areas, which are central to the development
of the information society. The cultural heritage of Finland will still be
appreciated, but it will decrease among the young age groups which are
often more European than Finnish.

Over 80 percent of homes will be networked. The two-way digital tel-
evision offers its services also to the “rural grandma”. The mobile person-
al digital assistants (and other similar devices) have created different “mo-
bile tribes”, which have a subculture of their own. They are formed differ-
ently than the traditional village communities and neighbourhood gangs of
cities. The mobile tribes are part of the mosaic of society, where matters
experienced together and joint objects of interest are the basis of the com-
munity.

The continually changing product generations mean a new kind of envi-
ronmental load. ADP scrap is collecting by the ton in the corners of com-
panies and households. The discussion about the contents of the ecologi-
cal backpack goes on. When is the transfer of molecules a better solution
than the transfer of bits? The increase in the price of energy will make the
transfer of bits advantageous. The ecological approach, as such, is self-
evidently part of the traditional production process. The swan trademark
no longer has a competitive edge.

Reading the printed book has declined, but not drastically. At
the same time, reading a book has become elitist. Reading from a screen
or other paperless platforms will increase. The amount of visualisation will
increase and one will move from letters to pictures. A short concentration
span will increase and the young, in particular, will have all the channels
open at the same time.
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The number of titles of printed books will have grown clearly in ten
years. The total number of print runs will, however, have decreased a little
or mostly stayed the same. The average print run will, thus, decrease. The
price variation in books will increase, as there are both cheap, light reading
and, expensive speciality and gift books on the market. Most printed books
are, however, still traditional publications, whose medium price is more or
less what it was 10 years ago regardless of the rise in the price of paper.
The cost-effectiveness of the whole production chain, from author to reader,
has been improved.

A printed book will still bought mainly for oneself for joy and learning.
Because it is difficult to create the status of a gift book for the e-book, the
printed book will also still be an important gift item. The third important
market area for the printed book will be the schoolbook acquisitions by
municipalities. Digital printing will be the prevailing method in small print
runs, up to a print of a thousand books. In addition, books will be acquired
from abroad by decentralised digital printing, for example, in large book-
shops.

CD-ROM book and DVD book format have nearly vanished from the
book market. The games are a different thing. The e-book, that is, one
distributed on the information networks and read on the screen or printed
paper, has found its place on its own areas such as science books.

E-books are used above all by doctors, lawyers and others who need
extensive portable reference books in their profession. They have also
become more common as textbooks. Also quite a few ordinary people –
usually heavy consumers of books – use the e-book reader device for light
reading.

New book type products on the market include such network publica-
tions, which have interactive features and/or can be updated. These have
been developed especially for the applications of textbooks. The price of
such an e-book is higher than the printed book, because it contains the
afore-mentioned interactive features.

The sale of the “e-paper book” (an object greatly resembling a book,
the pages of which can be downloaded several times) is dawning. The
first commercial applications will be on the market in 2010, but the market
success has not been tested.

The EU favours European production, but does not accept special treat-
ment for national literature. However, in practice, there is hidden support
in most countries.
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The publisher will still be, in 2010, the combining power, the guaran-
tor of quality and manager of the author, who is the central pillar of book
production. A few best-seller authors have tried to write directly for read-
ers on the Net with varying success. Net publishing has become common
with self- and small-scale publishing. There are new players involved such
as mobile services providers.

The mutual work division of the author and publisher has become more
versatile as the publisher also negotiates the rights with other publishing
channels and ways of presentation. In some cases, there is some room
between the author and publisher for managers who will negotiate copy-
rights on behalf of the author. Some successful authors move closer to
being an entrepreneur by acting as their own manager and accepting some
marketing responsibility themselves. The loyalty to the publisher has de-
creased and well-known authors compare publishers .

Such small-scale publishers, who publish texts by new authors, have
larger publishing rights than other publishers, because they have negotiat-
ing power with the fledgling authors. Big publishers, who mainly publish
works by already established authors, cannot get as easily wide publishing
rights, because these authors know their market value. The copyrights are
made case by case and there are many kinds of models. There is some
room for brokers transferring copyrights. In theory, copyrights are in con-
trol, but in practice the situation varies. One has not been able to root out
piratism.

The publishers ask for offers from printing houses. The largest printing
houses, in addition to printing the information content, also process it on
other publishing platforms and channels. They do this alone or in close co-
operation with the companies of the ICT cluster. Some of the printing has
moved to book shops and other service points, like the digital printing units
in schools and universities.

Wholesalers, whose core know-how is based on the management of
databases and information, have developed from wholesaler to logistics
company. The service has widened to other areas.

The bookshop network has shrunken. In areas where the popula-
tion is concentrated large bookshops offering good service have opened.
In areas with migration loss, the last ones are still clinging on. Bookshops
that have invested in customer service are like the living rooms of com-
fortable homes. In the corner of the “living room”, there may be some high
technology like Book-on-Demand system. The online bookshops’ share of
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the printed books market is a third. The share of the online bookshops,
most of which are part of the parallel business of the traditional book-
shops, is a third of the printed book market. The online bookshop is used
not only by young people and students, but also by the large-scale consum-
ers of the upper middle class, who think the Internet has by far the best
supply and service and that there one can find the best offers with little
effort. Schools mainly acquire their books direct from the publisher, and
also partly by print-on-demand.

The library is one of the modern pillars of the information society.
There will be fewer and their position will vary depending on the location.
No-fee will still be the leading principle.

Positive Twist � When Book Finland took off

A situation is outlined in the scenario When Book Finland took off, where
everything goes well – the economy grows a lot from the perspective of
the former players and is supported by them, but changes have also hap-
pened. The use of technology has increased, but paper is still the leading
material in book production.

The EU has remained a federation of states and the Eastern expansion
has happened in a controlled manner creating a cost load for the other
Member States. The development of Eastern Europe has advanced cau-
tiously in a positive direction. Internationalisation as such is no longer an
absolute value and great care is taken so that the inputs and outputs bal-
ance each other as a national advantage, and do not spread outside the
borders. The negative effects of globalisation will be increasingly discussed
also at the government level.

The nation states will remain, but they have to open their borders more.
The population majority and the ethnic minorities will live in peaceful co-
existence, and the new cultural influences will be a refreshing addition,
which will also produce a many-sided national culture. The taxation on
cultural products will be reduced (VAT), because in the EU one’s own
culture will be preserved. The value added tax on the virtual (electronic)
content will be on a par with that on books.

Technology will have provided solutions with a reasonable timetable to
most environmental problems that occur and will have developed produc-
tion processes that are environmentally friendly, but still affordable.
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In Finland the share of the service sector will have risen significantly
in information communications and the forest industry.

Unemployment will have fallen a little and the national economy will
have grown slightly. The distribution of income will have evened out since
the wild years of the 2000s and the cost of the labour force will have
stayed competitive. The structures of the economy will have become more
efficient because of information technology. Societal regulation will, on
average, be on the same level as elsewhere.

The eco-balance of the paper-based communications will be good. The
ecology as such will not be a marketing trump card, because the industry
recognises its environmental responsibility and lives up to it. The price of
energy will fall which will improve the competitiveness of the paper indus-
try and physical transportation, for example.

Some of the sparsely populated areas will have been kept vital by spe-
cial societal measures and reasonably well-off pensioners will move to
leisure-time accommodations to spend their retirement. The appreciation
of the Finnish cultural heritage will have increased and for young people
being Finnish is a self-evident fact, which they are proud of. As a counter-
balance to increasing internationality, there will be a clear home base.

Society will invest in an all-round education. The age limit for compul-
sory education will have been lowered. Teaching the national language
will be emphasised to guarantee the future of the country. Most of the
educational material will still in the form of a book, and supplemented by
electronic services. Teachers and students will be offered different alter-
natives to fit their own know-how, interests and profiles. Education alter-
natives in foreign languages must also exist, which will mean the growth
and versatility of the educational material needs. Part of the educational
material will be produced through international co-operation and will be
located where needed.

Continuation and adult education will have essentially grown and in
practice the whole working population will regularly have to up-date their
know-how and re-train. E-learning has advanced to working practical ap-
plications and made room for new innovative learning material. The print-
ed book will still be supplementary material.

More and more citizens will actively use information technology both at
work and at home. The networking degree of homes will be proportion-
ately high because an ever-increasing number of society’s public services
will be available through the networks.
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Both technology and individuals have to find ways to filter and person-
alise the information flood. Reading books gives a chance to retire into
one’s own privacy.

The price of the book depending on the reduction in VAT, and also the
improved efficiency of the whole book chain, will be competitive. The
price of the e-book will not be essentially lower than the printed book,
depending, however, on the number of the peripheral services attached to it.

Book storage will be mainly digital, and foreign books will be produced
on the spot. Small series will be mainly produced by digital printing. The
on-demand production, based on orders, will have networks, partly based
on centralised production and distribution, and partly in a decentralised
fashion.

E-books will have found their own customer base. E-book read-
ing devices will have conquered some positions especially in professional
and teaching use. Publishing platforms based on new screen technologies
(e-paper) will start to achieve commercial success. Print products will
have been developed and intelligence and interactivity will have been in-
cluded in them. Finnish literature will have achieved international success,
because of some well-marketed best-selling authors.

The book trade will have learnt to network, both inside and outside its
field, to manage the increasingly versatile operational environment. Over-
lapping activities have been discarded especially for the part connected to
product information recording and transmission, and the efficiency of the
whole chain has been increased by information technology measures. There
will be a shift from focussing on the product to focussing on the service.

Some of the authors will entrepreneurs, with agents helping them with
the connections to publishers.

Self- and small-scale publishing will have grown significantly. There
will be services available that help self-generated content production. Cop-
yright agreements allow the multi-use of the content. Systems have been
developed to manage and collect money for the copyrights and care of the
various players. Systems will have especially been developed for the mo-
bile world with Finland acting as a test laboratory.

The publishers will be valued as significant sustainers of national cul-
ture. Content databases will have been developed in the direction of pos-
sible multi-use. It will be possible to combine material by different publish-
ers in the same tailor-made end product. The printers will have had to
apply their processes to produce fast paced short print runs. The printers
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will also offer services connected to electronic publishing. The wholesal-
ers’ role will have changed essentially from managing the physical logis-
tics to that of service integrator with a wider job description. The library
institution will have been developed so that in areas where there is no
physical library, one can use developed Net services.

The customer service and management will be noticeably more
developed than today. Somebody will be in charge of the management of
both customers and digital storage. Bookshops will know their customers
and will have become, like libraries, a centre of information. A competitive
factor of the bookshop will be the capable and professional staff serving
the customers. Demand will direct supply ever tighter and the feedback
will be quick. On the other hand big stores will still sell well. The online
business will strong on the b-to-b side. As to ordinary people, the only
significant customers will be heavy users. Buying will be based on ease.

The Nightmares Come True � Everyone for Himself

In our horror scenario, the European Union will have spread east from the
present format and, in practice, become a federal state. The Bonn climate
agreement accomplished in 2001, has been functioning as a stimulus for
the environmental protection norms and laws, which have been quickly
strengthened. Environmental protection has become a factor especially in
EU policy. The price of all printed matter on paper has risen unbearably
high from the consumer’s perspective. Restricting the transmission of in-
formation and experiences was not acceptable. The production, distribu-
tion and availability of the digital content has been in many ways support-
ed. The consumers have voted, partly voluntarily, partly through economic
necessity, with their wallets. A small elite will still be able to afford printed
books; the great majority will be satisfied with digital material.

The EU having spread east will in theory be a federation of states,
but in practice a federated state, which will require strict conformity from
the legislation of its Member States. National culture can be advanced and
sustained by other means, but supporting cultural production on national
grounds will be forbidden in the name of the advancement of economic
competition.

The EU will place environmental political margin conditions on
business activities, which will be tougher than in the rest of the world.
In the name of nature conservation, using wood as a raw material and all
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traffic will be heavily taxed. The printed content will be placed in the
normal VAT bracket and the digital content that saves natural resources,
in the lower one. The global competitiveness of companies of the EU
countries will weaken and the Community will become inward looking.

Officially all the languages in the EU countries will be equal, but the
position of English as a second language will become stronger everywhere.

The price of the printed product will rise so high that consumers will
abandon it. Production, distribution and consumption will move to the dig-
ital form.

Finland will strictly follow the norms set by the EU. Industrial produc-
tion using wood as a raw material will collapse. Society will invest large-
scale resources in improving the operational prerequisites of information,
communications, monitoring and measuring technologies, and the services
developing around them.

To guarantee people’s access to information, society will endeavour to
improve the reception and use of digital material. The strongest support
will be given to the full-scale exploitation of digital TV features. Services
by officials will be transferred to the Internet. A fee will be charged for
borrowing printed books from the library and the use of digital material will
clearly be cheaper than printed material.

Schools will be more prepared to use digital material at all levels of
education and the prerequisites to produce digital educational material will
be created. The production of printed educational material will be reduced.

Society’s investments in education will, however, be limited to improv-
ing the external requirements. A small well-educated elite will consider the
education in schools unsatisfactory because of the regulated teaching pro-
grammes and will found private schools. The education level of the best
educated will rise, but there will be fewer of them. At the same time, most
of the students will see their level of general education fall.

The shrinking elite will get its self-esteem from work and will earn well,
but will not value leisure time. A growing number of those left outside the
elite schools will have acquired good vocational training, will work to earn
the money they need and place great value on leisure time.

The elite will also buy and read printed books, others will use
digital material. The real price of the printed book will double, the
number of titles published will be halved and reading will become elitist.

The price of the digital material will be less than half the equivalent
price of the printed product and an increased amount of material will be
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published. Digital TV, improving information communications connections
and easy-to-use, e-book reading devices will essentially improve the utility
of the Net publications. The educational material of schools will be digital-
ised and mainly transferred onto the Net.

The authors will adjust to the digital publishing form, and only a few will
have their works published in printed form.

The position of the publisher will still be central in the production
and distribution of the content and management of copyrights. The number
of companies publishing as the first choice of business will fall and there
will be entrepreneurs beside them acting like a program agency or produc-
er. A few publishers will be specialised in printed book production, reduced
in volume, but still remunerative because of the customer structure. Some
will have become converted into digital content producers.

 Book wholesalers will no longer be a profitable operation. The pub-
lishers and bookshops that are left will be doing business together. There
will be just a few printers who will print merely books. The book will be
a home-market product and there will be no home-market competition.
Some of the former book printers will produce digital material.

In the large population centres of Finland, 20 bookshops will be left
selling just printed books and in another 50 content product shops, there
will be a separate department for printed books. In the last mentioned,
printed books will be one product among the digital recordings and e-book
reading devices, as well as the loading services of the e-books. Game
products will form an important part of the turnover.

All the retailers will have Internet service. It will be natural to visit
online bookshops and more or less the same products will be purchased as
in the proper bookshop.

An e-book as digital content, not different from the traditional book,
will be a part of everyday life. A printed book will be an elite product
where the appearance is important. Partly for this reason, partly because
of the high price, the book produced by the print-on-demand method will
not have become common.

The Winds of Change

The trend scenario was made together with the players in the book trade,
and it contains development paths that they thought possible. The other,
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partly alternative scenarios were made by researchers to provoke thought
and discussion, but they are still based on development paths, which are
possible, even probable. A scenario is not meant to be a utopia.

More often than not, the whole process, through which the alternative
futures are created whilst working on the scenario, is more important than
the completed scenario. It is precisely this seizing of the future that is
needed in a changing operational environment. The action strategy is not
nailed down on a fixed prediction, the one and only and right image of the
future, but the strategy frames are created to be flexible and ready to
change.

In business life, those who are the first to sense the winds of changes
and react to these changes, find themselves among the winners. Working
on scenarios is an excellent way to develop this preparedness for change.
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CONCLUSIONS

The book has been part of society – technology, economics and culture –
since the development of writing and book printing technology. For the
publishers, shopkeepers, printers and other commercial players, the print-
ed book is first of all a book object, a printed product. The authors and
readers, on the other hand, often see the book as content, literature. A
book thought of contentually does not, however, necessarily limit itself
only to a book as an object. Digitalisation, networking and wireless-
ness make it possible to realise new types of publications.

The e-book reading devices of electronic texts are computers planned
for a special need. In addition to the e-book reading devices, digital texts
can be read, for example, on the computer screen by reader programs.
The files, that is, e-books readable by e-book reading devices and reader
programs, were defined as texts published in digital forms which will
not essentially change even if they were to be published as a print-
ed book. By this definition, we can distinguish e-books from reader de-
vices, multimedia works and cybertexts.

The printed book will survive alongside the digital publishing form. Nei-
ther will replace the other, but the different forms of the book will com-
pliment each other. Even the printed books will be increasingly made for
multi-form use. New innovations and services will either compliment books
or visa versa. Transferring the contents from one media to another is just
the first step in the media convergence. Presenting digital texts will, by the
help of different reading and viewing devices, develop into part of every-
day life through technological experiments, commercialising efforts and
art. The digitalisation and media convergence will create new products
and markets.

A long continuous text is most often best read printed on paper when
considering the screen technology of the turn of the millennium. It makes
sense to load it on an e-book reading device especially if it consists of
short texts, is based on an information search and combines content read-
able in random order. In the near future, it will be possible, either direct or
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with minor changes, to present and/or duplicate nearly all material record-
ed in more forms than one: on paper, as an electronic recording or on the
Net. The merger of new and old technologies causes part of the concepts
we use to be insufficient. Media-reading ability is a good example of how
the concept of reading ability is widening.

Alongside the technological change, the concepts of literature will also
be changed and widened. In future, the concept of a book may be more
ambiguous than now. It may be that in the future ‘book ‘ will just mean the
traditional book, and the digital applications will have other, more to-the-
point names. Currently, it is hard to see in what direction the text-based
digital story telling will go. Literature and other art forms will combine in
the experiments.

In professional and scientific literature, many information networks are
used as publishing channels, besides the traditional book. It is probable that
the educational material will go more towards the so-called virtual learn-
ing, where information networks are in a central position. In the future, the
form of the ”book” as a medium will not be important in learning, but the
requirements of accessibility, usability, modifiability and up-datability of
the content will decide the way of publishing, in other words, the choice of
media. With the help of new equipment, the student will have quite a dif-
ferent type of interaction with his educational material and other students
than with traditional printed contents. The electronic educational material
forms a multilevel entity together with the maintenance, contents, purpose
of use and need mapping in connection with the printed book, electronic
materials and services. Training is becoming a new dynamic production
area in the information society, and all its operation modes are not yet
known.

Reading as such may increase in the information society. One of
the most visible reflections of the information society is the increase in the
amount of information. In fact, the question is about the explosion-like
growth of the volume of information rather than of the information. To
manage in the present-day society, it is not enough to be able to read, but
one must be able to search for, assess and analyse the mass of information
and also refine raw information into knowledge and know-how. Reading is
an essential part of a modern person’s societal activities. Reading is al-
ready versatile and multimedia elements are seamlessly joined in the read-
ing without us noticing it. People use several media simultaneously.
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For a long time, the content of books was recorded and sent from the
author all the way to the publishing house in digital form. As the technolo-
gy is changing and becoming increasingly cheaper and easier to use, near-
ly all players in the production and distribution chain of the printed book
can more and more easily participate in online shopping for digital prod-
ucts and merge into each other’s business areas.

The development of technology has been significant, but, however, it is
just one component of the structural change. The most significant differ-
ence between the past thirty years and the next ten years may be the
speeding up and internationalisation of the change.

The global information networks include global markets. Digital print-
ing and online publishing have significantly lowered the costs and the thresh-
old of publishing, especially for self- and small-scale publishing. The mar-
keting problem, though. is not solved by the printing technology and digital-
ness, because a book as a product needs to be seen to sell. In production
and distribution, one is becoming network- and order-oriented rath-
er than warehouse-oriented.

The book chain needs a manager. The position of the publisher is
central in the distribution chain of a printed book, presumably also most
often in publishing e-books. The distribution chain is different than that
of the traditional publishing and publishing of other digital content prod-
ucts. Both the locally and globally active micro-level players are involved:
the information networks are exploited by hundreds of millions of users as
writers, customers and readers. In the same field, the macro-level players
include international media giants, which are able to tell universal stories
in the global entertainment markets using the publishing channel of their
choice.

The book wholesalers may become increasingly part of general
logistics service, the special area of logistics. Retailing will get new
forms and operating models, as all the possibilities of e-service are being
learnt for use in customer service. The bookshops, however, will not dis-
appear in the near future – the distribution channels of the books will
change and diffuse from the earlier ones. The distribution chain will
change.

The development of information technology affects the production, form
of existence, distribution and use more deeply than many other products.
The field will get new players, especially the information communica-
tions operators and equipment manufacturers who earlier worked with
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information technology and infrastructure, and who have control of the
distribution channel with the user information. Multimedia production
will change work habits and to succeed in it one will need several differ-
ent parties. In the new operating environment, one needs new kinds of
networking with new players. In support of the content production,
there is, in the making, a branch of business charged with taking care
of the interfaces between the content producers, distribution infrastruc-
ture and technology providers.

With the electronic data transference becoming more common, one
will reach a situation where ”printing the book” or ”presenting the book”
may not happen until the end user prints it at home, binds it using a simple
binding device or in a completely digital form, whereby the distribution
chain will dramatically shorten. The digitalisation of the book distribution
chain may thus lower the total price of the book. The profitability of the
distribution chain will weaken when the price of the book is formed mainly
from content production costs and overheads instead of the distribution
chain.

Regardless of what part of the distribution chain is examined, the ques-
tion is about customers. Every player operates in a customer relationship
with some other player, either as a buyer or seller. One must move from
focussing on the product to focussing on service for the reason that con-
tents in electronic forms are services, not products in the tradi-
tional meaning.

Exploitation of copyright is increasingly moving from the tradi-
tional making of copies to public presentation. This emphasises the
importance of the management of agreement relationships in the value
chain of the whole product: author – producer – user. The same content is
no longer necessarily recorded between covers and tangible, and ready to
take home, but is used as a service-on-demand – maybe at different times
in several different places and with the help of different media. As far as
the legal framework of the copyright is concerned, no major changes,
however, are expected. The increase of the importance of the user agree-
ments and of the technical protection measures also requires examining
the mandatory limitation regulations from the perspective of the users.
The technical development emphasises the relationship of the copyright,
for example, to freedom of speech, freedom of information, information
protection and protection of privacy.
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Digitalisation brings new services to the consumer, in addition to
the new ordering channel and information source and chance to affect,
already in the production phase, the content and appearance of the prod-
uct. Changes occur in our way of life little by little, but continuously. Even
though human evolution during the past decade may not have speeded up,
operation modes in its daily routines have changed rather radically. Lei-
sure-time is increasing thanks to the new technological innovations. The
improving language skills of Finns create the prerequisites for reading for-
eign books and online shops make it easier to buy them. The freedom of
choice and power of the buyer will increase. The demand will attract
more and more supply. All the players in the book trade have to be pre-
pared for changes in their operating environment and operating prerequi-
sites.

Digital or digitised products and services have so far been made on the
terms of technology, but the equipment and functions that will ease the
daily chores will also quickly get a response in the market. Services em-
phasising and maintaining efficiency, communality and comfort may also
be successful in the future. In the final analysis, the biggest contribution of
digitalisation will be the genuinely customer-orientated service, with which
one can offer every customer the end result according to his or her needs
and preferences.
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 THEMES FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

The common interest of the book trade is to strengthen the position of the
book and literature and maintain a good image. This is achieved in many
different ways and common efforts. The Book and Rose Day and the
Finlandia prizes for literature are good examples of the systematic sup-
portive action aimed at the whole book trade. Campaigns aimed at young
readers are carried out, for example, ”Book at School”.

The research report Kirja 2010-Book 2010 was also brought about
by the co-operation of experts from several disciplines and the book trade.
Many issues came up during the research, which in this connection re-
ceived too little attention, but which, at the same time, aroused interest in
future multi-disciplinary co-operational work. New entities were found
which we considered important; ones that will quickly or strongly develop
into issues. Finally, we want to point out to the reader some development
trends, which in our opinion particularly require more study.

There are few comparable international statistics about the book trade
suitable for research. Collecting statistical data is not necessarily itself a
topic for separate research, but empirical research, exploiting statistics
as background, of the production, marketing and distribution proc-
esses in different countries would provide useful information for the
players of the field. The aim of the research should be to find, by compar-
ison of legislatures, market situation and ways of action, operating mod-
els and business ideas that can be carried out in Finnish condi-
tions. By comparative research, one aims to support the production and
distribution, as well as the development of publishing forms, so that one
can sustain and strengthen the competitive position of the Finnish players
in the home market and their ability to be competitive in exports.

The effects of the pleasantness, efficiency and comprehensibility con-
nected to reading the digital texts compared to reading the traditional
text, especially the book, need much research. There is little or no real
knowledge, particularly about comprehensibility. Reading from different
types of screens has many physiological factors affecting the pleasant-
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ness and efficiency of reading. In addition, texts created in the digital en-
vironment differ from the traditional printed page; thus, it affects the com-
prehensibility of reading and interpretation of the text being read. One of
the most obvious areas of application of the interactive digital texts is the
educational material, especially materials imported into the e-learning en-
vironments. In e-learning, functions combine, in a concrete way, the ways
of obtaining and using the texts, as well as the comprehensibility, efficien-
cy and pleasantness of the text.

Besides the research on the reception of digital texts, one should also
examine the questions connected to the generation of interactive texts.
One should create concrete concepts of interactive texts in digital learning
environments and test them in practice. The research should also clarify
the different ways of using the printed and digital material and the devel-
opment paths connected to them. What are the prerequisites and probable
development trends for the ways of distribution and use of the different
types of educational materials when taking into account the properties and
needs of the users, economic questions and opportunities given by the
technology? How will the traditional learning methods and equipment, in-
cluding books, be combined with digital materials? The future use of edu-
cational materials will depend on both the reading and learning skills.

Research about reading would be very important as an auxiliary instru-
ment to implement the national information strategy of education, provid-
ing the effects caused by the change in study habits on the production of
the educational materials are taken into account. The research should,
thus, be implemented by combining the perspectives of literature, technol-
ogy, pedagogy and business economics.

A book as an object, service, form of expression and a way of
presentation is becoming more versatile. One can add interactivity and
intelligence in different ways to the new entity that is developing. A re-
search project, which would clarify these aspects in more detail, from the
operating model all the way to the development of a prototype, could be in
two parts. The marketing system could exploit, for example, the existing
book-reviews, marketing database, bar code reader and the home compu-
ter or mobile phone.

The content database, offered by the publisher or some other player
could, for example, be transferred by wireless phone to an occasional
tourist or nature lover’s media mobile phone. The basic technical solutions
exist, but such a production chain, for which there is a demand, still re-
quires product development and, above all, wide-scale user tests.
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The changes in production, distribution and consumption caused by the
book-on-demand concept are worth clarifying. For example, the new dig-
ital ink jet printing machines make it possible to produce prints, from some
dozens of copies to about ten thousand copies, quicker and cheaper than
by any other method of printing. Will the new production methods affect
the operation models of book publishing? Will the print-on-demand require
decentralised or centralised management of content, information, payments
and processes? The final handling of the books is now and will be in the
future the bottleneck. What will be the most efficient way to realise the
final handling in different production models?

The effects of legislature in the area of content production. Of
particular interest would be research combining copyright and con-
tract law, which would examine the contractual relationships for the whole
value chain of the content production and pay particular attention to the
weakest part of the content chain – the consumer’s legal position. Among
the big legal issues concerning the development of the information society
also belong, no doubt, to the securing of certain basic rights like the pro-
tection of privacy and the right to information, in the online e-commerce
environment. Legal research can be done either with separate projects or
by combining it with research where answers are sought for business
economic or technological questions.

Even though the media industry is merging into large units on the na-
tional and international level, the book trade will have room for small-
scale publishers. Particularly in small language areas like Finland, the
importance of the small-scale publishers is big. Like other publishers, the
small-scale publishers meet the book in the whole production chain, mar-
keting and distribution, as well as the changes that happen when the way
of presentation becomes multiform. A project that would concentrate on
operational alternatives in the digitising world would help the small-scale
publishers exploit the new opportunities brought on by these changes, like
online publishing and e-books. At the same time, one can examine, wheth-
er there are such technical, business economic and other operation models
to be developed, which can be exported.

Book 2010 covered the whole field and the effect of literature genre on
the presentation form could not be taken into account except in some
special cases. Very important would be to research and compare the suit-
ability of different literature genres to different presentation forms.
What kind of content will be suitable to be presented in printed or digital
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form in different situations and for different reader groups? How will the
same content be suitable to be presented with the help of different media?
In addition, research aiming at other than small-scale publishers, in other
words, at various players, would help to outline the future more accurately
in respect to the strategic choices of each player concerned.
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NOTES

1. Companies which took part in scenario sessions, as well as
experts of the book trade who were interviewed, are listed in
Appendices.

2. For more details see Svedjedal 2000

3. Beehive and Iowa Review Web are examples of such publications

4. “Once print has been fairly well interiorized, a book was sensed
as a kind of object which ’contained’ information, scientific,
fictional or other, rather than, as earlier, a recorded utterance.”
(Ong, 1982, 126)

5. More about the trial: Helsingin Sanomat 13.7.2001, B9.

6. “We shall not understand what a book is, and why a book has
the value many persons have, and is even less replaceable than
a person, if we forget how important to it is its body, the
building that has been built to hold its lines of language safely
together through many adventures and a long time.” (Gass 1999
[no page numbers]).

7. More information on the web pages of the projects:
www.lysator.liu.se/runeberg/, http://promo.net/pg.

8. Pilot research on reading digital texts was carried out in connec-
tion with the planning of the Book Finland project (Koskimaa).

9. Definitions are difficult as we remember from the Church
Father, St Augustine. Our interpretations do not correspond
completely, for example, to the definitions of trade unions or
encyclopaedias, but are based on the fact that in the research
we want to separate the author and publisher’s sections from
one another.

10. For example, many European countries have a fixed price
system, where a book is often sold for a predetermined time at
the price set by the publisher in all the bookshops of the market
area. Afterwards, the copies can be sold at any price.
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11. ”Electronic commerce of publications, music, films and soft-
ware encompasses all types of creations. They can be delivered
in digital form either as a single media or jointly, as multimedia.
Increasingly, new multimedia products and services are produ-
ced and distributed, off-line and online. They may incorporate a
huge number of materials protected by copyright. To enhance
multimedia productions, focus is needed on effective and
efficient clearance of copyrights. This can take place electro-
nically.” (Koskinen-Olsson, 1999).

12. The future tables/tulevaisuustaulukot/don´t know that have to
ask. and other appendix material produced during the research
are available at: http://www.jyu.fi/ nykykulttuuri/Kirja2010
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